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Abstrac t

While there ís considerable disagreement about the extent and nature of

human cerebral asymmetry, convergent research findings support the position

, that there ís some degree of functional asymmetry between the hernispheres.

Although funcLional asymmetry is especially pronounced in persons wíth one

form or another of unilateral brain damage, it has also been hypothesized

(Bakan, 1978) that there are diurnal changes in the relative functional

dominance of the hemispheres in the rrnormal" population. Partícularly,

Bakan states that a relationship exists between dreami-ng, REM sleep, and

relalive dominance of the right hemisphere, such that REM sleep allot^'s for

right hernisphere dominance or control over the organÍsm wíth a relative

absence of left hemisphere interference. He further proposes that physical

and psychological benefits accrue from this cyclic ascendance of the right

hemisphere system.

In the present study, nonepíleptic (NE) subjects vrere comPared with

t\^/o groups of epileptic subjects, one wÍth right hemisphere seizure focus

(ER) and one with left hemisphere seizure focus (EL) on performance tasks

previously demonstrated to have lateraLízing value. The NE group was also

REM depr:i.¡ed arr<l post deprivatlor-r comparisons made both within and between

subjects. A prediction that ER subject.s would perforni wirh significantly

less ar:curacy than pre-deprivatir;n NE subjects on the tasks ostensibly

perforrned more effectively by the right hemisphere when these \^Iere pt:esented

to the right hernisphere first v¡as not confirmed. A prediction that EL

subjects would perform less accurately than pre-deprivation NE subjects on

the ostensible left hemisphäre task when presented to the left hemisphere

f irst also was not conf irmed . Sur:pi:isíngly, j-t was f ound tlìat Elì subi ectsì
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performed significantly less we1l. than NE subjects on the left hemisphere

task (word recognition) presented to the "damaged" or right hemisphere first

a¡d EL subjects likewi-se performed less well than NE subjects on one of the

ríght hemisphere Lasks (facial recognition) when it was presented to Ehe

"damaged" or 1eft hemisphere first. Results \^/ere in the predícted direction,

but did not reach statisticai significance, for the prediction that NE subjectsf

performance would decrease betr¿een pre and post. REM deprivation on right

hemisphere tasks presented to t.he right hemisphere first, In addition, it was

found that left hemisphere first presentation of one of the right hernÍ-sphere

tasks (facial recognition) actually resuJ-ted Ín improved performance after

REM deprivation.

In general, results involving the other right hemisphere task (emotional

recognition) were inconsistent, which may have been simply due to the fact

chat all subjects found this to be tl-re most difficult task and most felt they

\,\7ere guessing at the answers for this task. It v/as speculated thaf the post

REM deprivation improvement j-n performance for a right hemisphere task presenLed

to the left hemisphere first may have been due to ê suppressíon of the primary

processing style of the hemisphere (1eft hemisphere fírst presentatj.on of the

1e-ft hemisptrere task resulted in decreased performance), thereby enhancing

the secondary or right henrisphere processing style in the left hemispl'rere.

'lÌhis explanation i¡; in iine with Bakan's (f 978) prediction that R.EI"I cleprivation

should alter "noïm41" hemispheric processíng styles such that there would be a

"spi11 over" of the right hemisphere mentation into the waking activity of the

left hernisphere. The results were further discussed in terms of the possible

functions of REM and t.he relationshíps of the biological cycles to shifts in

cerebral later:aliEv.



CI"IAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Overvíew

As noted by Berent (1981, p.94), the amount of data r¿hich has accumu-

lated in the area of laterality of brair-r function is beyond the capacity

of anyone to organize into a meaningful theory. Although several theories

addressing specific segments of this data have been put forth, none is

inclusive enough to apply in a general fashion. Yet, while there is con-

siderable disagreemenË as to the extent and nature of brain laterality,

mul-tidisciplinary research e-vidence tras been accumulating in support of

the notion of human,as well as infra-human cerebral asymmetry, both func-

tionally and physically, Numerous reviews of particular aspects of this

literature are available (e.g., Berent, 1981; Dimond & Beaumont, L974;

Galj-n. I975; Geffen, Bradshaw, & Wallace, L97L; Moscovitch, L976;

PirozzoLo, I977; Searlernan, L977i Tucker, 19Bl).

Equally vast is the.literature on sleep research which has developed.

Again, numerous reviews exist, and again the field has become so expan-

sive that each necessari.l.y covers only specific aspects of the sleeJ:

process (e,g., Albert, 7975; Iìartmann, I973; Horne, 1978;

i\or¡1irrre, & Stcrn, )974; 1975; I,iebb , Lgl 5; Wolman, LgTg),

Vi.r'ttrally al1 of [he irasic ¿nd social sciences have contributed to

these t\,ro ¿Ìreas of research and theor:y and considerable evaluation and

theorizing have been undertaken regarclÍng purported differences between

the hemispheres in terms of consciousness .of processíng (e.g., Eccles,

L977; Galin, L974; Simernitskèya, Lg77) as well as lateralization of

arousal sy$tems (ltucker , l98l ) . Ye t i.or the rno st part the str.rcly c,f braín
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processess durlng sleep (as well as the interface of sleep and hemispherÍc

research in general) has been restricted to examinatj-on of the vertical

ra1her than horizontaL organizaLion of the brain and the electrophysio-

Iogical and biochemical changes that accompany changes in sleep stages,

rather than evaluatÍ-ng whether or not functional dif f erences exist (l,rlolman,

ß79). Some límited attempts have been nacle to ascertain whether or not

there is differential hemispheric involvement during any of the sleep stages

(e.9., Fruman, Gordon, & Lavie, 1960; Goldstein, Stoltzfus, & Gardocki,

7972), however, the amount and extent of such research remains minimal.

Since differential performance between the hernispheres has been noted on a

valíety of tasks during the waking state, and especÍal1y since the phrase

"waking state" is itself an extremely nebulous description for our ever

ciranging levels of alertness and responsiveness, it is a short inductive

leap to preclict that sleeping also engages the hemispheres differentially.

In a theoretícal overview, Bakan (1978) stated that a relationship

exists among dreaming, REM s1.eep, and relative functional domínance of the

right cerebral hemisphere in humans, such that REl"l sJ-eep allows for right

iremisphere dominance or control over the organism ruitli a relative absence of

left hemisphere interfe::ence. On the other hanrl, many current researchers

and theor'eticj.ans asìsert that the left hemisphere of the brain dominales

wak"ing act.j-vi-ty, while still others assert that arly r¡Íew which ignores the

fact that both hemispheres are critically involved in most complex human

functions (cognÍtive or otherwise) is too simplistic (Berent, 1981). Bakan

believes that a cyclic ascendance of the right hernisphere occurs during REI'Í

sleep and further states that a variety of physical and psychological

benefirs resul.t from this ascendance, while negative ef,fects are seen if
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this ascendance does not or is not allowed to occur in t'normal" fashíon'

These t,heoretical statements raise a number of ínteresting c1ínical

issues. Of partícular signíficance to the present research program ís the

impact that support for this posítion would have upon EEG biofeedback treat-

ment of patients suffering from medicatíon-resistant psychomotor epilepsy'

This condition is one of the few chronic neurological disorders v¡hich has

been demonstrated Eo be amenable to improvemenl as Ehe result of a behav-

ioral treatment program. However, much remains to be understood with re-

gard to the particular mechanisms and functíons affected by this treat-

ment approach. Directly addressing issues such as hemispheric performance

differences and possi.ble changes ín RB"f sleep parameters after EEG bio-

feedback trainíng (particularly since most evidence suggesEs that prior to

treatment these patients appear chronically REM deprived relatíve to the

nonepileptic population - e.g., Declerck,1982) would aid in the develop-

ment of an understanding of the specificity of treatment effects and could

lead to the use of a more effícient and effective therapy format' For

example, at present it is believed that "normalízing" the overal-l EEG powef

spectral profile of such patients is the prímary determinant of their im-

proverrìent (i.e.; seiztlre f requency recluction). It might be found, though,

ttra¡- il. ¿ln overrall increase- in percentage of REM sleep each night does not

accompany tiris "normalization'r, the improvement does not occur ' Thís rvould

explain why sorne subjects "normalize" their EEGs, yet do not iniprove their

clinical status, The present study completed the initial steps required

to address thís issue.

The current research program hTas thus designed to address various

tlieoretica.l. ancl c1i¡ic¿11. issues r.eg¿rding l.ruman cerebraL ¿l"syllnn€rtry. r.t-
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represents a progression in evaluation techniques "beyond those conducted by

the few prevÍous attempts to address interhemÍspheric differences in func-

tion cluring sleep, in thaË these studies relied almost exclusively on com-

parisons of varíous components of EEG activíty taken during sleep episodes.

I^Ihíle such an approach provides ongoing ínformation about. physiological

changes during s1eep, it tel1s us little about. behavioral differences or

differential. effecÈs to the two hemispheres of any sleep parameters, such

as stage changes, stage specific deprivation,or phasic activities- 0n the

other hand, the present approach ínvolvgd REM depriving nonepileptic sub-

jects and comparíng f:heir subsequent cognitive task performance (on tasks

pre.viously demonstrated to have- LateraLizing value) to that of epileptic

subjects with l-ateralized seizure foci. Thís approach provided the means

for examining whether specific stage deprivation has hemisphere specific

effects or generaLi-zed effects (i.e., to test Bakartrs hypothesis), as well

examining whether et singJ,e evening of RH'I deprívation could produce all apProx-

imation of some of the cogniti.ve difficultíes experienced in hemisphere

specific epílepsy (which as already noted appears to prodrrce chronic R&f

deprivation) .

In ordei: to expoun<i upon and clarify the rationale behind the- current

research pro-j ect tlre rern¡rinder of this introduction rvill f ocus upon each of

the rnajor areas of i:oncern ì¡ere, Fi.rst, a summary of Lhe study of cerebral

lateralízation will be presenEed, r^rith emphasis on current trends in this

area and on research and theory conducted on issues pertinent to the study

of states of conscíousness in general. Second, recent sleep research, the-

ory, and speculation wi.ll be examíned, parricularly as thís pertains to an
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írúerface \^rith research on the cerebral hemispheres. Finally, information

on medícatíon resistant psychomotor epilepsy and the reasoning behind íts

use as a forum for evaluating the sleep/hemispheric asyunetry interface

will be Provided.

Hemispher ic Asynunetry

LateralLzation of brain function has recently become both a major focus

of popular psychology and an. area of increasingly complex and sophisticated

multídisciplinary research. The study of lateralization ís hardly recent ín

orígin (e.g., Brown-Sequard, LB74; I^ligan, 1844) and speculation has occurred

in writing at leasf since the days of the early Greek pundits. However,

recent advances ín technological sophistication have made it emminently

clear that the cerebral hemispheres are identical in virtually no sense'

from the anatomj-cat (e. g., Galabulda, Lemay, Kemper, & Geschwind, 1978)t

through the biochemical (e.g.olce, Keller, Mefford, & Adams,197B), to the

psychologícal functions they perform (e.g., Berent, 1981)

The last two decades have spavrned vast amounts of research on cerebral

laterality. Lt has been demonstrated that there are cognitive (e.g', Tucker,

f9B1); emotional (e.g., Pribram, lg8l); and peïcePtual (e'8', DaY, l-979) dif-

ferences betr¿een the hemispheres. Not only are the differences both functional

anci ph¡,sls¿1, but the clifferences actualll'díffer betrn'een sexes (Levv & Levy, l97B)

The func.tional diff erences between the Ìiemispheres crlmpr:Lse a hígh1y

debatable area of both research and theor:y. Tabte 1 presents a partial list

Insert Table I about here

of functions f or lvh j.cl-i tlrere i-s st rong resc:¿rrche-L' concurrence



Lef t Hemisptrere

Function

l-. analysis of detail
2. analysis over time

3. arithmetic
4. calculation
5. complex motor func-

tions
6. conceptual similar-

it ies

7. finger naming

8. ideation
9. language

10. liaison to conscious-

.......7

Functl-.ons Ascribed to

Ref eienc e
b

Tucker,1981
Eccle s, 'L97 

7

Tucker, 1981

Gerstmann, 1940

Eccles, L977

Gerstmann, L940

Eccles, L977

Sperry, L974

L91 4

t97 4

Right Hemisphere

Function

1. binocular depth
percePtion

2. creative thinking
3. emoÈiona1 processing

4. emotional recognit.íon

5. facial identification
6. general readiness to

respond

7. mental rotation
B. musical abilÍtY
9. nonverbal ideation

l0.nonverbal paired
associate learning

11. perf ormancelike motor
funct ions

L2. picture & Pattern

15. spatial orientation
and integratíon

16.tactile PercePtion

Ref erenc e

Carmon & BechtoldË, L969

Dimond & Beuamont, i-974

Di-mond & FarringËon, L977

Pribram, 1981

Milner, L967

Heílman & Van den Abel1,
L979

Ratcliff, L97B

Galin , I97 5

Sperry, L974

Dimond & Beaumont, L974

8o11, L974

the

Dimond & Beaumont, L974

ness Eccl-es , L97 7

11. linguistic. descriP-
t ion

12.main language center S1>erry ,L97 4

13.paired associate
learning Dimond & Beaumont t

14.perception of vertical Pitblado, L979

15-righc-left orientation Gerstmann, 1940

1-6. speech Broca, 1861

iT.verbal abilities Eccles, L977

Ì8.vigilance Dimond & Beaumont,

l9.wri..ing Sperry, L9l 4

a Adopted from Berent, 1981.
b Refärences do not imply original authorshiP

Stark, L967

Eccles, r.977

sense Eccles,

13.recognition of envir-
onmental sounds Milner,

14.simple & concrete lang-
uage comPrehension SPerrY'

r97 7

L962

i97 4
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,-oíEh respect to r:igl-rt vs. lef f hemisphere functioning' Many other dif ferences

,have been purported to exi-st, but tend to be surrounded by contradj-ctory

,rese.ar"h fíndÍ-ngs and controversy in general' It is also imporbant to note

,tbat intert¡emispheric differences have often been defindd ìby performance on

parLictLar tasks (see Berent, 1981,pp.77-78 for details), which is clearly an

ínadequaCe approach in and of itself for ascribing functional capacíties to the

hernispheres. Many, if not most tasks, whether simple or complex, involve both

hemispheres to at least some extent (see Klein, 1981; for a description of the

work of Gevíns and his colleagues at San Francisco's EEG Systems Lab, which has

debunked many of the myths of laterality) and it is necessary to keep this in

mín<l when evaluating al1 laterality research. It is undeniable that interhemi-

spheric performance differences do appear consistently with the use of a variety

of tasks, but at least in the case of cognitive tasks, it is probably more accu-

rate to falk of these differences in terms of different problem solving strategies

than to use a task-based definition of interhemispheric differences. Thus, it

can generally be saicl that the left hemisphere aPpears to perform more effec-

tively on cognitive tasks requiring sequential, linear and analytic processÍng

while the righ¡ ;rpparently performs more effectively on cognitive tasks

requiring hol_istic ancl nonlínear processing (e.g., Tucker, 1981).

At present, t-tre primary physical dif f erence bet.rveen the iremispher:es in

Ltumans thi¡ L i.s ltnoi,,tt to exist, involves a dif f erence in tlie si'ze of sontc

structures. Gur, Packer, Hungerbuhler, Reivich' Obrist. Arnarelc, and Sack-

heírn (I980) f ouncl tilore gray ma tter (i.e. , cell bodies anC untnyeLinared Llerve

f ibers) relative to l,/hit,e matter (i.e., myélinated or sheathed nerve f ibers)

in the left than in the rú.ght hemÍ.sphere, especially in frontal and pre-
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centraL regions. They postulated that "This finding suggests that the or-

ganj,zatíon of the left hemisphere, relative to Ehat of the right, emphasizes

processíng or transfer within regions' or both, rather than transfer across

regions,,. There is even some evidence to support the belíef that the various

ínterhemispheric sex differences may be due, or al leasL relatedr to Ëhe

corresponding anatomical differences found between the sexes (Galabur<la et

al. , 1978) .

Although only in its infancy as a discipline, neurochemistry has pointed

Èo dífferences between the hemispheres (Hapnad & DotYr L977) ' For example'

Oke et al. (1978) found that norepinephrine exists in greater quantities in

the l.eft prrlvinar region of the thalamus and the right somatosensory input

area of the thalamus .than in the correspotlding contralateral regions.

Ostensible interhemispheric differences bett¿een the sexes have created

both public and scientifi.c controversy. The generally supported finding

of the Kimura group (e.g. Ki.mura, L973) that females are less clearly lat-

eralized than males öoncerning their performance on a number of cognitive/

perceptual taslcs has lead to a variety of debatable conclusions, including

the asserlion that vromen are less bíologically suited for certain professions,

suc[ as engineering or architecture. For the rnore dispassionate reader,

Levy & Re-id (f 978) have providecl one of the rnore tttorougl-r r*]viervs of thi's

area of LaLexaLízation research. Their rer¡íer,¡ suggests thaC while differ-

ences do appear to exist ín the cognítive styles of the ììenrisi>hr:res between

tire sexes, it is premature to draw conclusions regarding cla','-¡o-day func-

tíoning or ultimate capabilitÍes of the sexes based upon this rese'arch'

.:'
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The study and measurement, of cognitive, perceptual and ernotional diff-

erences betv¡een Lhe hernispheres ínvolves overlapping research and theory

whích is most simply and straightforwardly examíned when these areas are

consídeïe,1 together. Since a considerable amount of rvhat has been r.rrÍtten

in these areas is applícable to our current investigation of the interface

with sleep research (especially that concer:ning right hemisphere processing),

supposed functions and functional styles of each hemlsphere will be briefly

anC independently presented" Berent (1981, pp.78) has noted that the hesitancy

towards speculation in the lateralization literature has lead to an rratheore-

tícal'climate in whtch creative and. testable hypotheses are hard r^ron." In

order to avoid such hesitancy and provide hypothesis generating material, some

attenti.on will also be gíven to writing which is anecdotal and outright spec-

ulative. None of the following discussion on hemispheric differences, however,

is intended to convey that either hemisphere performs any of the noted functions

in isolatÍon. As alread.y stated, it is highly probable that even the most

simple tasks involve a variety of operations whÍch bring both hemispheres of the

brain int'o play. On the other hand, the different "styles or modes" of infor-

mation processing of the two hemispheres apparently give one hemisphere or

lhe othel an advantage or greateï ro1.e in performing certain functions.

Lef t llemisphere f'unctionir-ro

The left cerebral hemisphere has long been referred to as the Itdominanttt

hernisphere during the waking state, a description which probably gained its

greatest support from Broca's (1861) discovery that the speech centers

r¿ere localized in the left fronto-temporal regions. The fact that a consid-

erable amount of human conrnunication is verbal has reínforced the notion of
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left hemisphere dominance. Furthermore, functíons which have bee.n

ascríbed to the left hemisphere are often more clearly specified and lend

themselves more easily to verbal description than are those for which the right

hemisphere ís ostensibly responsible. As was noted earlier in this paper'

fhe left hemisphere in general is usually assumed to function in a li-near,

sequential, analytic manner, in other vrords following the rules of syllo-

gistic logic. A consiclerable portíon of our day-to-day activities requires

just such thinking, which again supports the position that the left hemi-

sphere dominates lvaking activiËy.

yet the notion of dominance also serves to overplay the differences

between the hemispheres and certainly suggests that the left hemisphere is

more ímportant than the right in the maintenance of nortnal waking activitÍes'

a notion with little or no empi-rícal grounding. As indicated by Gazzaníg'a

(Igll), it leads people to naively believe thaË mental styles can be

broken clow'r along simple hemí-spheric lines' I^Ihile this is an appealing

belief in its simplÍcity, it also is a gross misrepresentation of rathat'n're

know about the brain. While the left hemisphere does appear to be more in-

volved in tire processing and production of most language and sPeech than is

tiie right hemisphere, it cerfainly is not fair to assume that it dominates

al1 r¡ak.i¡¡3 ac tions . In f ac t , even concerning verbal abilities, the right

hernísphere does quite well in the processing of words easily translatable

j-trto visual images and can take over the functíon of speech production if

tlre 1eft hemisphere is damaged during prepubertal years (e.g., Ben-son, L979).

Table I reaffirms that most of the functions attributed to the left

hemisphere have been those requiring analytic, linear, logical processing'
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In fact, the functions assigned to the left hemisphere in Table 1 are prob-

ably the most consistently and strongly supported results in the general area

of laterality research. It is ímportant to note that most functions attrÍbuted

to the l-eft hemisphêre require a highly alert, aEtentive and actj-ve level of

consciousness, and appropriately or not, little has been written theoretically

and little research has been undertaken regarding the left hemisphere and

sleep. Up to the present time, the study of the interface of sleep and la-

terality has primarily concerned the right hemisphere and therefore it is on

the more highly debated functions of the right hemi-sphere that the current

paper will focus greater attention.

Right Hemísphere Functioníng

As Table I suggests, many of the functions that have been reported to

belong primarily to the r:ight hemisphere are poorly defined and poorly

conceptuaLízed. In general, many of these functions are so "looselytt de-

fined that what they actually constitute behaviorally is unclear. Perhaps

the ¡nost clearly specified functions attributed to the right hemisphere lj-e

in the area of visual processing. Carmon and Bechtoldt (1969), as well as

Durnlord and Kimura (1971), have provided evidence that binocrrlar depth

perce¡>t-. ion is one of the specialized f unct ions of the right hemisphere

(monocular depth percepticn has nc¡t been found to favor right hemisphere

process-i-ng) . Carmon and Bechtoldt (1969) f ound thar br:ain 1nj ury ro the

right hemísphere \¡/as associated with more problems in a depth perception

task than comparative left hemisphere damage or no damage. Durnford and

Kimura had normal subjects judge whether a centrally presented rod rvas

closer to or further away from them than one presented to either the left

or right vÍsual f ield. They f otrnd tha[ , with binc;cular prcÌsÉ]ntat.ion only,
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a Lef.t visual field (rÍght hemisphere) superiority occurred.

Vísual-spatial Lasks oËher than depth perception have also been found

to be performed more successfully (i.e., faster and more accurately) by

rhe right than the left cerebral hemisphere. One such example comes from

tire aforernentíoned Durnf ord and.Kimura (1971 ) study, in which it rvas found

that the rigtrt hemisphere \¡ras also superior at two-dimensi-orral spatial

location, Kimura and Durnford (L974), on reviewing the evidence concernÍng

right hemisphere involvement in visÍon, concluded that the right hemisphere

was superior to tl-re left ín recognítion of most geometric forms, spatial

1oca|i'zation of visually presented material, depth perception, possibly Ín

perce-ption of t,he slant of various lines, but not ín form perception or

letter recognition. Gross (L972) conducted tr^/o reaction time (RT) exper-

iments in which subjects T¡/ere required to make "same-different" judge-

ments to either a spatial or verbal task. She found that verbal stimuli

T¿/ere processed faster by the left hemisphere and spatíal stimuli were

processed fasËer by the right hemisphere.

In a study of vísrral processing of a more general nature, Mârzt, Stefano,

î¿rssinari, and Crea (1979) found t.he expected right I'remÍsphere superiority

for iconic storage., but also found that the time der:ay of such storage \^'as

sirnilar: i:c¡r: the two hemispheres. They spec-ulated that overal-1 hemispher:ic

differences are due Ëo encoding rate rather than simply clarity or capabil-

ity for: such storage.

Electroencephalographic examination of visrral processing has also

irrdícated ríght hemisphere superioríty. Robbins and McAdarn (1974) measured

alpha brain wave activíty from subjecLs covertly ímaging farniliar pictorial
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stirnulj-. Subjects $tere instrucÈed to imagine in the form of shapes and

colors, words, or both. Alpha actívity was found to be suPpressed in the

right hemisphere when shapes and colors r¡/ere imagined (as would be expected

to occur when active processing is taking place), and in the left when

r¡rords were imagined. Poon, Thompson, and Marsh (Lgl 6) examined, hemispheric

differences in vísua1 processing by the use of an EEG technique known as

average evoked potentials (AEPS). Although interpretation of AEP findings

rnust be rnade with caution because of numerous methodological inconsistencies

and contradictory findings which have occurred in this area of research'

Poon et al. (L976) found more posítive wave components' suggestíve of

more active processing, in the right vs. left hemísphere during recogni-

tion tasks requiring simple visual processing. This asymmetry T,las further

enhanced during complex visual processing.

Final1y, Davidson, Taylor, and Saron (I979) measured alpl-ra asymmecry

from parietal EEG leads. They found that subjects with greater right hemi-

sphere baseline asymmetry (i.e., possibly an indication of more active in-

volvement) were more accurate in a visuo-spatial Ëest, recognized more female

faces, á,.Ììd Lrere poorer in recognizing words. Subjects \^/j-th greater 1ef t hern-

isphere baselj-ne- asymmetry írere more accurate in recognizing rvords and showed

more misses in response to female faces. Clearly, overall the right hemi-

spl-rere exceeds rhe left- in capabilities for processing most forms of visual

imagery.

Some of the physical differences between the hemj-spheres .suggest that

the right hemisphere is.more "primitive" (i.e", earlier deveJ-oping onto-

genetically in humans and phylogenetícally across the animal kíngdom) than
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the left. For example, the right hemispl-rere is assumed to mature earlier

tl-ran the lef t hemlsphere ín humans (Lenneberg, 1969). Morphologically' ít

can be seen that the brains of Ehe lesser primates are not asymmetrical

(Wada, Clark, & Hamm, 7975) ancl that the asynrnetry in humans, which involves

both larger structures in the left hemisphere and differences in distríbu-

Eíon of gray and white matter (Gur et a1., 1980), mâY be tied to our caP-

acíty for speech production (Lenneberg, L969). This capacity is generally

accepted as both recently acquíred and prímarily left hemisphere local-ized.

The wealth of data and theory concerning right l-remisphere functioníng

though is highly <iebatable and a consÍde.rable body of this literature con-

cerns such areas as emotions and psychopathology. In hemispheric ter:ms,

the clysfunctioning associated with schizophrenia for example has been char-

acterized vari.ously as da.mage to elttrer the left or right hemisphere' de-

fective interhemispheric transfer of information, or general changes in

cerebral asyrnmetry. Gruzelier and Hammond (I979) employed auditory tests

of absolute threshold at various frequencíes, while controlling for drug

effects. They found that right ear (left hemisphere) thresholds were su-

perior to left ear (right hemisphere) threshoJ-cls, especial-1y at frequencie-s

above 2 klHz. This superiori.ty, horve.ver, deteriorated through the course

of the ciay or as a result of repeatecl testing,. 'Jlhey interpreted these

results not as prima fac.ie evidence for righr hemisphere clysfrrtrction, but

rather as evidence for left hemisphere suscel.rtibility to inhibition and

fatigue. I^lhich inÈerpretation is more apprc;pri.ate is of ccurse debatable,

especíally in light of the longstandíng hísqory of questiong,ble findíngs

in schizophrenia research and t.he diffÍôult¡/ incurred in simply defining

thc concept.
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Roemer, Shagass, Straumanis, and Amadeo (f978) discovered EEG evidence

(in the form of evoked potentials) for laEeralized hemispheric dysfunction

ín chronic schizophrenics. They measured visual evoked potentials for var-

íous age and sex-matched diagnostic groups. Their results indicated lower

r¿ave form stability in all Cypes of schízophrenia, as well as differences in

this stabílity betv¡een hemispheres in both overt and latent schizophrenia

(as well as in psychotic depressives), such that the left hemisphere vTas more

unstable.

In a more comprehensive investigation of hemispheric dysfunctíon in

schizophrenia, Shagass, Roemer, Straumanís, and Amadeo (I979) employed 15

electrodes to study visual evoked potentials (VEPS), auditory evoked po-

tentials, and somat.osensory evoked potentials (Sfps); the latter obtained

from the right and left median nerve. Subjects \'rere again matched for age

and sex and again it was shov¡n that there rùas more VEP waveform variability

in the left than ríght hemisphere of schizophrenics, but not normals"

Variability for latent schizophrenics fel1 tn between the other th7o groups'

Au<litory evoked potenËial variability demonstrated a similar pattern, and

irnportantl y, asymmetry in VEP stability was eliminated by antipsychotic

drugs. Tal<en as a whole, these findings aPpear to provide strong evidence for

unusual palte-rns of cerebral as¡rmmetry irr schizophre-nia, though the nature of

these changes is uncertaÍn.

possibly the most daring explanation of the r-rnusual patterns of asym-

metry found in schizophrenia comes from Bakan (197S). He suggests that

schizophreni¿ may involve the spillover of general rígl-rt hemisphere mentation

into periocls ¡hat shoulcl actually be controll ecl by l.ef t trernisphere thought

':,
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processes. Right hemisphere dominance of thought processes in normal

indi.víduals is proposed to be confined to RElvl periods, while in the schiz-

ophrenic, the barrier (most tikely the corpus callosum) rvhich controls this

confinement does not operate as effectively.

In support of thÍs proposition, physical evidence suggests

Lhat the corpus callosum is abnormal in schizophrenia. Rosenthal and

Bígelow (1"972) compared the corpus callosi of deceased chronic schizo-

phrenics and matched controls. The schizophrenic group averag,ed an lB%

thicker callosum than Ëhe controls, wiËh little overlap between the groups.

Furtl-rermore, although hardly a routine procedure, Laitinen(1972) has noted

a sharp reduction of many schizophrenic symptoms, including hallucinations

with the surgical transecÈion of the knee of the corpus callosum.

The support for right hemisphere involvement in processing of emotions

is more compelling and comes from a variety of sources. Cer[ain forns of

l¡rain injury of f er suggestíve evidence. lrrhile rrany J,eft hernisphere lesions

are accornpanied by t'catastrophict' reactions of crying, swearing, and anxietyt

right hemisphere lesions are more commonly associated r¿ith tteuphoric" or

"indifLerent" reactions (Gainotti , L969; L972; Hecaen, L962). Probably the

clearesr ill.¡stl:etion of indj.fference to rÍght hemisphere damage is found

j-n tlie condj-tion Labelled anosogno:;ia. Patients sufferlng from anosognosia

iiave severe nerlr:ological def icit yeL are unavtare of , or indif f erent to' their

clis;rbility. This condítion has been found to exist most frequently in

patÍents rvith r1ghc hemisphere dysfunction (Hecaen, L962), and suggests that

appropriate emotional responding rnay requir_e an intact right \g.m-igphere.

In normal populatíons, right hemísphere superíority for procssslrg emo-

tions seenìs to occul' to l¡oth auditorily and visua-Liy preseLrtt:d stinul Í..
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The major technÍque for auditory stímulus presentation has been the use of

dichotic listening tasks. Such tasks have revealed left ear (right hemísphere)

superíOrity for recognition of nonverbal sounds, such as laughing, crying, and

shrieking (Carmon & Nachson , Lg73; King & Kimura, 1971), as well as for emo-

tíonal tones revealed in spoken sentences (Haggard 5, Parkinson, 1971).

Visual presentation of emotÍonal stirnuli to separate hemispheres has

generally been accomplished with the use of a tachisEoscope. Dimond, Farring-

ton, and Johnson (Lg76), as well as Dímond and Farrington (L977), ernployed

a tachistoscopic technique that allowed them to present pleasant or unpleasant

films to either the left or right hemisphere alone. Both studies found that

more ratings of unpleasant and horrific vrere made when the filrns v/ere presented

to the right vs. left hemisphere. Much of the literature on tachistoscopic

presentation of emotional stimuli also involves facial recognítion. One of the

first l:easons to belíeve that facj-al recognition was primarily a right hemisphere

lask was the finding that facial agnosia (failure to name or other\,tise recog-

níze persons despite orclinary visual acuity) was the result almost exclusively

of right hemisphere lesions (Hecaen e Angelergues, 1962). Levy (1974) noted

that patients with right hemisphere lesions were also unable to master control'

over facial r:ecognition when the task rvas presented to the left hemisphere.

ThÍs filding occurr:ed regardless of rvhich of the various manipulations and

learning tasics rvere used for training. Levy concluded Lhat the overall fornl

of a face simply coulcl not be remembered by the left hemisphere and that for

the vast majority of dextrals (right-handed subjects), face recognition clepends

on memory images avaílable exclusive.ly to the right hem!-sphere. The presence

or absence of bra.in damage $ras not belicved to be a critical determiníng factor

in Levyts study"
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Sirnilarly, a conclition known as prosopagnosia involves difficulty in

recognízíng familiar faces, and at times even inability to recognize the

self in photographs or mirrors (Cole & Perez-Cruet, L964). This condition

has also been found to exist primarily wÍth right hemisphere damage and is

frequently associated wíth concomitant problems in comprehending or recog-

nízing emotional expressions.

Facial recognition tasks in normal subjects have employed RT and

accuracy as the major measures and presentation (primarily tachis-

toscopi.c and at less than 150 msec to prevent saccadic eye movements)

has involved either bilateral or unilateral viewing. Much of the

research demonstrating right hemisphere superiority for facial recognition

has compared the performance of the right and left hemispheres on verbal and

visuo-spatial (face recognitíon in this case) tasks. !-or example, Rizzo-

latti, Umi-lta, and Berlucchi (1971) used a dj-scriminative RT procedure to

compare alphabet. and face matching tasks. As expectedr the right-handed

subjects demonstrated a clear left hemisphere superiority for the verbal

tas[<, whÍle for the facial recogniti"on task there l¡ras a similar right hemí-

spliere superiority. This was founcl for all but 2 of.'26 right-handed subjects.

[-lef f en, Braclsliarv, and \lallace (f 97f ) , as well as Gef f en, fìradshaw, and

NetEl-eton(L972), have ¿i1so found evidence for rlght hernisphere superiority

i-n processing facial stirnulj-. Since they l-,eJ-Íeved RT to be a more sensitive

rneasure of hemispheríc processing <liffer:ences, it was used as the rnain de-

pendent measure in both the 1971 ancl 1972 studies. Their presentation

involved a centrally fixated face followe<l by a test face presenËed randomly

to eíther visual field (although for each tría1 the test face was flashed

only on one sicle of the screen, the infc¡rrnat.icn rv<¡ulcl c, I- ct-rur:$e rc.:ch tlle
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opposit.e hefirisphere in a short period of time) . As expected, RTs were

faster to faces presented in the left visual field (righE hemisphere first)

than to those. presented in the right visual field (left hemisphere first).

A1so, as expectedrverbal material was processed more rapidly by the left

hemr'-sPhere.

Gilbert and Bakan (L972) n as well as Marcel and Rajan (1975), reported

furLher findings which support the right hemisphere superiority for facial

recognition posiËion. Marcel and Rajan (1975) found that amongst 7-9 year

old children good readers performed more effectively than poor readers at

unilaterally presented verbal Easks (i.e., with greater left hemisphere

superiority and overall accuracy). No such difference rvas found for

facial recognition though, despite the finding that the right hemisphere \4/as'

as expected, superior in performance of this task. Thus it v¡as concluded that

the der¡elopment of hemispheric specialization for verbal processing is un-

related to the para1lel development of visuo-spatial abilities. Young and

El1is (Lg76) further demonstrated that right hemisphere superiority for

facial recognition extends downwards to at least as early as 5 years old.

l-i1ìay and llrench (1978) found that the right iiemisphere superiority

e,risted lrhen data r,tere analyzed by signal detection as rvell as conventional

rnettrofls. Ðricker, Butters, Bennan, Sanlrels, and Carey (f978) deniotrstrated

that f acial. re-s6grÌition problems f or right lrenrispl'rere damaged and Korsakof f rs

patienLs r¿ere similar and probably due to superficial encocling of a

f orm atypical for the right hemisphere in nortnals. iìines (1978) presented

adult subjects wíth words, faces and random shapes, under both unílateral and

bílateral viewing conditions, Asymmetry rvas determined by type of stimuli in

al1 conclitions and faces shovred the usual Left visual field-light hemisphere
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súpe iori:y (those reslrlts \,rere once again examined for accuracy rather than

RT).

Suberi and l"lcKeever (L977) presented both emotional and nonemotional

faces unilaterally. Subjects were told to judge which conditíon the pre-

sented face was in ( tLrey had previously been trained to memorize each face

and the condition it represenËed). Results indicated that RTs were faster

for emotional faces presented to the right hernisphere.

possibly the mc,st extensive use of tachistoscopic presentation of

emot,ional stimuli has been made by Ley and Bryden (L977a; L977b; L979). In

a series of studies, they employed different carËoon faces to express

enotio¡s ( a total of five emotions in the first study and three in the

second). In each of their studies, subjects \,¡ere required to compare a

target face (presented to either the left or right visual field) with a

subsequentally presentecl coinparison face, the latter of which was a1\Í'3ys

centrally positioned and presented for a longer duration than the target

face. A1l result.s confÍrmed the hypothesis that subjects would be more

accurate irr emotional recognítion when stimuli were presented to the right

vs. lef t Lre-r¡isphere. This was par:ticularly true when the emotions expressed

were of a more extrenre nature, regardless of dírection of emotionality.

T'hcy ¡elt that their e.arlier f indings, however, might have .been confounded

by t¡e fact thaL facial recognition per se has been founcl co be more easily

ac' c omp l-fs1iê d-' ttl È Tr e- rign-t - 
h-ónìi s p eandt his finding may Lhen account for

differences in facially presentecl enlotional recognition as well-'

In a later sludy, Ley and Bryden (1979) attempted to account for this

possible confound by making three basic changes in experimental design.

First, the subj ectrs taslc rvas changed to inclucle -jurlgelnrer-rl-s allout boLh t'-he
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emotions expressed and the faces presented. Second, the nutnber and type

of faces presented was increased from Èhree to five in an agtempt to reduce

recognitíon differences due to isolat.ed or dístinctíve facial characteris-

tícs (whích of course varied between faces). Third, the number of emotions

expressed v¡as also increased frorn three baclc to the oríginal five to ascer-

tain whether or not right hemisphere superiority for recognition was based

on specific emotions.

Results suggested that emotional recognition r/tas not based on facial

recognítion, as significant visual field effects I^Iere found for both

variables (although for emotions these differences vrere signifícant for

only the extreme expressions), arrd both correlational and covariance- analyses

indicated independence of the two effects. These results appear to provÍde

strong evidence for ríght hemisphere superiority in processing certain

forms of both visual and emotional stimuli.

The Dichotomy of Sleep

As noted by czeisler and Guilleminault (1980), t,he discovery and

description of rapid eye movement (Rli¡'l) sleep by Aserinsky and Kleitrnan

(f953; 1955) revolutionized the trnclerstanding of sleep and sleep processes'

Not onJ.y could sleep no longer be viewed as a unitary phenomenon' but the

subsequently for-rncì wealth of irnportant bioche-rnical , physiological , bioelec-

tric/neurological and psychological differences between REll an<ì non-REÞI

(NREM) sleep \^rere so profotrnd that it \!Ìas suggested that nornial conscious-

ness be divided into three states: w¿rkeftrlltess, NREIÍ sleep, and REM sleep.

Insert Tabl.e 2 about here
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Ac tiv-í. tyr REI'I NREM

Rapid, irregular respirstion
rncreased and. irregula! heart

Elevated blood pressure

Increased oxygen consumPËicn

Increased brain temperature

Increased cortical blood fiov¡

Occurlence of penile erections

rate and pulse
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+
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+

+

+

+

+
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+

+

+

Iliddle ear muscular activiti'
TwiEches of srnall muscles of faces and limbs

.:

Occurrence of dreams

Increase in temporal amount throughout lhe sleep period

Relative increase in right hemisphere activation

Occurrence of phasic aptivities such as PIPs

Ðecrease in overall teþporal amount over the period of ontogenetic development

¡.J
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TabLe 2 contains the rnost rvidely accepted diff erences between REl"l and NREM

sleep and as it suggests, a rather subtle phenomenon proved to have wide-

ranging imPlications '

The discovery that dreams occurred much more frequently during REM

periods (REI"fPs) Ehan during NREI4Ps and that the alternation of REMPs and

NREl"lps occurred in a regular, predictable fashion, with progressively

irrcreasing duration of REMPs throughout the night (Dement & Kleitman, 1957),

enhanced scientific interest and public supporË for sleep research, which

has burgeoned ever since. IE also lead to the ínvestigation of and consid-

erable theorízíng about the sleep cycles themselves extending throughouE

the circadian cycle as part of a Basic Rest Actívity cycle (BRAC) (".g.,

Broughton, Lg75; L979; Carskadon ç Dement, L975; L977; Johnson, 1973;

Kleitman, 1963; 1968; Kripke & Sonnenschein, I973; Othmer, Hayden, &

segelbaum, Lg6g; I4oses, Lubin, Johnson & Naitoh, 1977; Moses, Naitoh,'&

.Johnson, l97B; Sterman, 1970; Sterman, Lucas, & Macdonald, L972), The

issue of sleep/wakefulness comparísons, however, is complicated by the fact

that it is not yet possible to claim that there are waking stages which

directly para1lel the vari.ous sleep stages.

In f¿ict, regarding sleep researcìr in general, tv¡o of the most eÛuninent

itrvestigatol:s in the f i¡:ld (Dement & Karacan, 1981) have recently stated

the following:

Much of our research is necessarily still at the first level of inquiry'

the descriptive level . Sl.eep is so complex that it r'¡ould be unr-easonabl,e

to expect, us to have advanced.beyond the descriptive phase in all areas

of sleep research since the modern era began 26 years ago. ft would be

even iììore snreasonable to expect thal: v¡e cr¡ulr1 h¿¡ve devel-oped thc: m.:ljor:

ìr'
:.
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orgaîj,zel- of data, a comprehensive theory of sleep. (p' f0)

They go on to state that sufficient data does not exj-st in many areas Lo sysLem-

aLícaLLy forrnulate and test discrete hypotheses. Yet the risk of taking

such a step and faili-ng to find support for the hypol-heses, combíned rvith

rhe wealth of existlng data and simulEaneous lack of method of organizing

Lhese data, appear to have contributed to an oft-times atheoretical ap-

proach. As noted earlier, a simil-ar problem exists in the hemispheric

literature and the current study is an attempted step away from thÍs

format.

As is true of the research on the functions of the hemispheres, there

is a1 so considerable clebate regarding the functj.ons of Ril{ vs. NRE}Í s1eep.

Insert Table 3 about here

Table 3 is far from an all inclusive look aL the purported functÍons of the

two major sleep states. Again, an aËtempt has been made to include only

the nore widely accepted frrnctions and differences in function. The par-

sinrony cre.ated by attributing the major benefits (over and above the

speciri<-'listed pur:¡roses) of each stage to a partic:ular hernísphere is

ternpting indeed. 'l'lie f act that â certain amount of research at least

part-ially supports such a conclusion enhances this temptati-on. Stil1,

it is necessary to be very cautious in generalizing to such grand l.engths

from lhe ski-mpy amount of e-xisting data

For t.he most part the study of brain processes during sleep iras been

restricted to examínat.ion of the vertical. rather thar-r trorizonLaT. organ-
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Physiology/Chenistry

Sleep DeprivatÍon

Sleep ers a Response

Tiredness

Dala Base

Pirys io 1ogy/ Chemis try
Sieep Deprivation

Long, Short and
Variable Sleepers

Pathological- States
rrrid :\ge Changes

Sleep ats a Response

Tir edlress

Dreai',ts

aACopted from lÌartmann (f973)

The Functions of REM vs. aep

NRB{ Function(s)

Anabolism: macromolecule synthe-
sis (RNA or protein).

Prevent lethargy or physical
tiredness.

P,estoration after exercise. pain
or injury, or excessive catabol-
ísm.

Restoration after "physical"
ti.redness.

RIi\f Furrction(s)

Repa E cerning

Focus attention, keep out extraneous stimuli;
naintain ego inÈegrity; restore ability for
neçt learning; consoli.date inemories; maintain
visual-spatial integration.

Restoration after psychic straÍn including
anxiet¡r and depression; maintenance of emo-
tional stability overall.

Restoration after ne\t learning and at times
of irritability and depression

Iìestoïation of catecholamine s¡/stems :and af ter
reticul-ar stimulation or hypervigilance

Restore recent sublte ego mechanisms and
secondary process

Repair of brain systems necessary for fl.exible
attention, subtle feedback regulated emotion,
continuing sense of self

Overall Effect

Anabolism and synthesis of
macromolecules to be used
partially in the functions
of RBI

Overall Effect

Repair, reorganization,
formatÍon of new conflec-
tions ín cortex and the
catecholamine systems
ascending to cortex re-
quired for optirnal atten-
tion mechanisms, secon-
dary process, and self-
guidance duríng waking
activíty

¡..)
L''
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Lzatíon of che brain and the electrophsyiological and biochemical changes

Ehat accompany changes ín EEG measured sleep stages (l^lolman, J-979).

Recently, some attempts have been made to ascertain whether or not there

ís ðíff.erential hemispheric involvement during any of the slee-p stages-

Sínce differential performance between the hemispheres has been noted on

a varíety of tasks during the waking state, it ís a short inductive leap

to predíct that ín some manner sleeping also engages the hemispheres differ*

enËially. The very different functions apparently fulfilled during REìl and

NRp,1 sleep further support the notion that the two hemispheres are at least

somewhat differentially involved during the occurrence of these events.

A further complication in comparing waking to sleeping activities'

however, is that performance measures which commonly distinguish between

hemispheres during waking are untenable for use during sleep. Consequently,

most of the literature claiming that there are interhemispheric differences

in function during sleep has been based on indirect evidence. The few

strrdies v¡hich have directly compared the hemispheres during sleep have

relied almost exclusively on comparisons of various components of EEG

ar:l-ivi-ty. These studies have tended Eo support the dif f erential involve-

rn('rnt posit-íon, buL many are limited j-n their generalizability by being

infrahuman experiments. For present purposes, ttre rnost pertit-rent conclusion

reaci-red via both direct and indirect investigatior-r is ttiaE REI'lPs aPpear to

reflect a greater level of right than left hemlsphere activity.

Indirect investigatíons have reached this conclusion by a nr:tnber of

different methods. Many such studies for example have involved examination

of RBI disturbances under abnormal conditions, strch as brain ínjury or
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schízophrenia, and have extrapolated that these REM disturbances also

reflect ínterhernispheric abnormalities (see Tucker, 1981; for an overview

of varLots scudies of chis sort). OËher studies have examined processes

assocíated with REM (such as certain aspecËs of visual processing) and have

compared these with similar processes associated with the right hemisphere.

A number of published articles have drawn comparisons bet\n¡een ostensible

REM and right hemisphere functions, based on similarities in their respec-

tive literatures. Regardless of the source, the bulk of information of

the type to be reviewed here supports at least the position that the tq/o

human cerebral hemispheres are differentially engaged duríng RElf sleep'

¡vith the right hemisphere being relatívely more bioelectrically active chan

rhe left.

RfrI as a Right Hemisphere Phenomenon

'Ihere is some EEG research r,rhich suggests botlr grealer independeuce

of the hemispheres and relative dominance of the ,right hemisphere duríng

REM, although these studies have been inÈerpreted differently by different

researchers. Those supporting thdrREM ís equivalent to right hemisphere

dom.i-nancd' tlreory (e.g., Bakan, 1978) ref er particularly to a study by

ller-Lucchi (1965), ivhÍc.li enrployed cats as subjects. Berlucchi found that

neuroual firing in the corpus callosum (a cortical bridge betwe-en the

hemispheres) was reduced betr,veen waking and NREÞI sleeping, and during

REM there was almost no callosal activíty at all, suggestive of hernispheric

indeper-rdence during IìEl'f . The posítion is stated by Berlucchi as follows:

"In the present experiments a continuous activity of callosal fiber:s has

been directly demonstrated in normal unanesthetÍzed cats and its variations
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have been significantly correlated r.¡itl-r the occurrence of dif ferent behav-

ioraL states. t'

McCarley and Hobson (1979) refute the positíon that the study suggests

ríght hemisphere dominance duri-ng RIll, noting that Berlucchi used micro-

electrodes for hís recordíngs, rather than the more precise techníque of

recordíng individual fibers. They state that a bibliography of studies

using individual cortical unit recordings (Hobson & McCarley, L977 ), does

noË provide evídence for such left-right ciifferences, though they also

admit that such differences vrere not explicítly being searched for in the

studies in question. McCarley and Hobson, however, 8o on to conclude that

Èhere is no solid physÍological support for hemispheric differences as a

source of dream phenomena, based solely on their examination of the Ber-

lucchi (1965) study. Such a conclusion is hardly justified given that

Berlucchi \,/as not directly addressing the issue of dreams arising from hemi-

spheric differences, nor does the infrahuman field provide a particularly

appropriaËe forum for the study of drearns at all. In support of McCarley

and Hobsonrs contention, it is important to point out that Berlucchi

examined only electrical activity at the cal1osum, and not in the two

hemispheres as well. Therefore, erzen though his results may suppol:t a

r:onclusion of cortic¿r1 lndepenclence of the lrernispheres during RIÌM, the

stucly does not <lirectly address tl're issue of relalive dominance of the

henrispheres. Other i,nfrahuman ïesearch has also supported the notion of

functional independence during s1eep, regardless of sjtage, but especially

during Rm,I (Baldissera, Cesa-Bíanchi, & Mancia, 1965; Faval.e, Loeb, &

Manfredi, L964; Michel & Roffwarg, L967)
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In exanrination of slee.ping humans, several studies offer evidence

for íncreased hemispheríc independence during REM. Burdick, LaszLo, and

Goldsfeín (1968) measured EEG from parietal areas and found electrical

brainwave variabilíty to be lowest during wakefulness, highest during

stage 4, and in bet.ween duríng REM. ltore importantly for present consid-

erations, correlations of variabiliLy between left and right were highesE

during stage 4 and lovrest during REM (i.e., the left and right hemispheres

"behaved" most. differently during REM).

Tomka, Nagypal, and Sipos (1973) determined the mean square períodi'c

characterístics of electrical brain regions for 20 young persons' They found

that during IìEM, EEG activítíes of the two hemispheres were dissociated at

the dominant frequency, particularly in their harmonics, thus offering

further support to the notion of furrctionaL independence during REM.

Myslobodsky, Ben-Mayor, Ycdicì-Levy, and lling (L967 ) studied EEG asyn-

metry during NREM. They found pronouncecl slow wave activity in the left

hemisphere only, with less pronounced activity and more sleep spindles in

the right hemisphere. This supports a notion of alternating dominance duríng

slee¡r, with t.he right hemÍsphere more acLive during REM and the left hemi-

sphere liore active duri-ng NREM.

Graeclçrr, Goldstein, and Goldstejn (1969) perforrned a quantitative

analysis of EEG amplitude relationships between the left and r..ight parietal

lobes for human males throughout the sleep cycle. As ampl,itucle per se

increased from waking to Stage 4, the difference in amplitude bet.ween

hemíspheres correspondingly increased. During RB{, evidence was found for

a reversal of "dominance", rvith tht-- rigTrt. rather than left hemisphere
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being, more active (i.e., lower amplirude EEG waveform).

Goldstein, Stoltzfus, and Gardocki (L972) examined both humans and

infrahurnans (cats and rabbits) and reported that for all seven human subjects

(r¿ho were all righE-handed) there r^ras a shift from lower amplitude (i..e.,

higher arousal) in the left hemisphere (relative to the right) during NREM,

to Lrigher amplitude (1ower arousal) relatíve to the right during REI'I .

Similar findings occurred in three of five rabbits and three of four cats.

Absolute nagnitude of change was hf.ghest in the cats. Such consistent inter-

hemispheric amplitude ratios do not appear to occur normally during wakefulness

in humans (Sugerman, Goldsteín, Mar.jerrison, c Stoltzfrrs, 1971), although

the variety of impinging stimuli and relative artificiality of rvaking

recordings makes comparisons between sleeping and waking EEG tenuous at best.

A recent study by Fruman, Gordon, and Lavie (1980) has gone the step

from bioelectric to behavior:a1 evaluation of relative cerebral dominance

during (or in thj-s case "af ter" is more accurate) RElrlPs vs. NREMPs. Building

upon the finding of Klein and Armitage (f979) that the rvalcing fragment of the

BRAC involved rhythmfc oscÍllations of cerebral dominance (Klein and Armitage

found an out of phase relatíonship between performance effici.enc)¡ of supposed

"1ef t" and "r:ight'r tasks), l-ruman et al. (1980) looked f or similar oscÍl-lations

to occur i¡itl.r changes in s.1 eep iitäp,es " Thev awakened right-handed males

cÌtrr:in¡¡, an early REMP ancl an e;rr1.¡ NREl"fP ¿rnd had them perf orm a battery of

ostens j-ble "lef c" and "right!' hemisphere cognitive tasks af ter each arnrakening.

TherT concluded from the test results that six of their seven sub'iects demon-

strated relative left domínance when awakened from NREM sleep and relative

right dominance when awakened from REM sleep. The only subject wlÌo did not

fít this pattern had ver:y disturbed sleep
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Borh REM and right hemÍsphere functioning appear to be involved in

visual-spatial processing. Berger (1969) originally postulated the oculo-

notor Ínnervation hypothesis as an explanaEíon of at least some of the

purposes of REM. This hypothesis sta[es that. REÌ'{ sleep provides a mechanism

for the periodj-c innervation of the oculomotor system durÍng extended sleep

to maintain facilitation of bj-nocularly coordinated eye movement into subse-

quent wakefulness. The two studies he provided Eo support this hypothesis

both demonstrated that the capability for binocular depth perception r{as

greater at the end than at the beginning of a RElfP. These remain the primary

studj.es supportíng Bergerts hypothesis as formulated. More recent studíes

have added various refinements in methodology and measurement, which

have consequently produced some refinements to the original hypothesis.

Fo:: example, Lewis, S1oan, and .Jones (1978) fou¡rd that the change in

depth perception fronr the beg,inning to the end of a REMP occurred during

the second half of the night only and further found that the before-after

difference r^/as due l-o a large decrease in accuracy before REM rather than

depth perception after REMPs being different from either Dre- or post-

sleep depth perception.

In adclí Lion to ttie f indlng that der¡th pcrceDtj-on changes during REM

t-,hrclughout thcr night, it has al.so been discovered fhat the actual patterns

clf eye movements themse-lr¡es change f r:oni liEÞIl's earlv in the night to those

that occur later in the night. Hir:shkowitz, McCoy, Karacan and i^iilliams

(f980) extended the research on conjugate l¿rLerral eye movements (CI,EMS),

in which it has generally been found Ehat eye movements to the left are

associated with ríght hemísphere mentation an<l eye movements to the right
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v/ith left hemisphere mentation, ínto the area of sleep research. They

found a signfícant decrease in Ëhe percentage of eye movements to the left

from the first to the last RÐIP of the night, while the percentage of these

movements to the ríght remained stable and inovements up and dov¡n increased

somer¿hat. These findings provide a possible indication of decreased right

hemisphere activation or relative dominance from early to late REMPs, which

would correlate positively with a supposed increase j-n the concreteness,

línearity, andf ot raÈj-onality of dreams occur::ing later in the níght.

Other evídence linking the visual processes of REM with those of the

right hemisphere also exj-sts. For example, Herman, Roffwargr and Tauber

(1968) found more color reported fron REM than NREII awakenings, which

corresponds to the fact that during waking, RTs have been found to be

signíficantly faster to colored sti-muli when presented to the right vs.

left hemísphere (Pirot, Pulton, & Sutlcer, I977).

Since the discovery by Dement and Kleitnan (1957 ) that REll periods

\¡rere associated with subjective reports of visual imageryrvis à vis drearn-

ing,signífícantly more often than were NRElnl períods, evidence for visual

imagery occurring during REllPs for all mammals has been mounting (e.g.,

Jouve-t, 1969) humans, lulcCarley (1978) scorecl B0 dreams and found that

the vístral mode was the only one involved in all drearns, and in Ínfrahumans,

Tolaas and Ullman (1979, pp.L94) have sumnarized a significant number of

studies providing evidence for tlie occurrence of visual i.magery during REI'fPs.

Fiss (L979) has stated that utilizing REl"l depriv¿rtion as a method of

uncoverj-ng ühe functions of REl"t should focus on specific questíons, relatíng

to specífic functions, such as information processing or mastery of stress.
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Looking for gross abnormaliËíes to result from simple REM deprÍvatíon he

feeLs is likely to be less productÍve. Indeed, one of the more commonly

accepted models for RElf is as an informatíon processing perÍod (e.g. ,

Dewan , 1969; L970; Gaarder, L966; Shapiro, 1967), and one of the most commonly

díscussed and tested modalities in this regard is visual processing'

On the basis of a specific information processing model (fhe'p'

or p1ggramming hypothesis of REI"I, which specifies that REMPs are responsible

for the assimilation and incorporation of relevant material from the

preceding waking períod), Dewan (7969; 1970) predicted that adapting to

distorted visual input would result in an increase in RsvI s1eep. This

hypothesís \¡/as borne out in his ancl other experiments which tested various

types of distortion (Greenberg, Horowitz, & Pearlman, L972i Prevost, De-

Koninck, Barry & Broughton, 1-974; Irrevost, DeKoninck ¡ Proulx: I975;

Zimmerman, LgTL; Zimrnerman & stoyva, L97I; Zimmerman, stoyva, 6, MetCalf,

L97O). Allen,Oswald, Lewis and Tagney (L972) failed to find the effect,

and Zíuunerman, stoyva, and Reite (1978), in attempting to account for

this discrepancy, conducted a series of experiments rvhich demonstrated that

the effecL might not occur if subjects r,/ere given at least three consec-

utive adaptation nights before a test night. This latter study illustrates

one of the many methodological issues r^¡trich plague sleep resear:ch in

general.

Right hemisphere functjoning arnci REM have also been tentatively J-inked

by investigation of brain damageci patients, bu[ certaj-n cautions mtrst be

kept in mind v¡hen interpreting the results of such studies. Most írrrport-

antly, the validity or generalizability of such studies is ah';ays question-
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abLe. Brain injured patients simply <1o nol behave in the same manner as

other índíviduals, and the differences in behavior may be due Eo any number

of complicating factors asicle from the injury per se. Furthermore, the

effects of the various complicating factors (e.g., medications, other

treatments, possíble compensatory actions of the surviving braín regíons)

can only rarely be separated from each other (see Gardner ' L974; Ki¡sbourne'

L974; and l"foscovitch, Lg76 for examples and detailed discussion of these

issues)

Nevertheless, evídence that the REÎ"I dreaming phenomenon is localj-zed

in the right hemisphere comes from exarnínation of right hemisphere brain

damage. Humphrey and ZangwiLL (f951) exa.rnined three patients wiÈh posË-

erior parietal lesions, all of which had left homonymous hemianopsia

(indicating ínjury to visual pathways of the right hemisphere) and found

both a loss of dreaming and visual defect-s during the rvaking state (i'e,

the inability to produce visual imagery). They also cited four other

ínstances of right parieto-oecipital lesíons'being assocíated wifh loss of

both dreaning and waking vísual imagery. Nielsen (f955) reported the sante

effecr-s as a result of the passage of a drainage tube tl'rrough the right

occipital l.obe. Since símj-l-ar ef f ects are not regularly reported from

r:ìaniage to lef t hemisphere areâs (see Gardner, L974 for examples of the

defects associated with left hemisphere damage), it vrould seem that the

right hemisphere an<l particularly the right par:i-etal iend occi-pital areas

are implicated in the generation of visual imagery associaterl rvith REM

dreaming.

Many psychopathol-ogícal disorclers, par:ticularly those of a more severe
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natvre, appear to have disruptive effe.cts on both RB{ and rig}rt hemispher:e

functioning. Again a caution must be issued in that definitions of psycl-ro-

pathological states vary widely between both researchers and clinicians

and none of the defj-nitions are universally accepted. Thus there is no

way oÍ knowing whether or not the populations being compared in the

following studies were at all homogenous, despite similar labels being

attached to them. The vast majority of people who are severêly psvcholo-

glcally impaired are under constant medication. This makes it doub.ly

difficult to separaEe the effects due to these drugs from the effects

drre to psychological state.

As Bakan has noted (1978), parallels between dreaming and schizo-

phrenic hallucinations and delusions have been drav¡n for some time by

cl,inicians and researchers studying both phenomena. Hughlings Jackson,

Freucl, Jung, Bleuler, Frieda Fromn-Reichmann, and numerous others have

alluded to a relationship between dreaming and psychosis. Jung (1968) fefc

that the schízophrenic appeared clinically as an awake dreamer ' and one of

the premíere sleep researchers (Dementrl 1955) has stated that dreaming

allorvs each of us to be quietl.y and safeiy insane each night.

As recently as Lgl4, Arieti statecl that while the phases of sleep had

been examined fairly t;-rrtror.rghl¡r in sctrizoptrrenics, "Nothing conclusilrs has

been forrn<l that would convincingly show that schizophrc'.nia is litera11y a

dreaming state, or that an altern¿rtion in Lhe dreaming process Ís a basic

factor in schizophrenia".

There is , however, empirical reaso;l to believe that both REM and

right hemísphere functioning are abnormal Curing states of severe psycho-
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paúloLagy. Concerning REll, at least three pronounced physÍcal differences

ín sleep patterns have been found among schizophrenic patienEs: less clear

electrophysiological differentiation belween the sleep stages ín general, Ehe

presence of certain phasic phenomena outside of REM to a tnuch greaier degree

than normally occurs, and an absence of the normal REFI "rebound" effect

after REM deprivation. Each of these witl be discussed in turn'

The lack of clear differentiation between REM and NREM in particular

has been discussed by rrumerous reseaïchers. Cartwright and Ratzel (7972) found

tha¡ when this lack of dífferentiation occurred in "normal!' subjects in

the form of dream-like material appearing outside of RElf períods, Lhe sub-

jects were lilcely to have hÍgh scores on the Sc or Schizophrenis subscale

of che l,Iinnesota Multíphasic Personality Tnventory (MI'IPI). Foulkes (1967)

found a signi.ficant correlation (,41 ) bet-T,teen degree of dream-like fantasy

during NRBl"l periods anrl the Sc score. Other research (Koresko, Snyder' &

Feinberg, 1963) has found that schizophrenics demonstrate EEG patterns

characteristic of RElt periods without Ehe concomitant RElls. Koresko et al.

(1963) al-so found that discrimination of the sleep stages in general was

dirl.icult frorn the sleep records of these persons and Hartmann(1967) found

th¿rt schizophrenics hacl mrrch REM-Iike actÍvit-y both preceding and following

REI'I , with the slow wave activity of Stage 1+ sleelt occurrlng simultaneousl'y

wittr REMs. Detsarros-FerreÍra, Go1-dsteirras and ì,airy (1973) found the sleep

patterns of schizophrenics to be so unusuel tirat tl'rey l abe].led thenl â's an

extra stage of sleep, discrepant from both RËIl anC NRIìÌ"I . Final'l'7, Kupf er

and FosËer (f975) compared the sleep patterns of normals with acute and

chronic schizophrenícs. As is typical of most studÍes comparing acute arìd
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chronic schízophrenics on any dimension, they found the sleep of acute schizo-

plrrenics Eo be the most disrupted, witlt up to 407" of sleep time spent in the

unusual third stage described by DeBarros-Ferreira et al. (1973), compared

rc L5% for chronic schizophrenics, and L% to 17" for normals.

These gross disruptions of sleep in schízophrenia are also accompaníed

by more subtle changes, which have been described in detail (Dement, L969;

Dement , Zarcone, Ferguson, Cohen, Pivik, & Barchas, 1969: Llatson,

Liebmann, <i Watson, L976). These subtle changes involve phasic events

usually associated with RBlPs, namely periorbital phasic integrated poten-

Eials (PIPs), which are the result of muscular activity of the eye.

Rechtschaf fen, watson, wincor, l'{olinari,and Barta (L91 2), as well as

Watson (I972), found Ehat. PIPs in humans r¡/ere associated with dreamlike

mentation regardless of whether or not they occurred during REMPs. Watson

et al . (1976) found that there r^/as a strong positive correlatÍon between

frequency of occurrence of NREM-plps and severity of schizophrenic symptoms.

Dement (1969) proposed that since phasic activities in normal individuals

are pretty much confined to RfrIPs, there must be some form of "safety valvet'

which is clef ective in schizophrenics and allor'"s f or rhe "spill over" of

these events into both other: sleep stages and the waking state. During the

larter, they would thr-r s presurnably give rise to hallucinatíons, delusions,

etc. As r^¡il1 be discussed later in this papclr, Bakan (f978) has gone one

step beyond Dement (1969), and translated this spi1l over Ínto henrispheric

terms.

The explanation of phasic acËivities during NREM sleep as spill over

phenomena would also account for the firral anomal-ous physical aspect of
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schizophrenic sleep, the lack of REM rebound. In 1960, Dement discovered

that depriving normal subjects of their RElf sleep resulted in an increase

in REPI sleep time during a subsequent ttninterruptert níght, and increased

atEernpts to engage in REM if REM depri.vation continued. This rebound effect

has since been recognized as a normal effect of REM deprivation. However,

in 1968, Zarcone, Gulevich, Pívik, and Dement discovered that this rebound

effect did noL occur for actively schizophrenic persons. This result would

be predicted according to the spillover model: Since the phasic activiEies

associated vriEh Rfrf occur outside of REM for schizophrenic individuals,

Ëhere is no need for REM rebound to compensate for REII deprivation'

similarly' acute schi-zophrenic s;'rnptomatology tends to be associated

wich decreasecl REM time (Feinberg, Koresko, Gottlíeb, & wender, L964;

Kupf e.r, I,.Jyatt, Scott,6, Snyder, 1970), while remission of symptoms is

related to increased RElf time (Gulevitch, Dement, & Zarcone, 1967).

Another similarity betr¡/een RRI and right hemishpere functions is that

both appear to represent the more primítive aspects of human functioning.

That REM i-s ontogenetically more prÍmitíve is apparent from the common

finding that it aPpears before NREM during gestation, initially occupying

alniost L¡Cl% of 
. 
the childrs t-ime and progressively decreasing in duration

tlrrougliout i.iie (llartmann, L967; L973). That it is phylogenetically more

primitive i.s l;uggested by the f¿,ct that when the cortex is ablated (Che

cortex being the most sophÍsticaiecl, recently added and dístinguishing

feature of the hrrman brain), Rllr\l sleep can occur, but NITEM can not (Bak;rn,

1978)

Creativity may also be related to both REI'Í and right hemisphere
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functioning. Austin (f97f) examined the dreams of individuals classified

as either convergent (ratíonal, logícal) thinkers or divergent (creative,

inragínative) thínkers. These thought processes were assumed to be simil-ar

or consi-stent L'ith the general cognitive styles of the left vs. right

hemispheres respectively (ttris belief is of course an oversimplification

as far as most researchers are concerned). InterestinBlY, Austin found that

when subjects v/ere awakened during REI4, divergent thinkers were signifi-

cantly more likely to report dreams, and these dream rePorts were signi-

ficantly longer Ëhan those'r¡hich \,Iere reported by convergent thinkers'

Support for the notion that REII is itself important for divergent

thinking comes from a pair of studies employing RÐ{ deprivation' Lewin

and Glaubman (1975) assumed that Rflvf was itself an extreme state of díverg-

ent thinking. Deprivation of REI'I, it was hypothesized, would tirus lower

the capacity for divergent thinking but increase the capacity for rote

memory (a convergent task). Results supported both hypotheses, and the

authors concluded that REM sleep ¡,ras beneficial for some tasks (divergent

ones) and probably detrimental for others (convergent ones) ' In a later

study, employing a slightly different procedure, these findings were

e¡:telrtled io clt:tnonsl-rate thaL si-mi].ar effects did not occur for NRIiI'{

<1e-privation (Glaubman, Orbach, Avir:am, l-riedei:, FLieman, Pellecir &

Gl-ar-rbman, 1978).

Recent research and theory suggests a complex i-nterpl¿ry of emotional

stage, which supports eal-lier speculation' At

turn of the 20th ceutury Freud (as cited by Jones'

allor¿ed for the working through of emotionally

processing during the REM

least as far back as the

f979) felt that dreaming
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repressed material that was too anxiety-involcing to deal with directly

(i.e., eíther through the nanifest content of the dream or during waking) .

Lowy (also cited by Jones, L979) proposed that t.he process of dreaming

was emotion-producing and emotion-regulating. Its main function v¡as to

mair-rtain "psycho-affective homeostasist'. This view appears at present to

be essentiallY correct.

Since the discovery of cyclíc REMPs during sleep, t.heorists have pro-

posed emotional models r¿hich more directly incorporate the visual processes

of REMPs. The social vígilance position (e.g., Ullman' 1973) conceives

of d.reaming as repetitive cycles of heightened vigilance manifested both

psychologically and physiologically. The initiating focus of dreams

evolves from recent life events. Our emotj-onal developnent tends to be

full. of gaps or lacunae. These gaps provide a frecluent source of dream

content. The dream itselfconfronts us with the unintended consequences of

our emotíonal defense mechanísms and thus provides tl-re opportunity to work

through these consequences. Tolaas and Ullman (1979) note that dreaming

usualJ-y involves backutard scanning ínto remote memory stores in an effort to

l.ir:rk the inrpact of present situations with past experiences. This search,

:LnLere:stingly, is organi.zed along lines of emotional contiguity rather than

along temporal, spatial or ottter dimensions.

Irmotional adaptation and unprepared learning, (i.e., learning for rvhich

tlre orgarrism is not genetically prepared ancÌ thu..¡ uìust- acqllire [hroughout

the term of life) have been proposed to be hrlghly related (Greenberg &

Pearlman, I974), and have both been found to be followed by an increase

in amount of RB{ sleep (e.g., Tolaas, 1978). Tolaas and Ullrnan (1979) note
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Ehat both emotional adaptation and unprepared learning may be important

to survival during the early postnatal períod. Thus it is sÍgnifícant that

che chitd spends most of his/her time asleep during this period, and most

of this time in RBI sl.eep. As observed earlier, RW tÍme decreases pro-

gressively throughout ontogenetic development. Furthermore, fhroughout the

phylogenetic sca1e, the animals who spend the greatest proportions of their

lives in REM.are the ones whose neural sy,stems are the most immature at

birth, and thus have the greatest needs to enhance emotional adaptation

and unprepared learning.

That emotions correspond with some REÞl-dream periods in humans is

unequivocal. McCarley (1978), for example, found that after visual and

auditory sensations, emotions \,/ere the most commonly occurring components

of the dream period.

Experirnental examination of mood changes as a function of sleep or Rfrl

deprivation have mostly looked for gross changes in mood or personality

organiza:-íon in general (e,g., FÍsher , I974; Johnson, Naitoþ, Moses, &

Lubin, L974; Lubin, I'foses, Johnson, & Naitoh, L91 4; Taub & Berger, 1973:

I,Jebb & Agnerv, 1974). The majority of these studies have employed total

sleep clepr:ivation (fSl¡ rather than selective deprivation, and have tended

eithe-r r-o use postËest measures only or pre-Post nìea.sures that are irighly

susceptible to expecEancy effects (e.g., Adjective Checli Lists). Many of

the results have tended to be eitl-rer confusing or cor-rtradictory to the-

fincìings of similar studies, and Físsrs (i979) statenrent regarding the need

for specific questions about specific functÍons seems particularly relevant

regarding ttrese studies. Mood changes found afte-r RIIM deprivation and/or

u t{ lVr.'

(lir ¡"ri^,NtT()ljÁ,
c:¡i,r-,$¡*,.\,r!i,,PA¡"'.. I

c /fittA.t'r\ r1 c.
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t]r.olte genera11y af t'er sleep loss include elevated anxiety (Hord' Tracy' Lubin'

& Johnson, 1975), inability to use nornally effective EEG biofeedback to

ovelcomethisanxiety(Hord,Lubin,Tracy,Jensma,&Johnson,I976),and

flrrttìer impairment of both mood and performânce when subjects are required

to exercise during the sleep loss period (Lubin, Hord, Tracy, & Johnson'L916)'

The utility of the specific question for specific functions apploach

isr¡ellillustratedbytheaÏeaofresearchonR}}{andemoÈionalitythathas

thusfarprovidedthemostconsistentresults,namelytheutilityofREMPs

for mastery of stress. Greenberg, Píllard, and Pearlman (1968) tested Ëhe

hypothesisthatdreamíngisimportantintheassimilatíonandmasteryof

ne\^r experiences, particularly those involving anxiety-irwoking stimuli'

Anautopsyfilmwasslro¡.¡ntosubjectsbothbeforeandaftereitherunin-

terruPtedsleep,REl4deprivatioll'orNREMdeprívation.Resu]tsshowedthat

al.lsubjectsbecameanxiousaftertheflrstvi'ewingandthatREMdeprived

subjectsadaptedlesswelltothesecondviewingthandidtheothertr.¡o

groups. Baekland, Koulack, and Lasky (1968) examined the effects on unin-

terrupted sleep of either a stressful or neutral film' The stressful fílm

\4¡as associated wj-th a si.gnif icantly increased number of wakenings dtrring

REl.lPS, brti not clur:Lng NRIM, wi.th an increased nurnber oI spoDtaneous awakenings

at the end of REì:IPs, and an i.ncreased frequency of RI*IS (REM density) during

RFlfps. Griesser, Greenberg, an<1 Harrison (l-972) found that subjects not

REIVI deprived had better r.vakil.rp, recall for threatening verbal material than

did sutrjects who were REl"f deprivecl , and other studies ha'¡e conÍirmed that

RBI <ieprivat.Íon impeded recall only for personally relevant, affcctively

char:ged stimulí (e.g., Allerr, 1974; Cartwriglrt, Lloyd, Butters, Weiner,
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ycCarLhy, & llancock, l^975; Chernik' I972) '

Goodenough, I^litkin, Koulack, ancl Cohen (L975) found that Ín aclclition

to changes in REM itself, a stressful film significantly increased ]:eported

and scored drean anxiety and REMP respiratory írregularity ín subjects

who showed irregular breathing during waking exposure to the 'qtressful fillu'

Cohen and Cox (f975) assigned subjects to either a positive or negative

presleep conditíon where they were either treatecl in a friendly and positive

or stressful and impersonal manner respectively. Subjects rated themselves

on various mood scales both before and after sleep. The quthors found

results noi totally in accord wíth previous findings. That is, unlike

the above mentioned stuclies, the negatíve condition r,üas associated with a

higher percentage of dream recall, and, further.niore, subjects r+ho dreameci about

the negatirre preslee-p experience ( labelled incorporators) shor¿ed grea te):

improvernent- Ín mood from presleep to postsleep than did those who failed to

incorporate the presleep experience. Thus, both amount of dreaming and

dream content appear related to affect change. Finally, DeKoninck and Koulack

(1975) conducted a study which demonstrated that even the relationship

betwee-n IìEM and adaptatj.on to stress is not straightforward' They present'ed

t-he stressful film before and a1.ter sleep. Unexpecte<i1y, incorporation of

t,ili: l il,n res;ultecl in nror:e anxiety on i.ts second than f irst showing (i ' e ' ,

íncorporation seemed to interf ere rvith adaptation to stress) ' Tllus, erit

overall conclusion regarding REÞ{ and emotional processing can only tatte the

fo¡n of stating that a relationstrip or relationships definitely exist(s)-

l^Ihat this relationship is precisely cannot yet be specified.
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Bakanrs Theoretical Int ation

Possibly the most comprehensive and optimistíc (in terms of concluding

that REM is primari.ly a right hemtsphere phenomenon) comparison of the

sleeo and laterality literatures has been undertaken by Paul Bakan (1978).

He evaluated varÍous sources of empiríca1, theoretical, anecdotal and

speculat-,ive wrj-ting Lo oroduce an integration of these 1íteratures in

which he concluded that a very basic relatíonshíp existed between REM sleep

and the right hemisphere sysLem. He reached this conclusion (Bakan, I978,

pp. 299-300) based upon the fol.lowí.ng listed evidence:

1. There are marked similarities between dream experience and the kind

of thinking vrhich has been ascribed to the right hemisphere, €.8.,

perceptual, fantasy, affective, primary Process.

2. There is EEG evidence for relatively greater activation of the right

hemisphere during REM sleep, when most dreaming occurs.

3. 'lhere is evidence for greater índependence of the hernispheres and

reduced communication between the hemíspheres duríng REM sleep.

4. Injrrry to the right hemÍ.sphere is associated with loss of the ability

to produce i.magery and to clream.

5. Dpi leptíc auras with a dream-like quality are usually assoc j,aterl

with sej-zures originatíng in the right temporal lobe; stirnul,aEion

of the right ternporal lobe in epileptics produces dreamiike exper-

iencc:;.

6. Stereopsis, a right hemisphere function,' sltorvs impr:ovemertt af ter

REM sleep, suggesting that the greater activatíon of the right

hemispher:e during REM slee-p may play a role ín maint¿rÍníng the tone

ol. the sLereosco¡ric rnechanisms.

'1,,
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is part of a

in cognitj-ve

7. There is evidence that the REM-NREM cycle of sleep

cycle possi.bly related to shiftsmore basÍc 24-hour

' functioning.

B. There ere individual differences i-ri the degree to rvhich drearnlike

fantasy material is confined to the REM state. Subjects with

dreamlike fantasy in NREM sleep score higher on measures of schizo-

phrenía, suggesting that the dissociation of dreaming and the REM

state may be a factor ín schizophrenia.

9. There is anatomical and physiologícal evidence pointing to disorders

in interhemi.spheric communication in schizophrenÍcs. It is suggested

that right hemisphere dreamlí.ke mentation of schizophrenics, rather

tha¡ being confined to REM periods, spills over into other periods

and interferes v¡ith reality oriented cognítive functioning.

1l). There is evidence indicating that the profound reduction in

muscle tone during REM sleep is consístent with increased right

hemi-sphere functioning during REM s1eep.

11. The j.mportance of body imagery in dreaming, and the mediation of

bodv imagery functions b1r the ri-ght hemisphere, support the

assocí.ation of- clr:eaming with right hemisphere functí-oning.

12. There is evidence suggesting that primitivity 1s comnrolì Lo dreaming,

IìEi"l sleep, and the right }remisphere.

In summary, Bakan (197S) postulated that a relationshi.p exí.sts betwee-n

dreaming, REI'I sleep, and relative dotniuance (bioelectric and biochenical

actívity level) of the right heruisphere system (í.e., cortical, subcor-tical,

and bíochemical c.ourponents) such thet: (a) REM and waking right hemisphere

mr:ntation are simil.iir; (b) rig,lrt lremis¡rhere activity increasr¡s clul::í-nÉl lìl'lll
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reLative to NREM periods, combined with a concomitant decrease in interherni-

spheric cornmunication; (c) specific rÍ.ght hemisphere injuries result in loss

or qualitative changes in dreaming; and dream-like auras often precede seizures

in right hemisphere localized epilepsy; (d) there are disturbances in the

REM sl.eep pâtterns of schizophrenics; and (e) both REM and the right hemi-

sphere are involved j-n mainLenance of stereoscopic vísíon (i.e., depth

perception). He concluded that REM sleep provides the right hemisphere

with a period of greater activity and control over the organism than exists

outside of REM. that duríng this period the hemispheres are relatively

"disconnected", and that this cyclíc ascendance of the right hemísphere has

certain physical and psychological benefits for the organism.

Conclusiorls on the REM as a Right Hemisp here Phenomenon Hvpothesis

Taken as a whole, the preceding literature offers suggestíve evidence

that REMPs allow for relative ascendance of the ríght hemisphere system.

The conclusions drai¡n by Bakan, however, are too broad-ranging to be ful11t

accepted at the present tirne. For example, his conclusion that the hemi-

spheres are relati-vely "disconnected" during RElrf was based on Berlucchits

(1965) finding of decreased callosal activity duríng REM as well as a variety

of more speculative evidence, The corpus callosum, however, is merely Ehe

lneans of interhemispheric cornmunicatíon most easily accessÍble to researchers,

not the sole rneans of such communication. To date, as far as this resear:cher

has been able to ascertain, there has been no empírical evidence found

which suggests that subcortical transfer of information is clecreased or

elimÍnated during REM.

The role of REM in ste-reopsis is also open to question. As indicated
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earlier, chatìges in the ability to maintaín stereoscopic visi.on do occur

during REMPs. Tltese changes, though, follo¡.¡ a period of l.ow stereoscopic

abílity prior to REMPs, rather than there being an enhancement over and above

ntrrmal stereoscopic ability after REMPs.

It was also mentioned earlier that there do appear to be- rnarked dis-

orders in interhemíspheric communication in schizophrenics. On the other

hand, there is litcle evidence supporting the notíon that these disorders

are due to problems confined to the right hemisphere. If anythÍng, present

evi-dence supports the position that both hernispheres function defectively.

The hypothesis that the right hemisphere "dominates" during REM and

provides psychologíca1 and physical benefits to the organism thus appears

to require further testing. If the assumption is made (as it has been by

Bakan) that REM is a general right hemísphere phenomenon and that it is a

necessarv condition for Lhe proper maintenance of rÍght hemisphere function-

ing, then it should also folloro that REI'Í deprÍvation wíll cause general

right hemj-sphere debilitation relative to the left hemisphere and to lre-

deprivation performance. Such debilitation should be most pronounced in the

performance of tasks for which there is a clear right hemisphere superiority

under t'nornla1" conditions. Such <lebilitation would be expected to occur

only í.f ììEì'l is a necessarv conditi.on f or the proper: maintenance of the

right hemisphere. Otherwise, REM deprivation might not produce any differ-

ential effects to the liemispheres whatsoever.

Epilepsy as a Forurn for Evaluating the Sleep /Lateralíty Interface

A number of arguments can be raised for the value of comparíng the

cogni tiv e /perc ep tua 1-performance of epi.leptic and nonepíleptic sutrjecis on
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tasks sensitive to hemispl.rerÍc asyrüneËry as a means of evaluating the

sleep/hemíspheric laterality Ínterface. Irrhile ít is of course essential

Eo examÍne neurologically "nermâl" indíviduals (as will be done in the

present study) in order to test the- REi"f is equivalent to relative right

hemispher:e"dominance" pr:oposj-tion (or any aspect of the interface for that

matter), there is a wealth of additional information to be gained through

investigation of cerLain epileptic populaÈíons as well. Indeed, it is fair

to say that work with medi-cation resistant epileptic paËíents presaged the

modern era of hemispheric laterality research. In the early 1960s the

t,echnique of cerebral commissurotomy (i.e., surgically separating the two

cerebral hemíspheres at the corpus callosum) for relief of certain k.inrls of

epileptic seizures resulted in the serendipitous díscovery of subtle, Yet

profound effects on cognitive/perceptual functioning that \,Iere attributable

to thj.s "splitti-ng" of the brain (Bogen, 1969; Gazzaniga, 7970). These

findings suggested various interhemispheric differences which had not been

studied before such operations were undertaken and which have provided an

ímpetus for much of the laterality research since.

Sone interesting findings concerning REM were also reported for patients

whose right ar-rd left hemi.spheres had been separated at the cortex. As

alre,acly noted, RIìM appears io occur çoncomitantly with dreaming. l3ogen

(1969) found that after comrnissurotonìy there was typically some type of

alteration in drearning. Some patients, ín fact,claí-med a complete cessation

of dreaming. If drearning i-s generally a right hemisphere phenomenon, as

earl-ier suggested, this cessation may be due to inadequate Lransfer to the

left or verbal hemisphere and tl.rus may reflect an inability to report dreams,
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rather than an actual loss of dreaming. Other patients re1:orted less vivid

and less frequent dreams, less ímaginative and more reality based dreams,

and fewer fantasies in general. Later examínations of these patients

verified that these reports continued well after the operation had taken

place (Hoppe, 1977; Sperry, L97O)

DÍagnosis of epílepsy generally requires clínical electroencephalography,

which provides informaLion on cumulative bioelectric differences between the

hemispheres. While surface electrodes do not indicate abnormalÍty in all

patienrs wÍth seízure activity (Dodrill, 1981), for the majority of patients

this technique is effective and provides both lateralizing and lesíon local-

izing information, which generally correlates positívely with neuropsycho-'

j-ogical test performance (e.g., Dodrill a Wilkus, I976). Furthermore, the

EEG has provided evidence that most epileptÍcs have sleep records indicating

that they are chronícally REM deprived relative to the general population.

Not all investigations of this i.ssue have provided consistent findings..

Ifontplaisir(l982), for example, failed to find the effect. However' most

results are cogruent Tríth those of Declerck (1982), who examined a larget

number of subjects than did Montplaisir (several hundred vs. several dozen)

and found, as expected, that epileptic sub.jects had significantly lesser amounts

ttf iìEl1 in their overall sleep profile than the general population, A potential

confound of these findings ís that mori;t epileptic per$ons take medications,

often barbituates, which are known to cause both cognitj.ve and motor deficits

(e.g., Ta11.and & Quarton, 1965) r as well as to reduce tire arnouilt of REM sleep

obtained (e.g., Kay, Blackburn, Iìuckingham, & Karacan, L976).

Fínally, evidence indí.cales that EIJG bíofe.edback nay be the le:ast j-nvasive
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neans available to actually treat certain forms of epilepsY (e.8., Sterman,

L9B0; Sterman & Friar, L972; Sterman, Macdonald & Stone, L974; Sterman &

Macdonald, I97B; Sterman & Shouse, 1980). Recent research, in fact,

suggests that EEG biofeedback may also be the only means of tr:eatment

resulting not only in seizure frequency reduction, but improved neuro-

psychological test performance as well (Sterman & Lantz, Note I). Such

an improvement in performance would appear to indicate that the effects

of biofeedback are more complete than mere s)rynÞtom reduction.

As has been found in research with more profound neurological insult,

there appear to be personality, cognitive, and neuropsychological differences

between epileptic and nonepileptic populations and these dífferences

reflec.t alterations in the functioning of the hemisphere of insult (in

cases v¡here the seizures are focal in origin). Such alterations have been

found more often to be associated ç'ith psychomotor epilepsy than with

other forms of selzure disorder (Pincus & Tuclter, 1978).

Dodri]l (198f), as well as Pincus and Tucker (1978) have examined the

issr-re of measurement of intellectual deterioration in epíleptics. They

concur in their belief that Cetecting such deterioration is complicated

by many factors. For example, the effects of anticonvulsant medications

and of aging have Lo be [aken into account. Furtherrnore, one has to

control for the a.ge of seizure onset, seizure duration, frequency and

type(s) of seizures, the presence of other diseases, social class

antl iirtelligence of the patient before disease onset, and time from the

most recent seizure to measurement. Exanrination of íntellectual deter-

ioration is thus a very difficult task, yet iL has been stated in a number
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of studies that such deterioration is fhe rule rather than the exception

(e.g., Chaudry & Pond, L96L; Lennox & Lennox, 1960; Rodin, 1968).

The extent of such deÈerioration ís of course always debatable and related

to all of the above líste<l factors as well as many others. Deterioration

aside, Rodin (1968) found that on the I,ùechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

(I^IAIS), while most epileptíc patients do score within the nornal range,

Ëheir scores tend to cluster around the lower end of the range.

More pertinent to present concerns, recent research indicates that there

are hernisphere dependent cognitive performance differences between the

epileptic and nonepileptíc populaÈíon. Milner (1968) had groups of epil-

eptic patients who had had cortical resections from right or left temporal,

frontal, or paríeta1 regions attempt to recognize photographs of faces when

they were later presented wíthin a much larger Elroup of such photographs.

Patients with right temporal lobe lesions performed significantly less well

than all other groups when there vras simply a time delay between presentation

an<l recognition ancl rvhen there was a time delay which required perforrníng

an irrelevant visual task. No such differences were found with in¡mecliate

recogníti.on however. Overall IQ had returned to the preoperative levels

in these patients, so the deficits \,rere not the resuft of rhe operations

thelrrselves.

Milner (Lg75) als<¡ ciEes evidence that the IIAIS is an effective tool for

tliagnosing the hemísphere of seizure localization. This evidence suggests

Lhat a differerrce of more than 7 IQ points ln favor of the Perform¿rnce Scal-e

is indicative of a left hemísphere lesion, v¡hile a difference of more than 12

ï.Q points in favor of the Verbal Scale índícates a right hemisphere lesíon.
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Ladavas, umilta, and Provinciali (1979) evaluated verbal and spatial

short term memory (STM), long Lerm memory (LTM), and recency judgments in

75 right-handed nonaphasic epíleptic patients. They concluded that left

fenrporal lesions produce<ì compalatively greater impairment on a verbal

LTM Lest, while right temporal lesions detrimentally affected performance

on a spatial LTll task.. This latter finding received substantiation from

Jones-Gotman (1979), who examined epileptic paEients after right temporal

lobectomy. Ladavas et al. (1979) further found that lesion location

was irrelevant in determining STM performance' whí1e left frontal lesions

disrupted performance on a recency judgment task. Samuels, ButËers, Fedio,

and Cox (1980) did find STM and LTM defícits for right temporal patients'

These fíndings occurred after temporal lobe removal and for auditorily

presented verbal material as well as on a delayed facial recognition task'

pincus and Tucker (1978) pointed out that many personality characteristics

have be.en attri.butecl to epileptics, while research evidence for the existence of

these characterÍstics is negligible' Meier and French (1965),for example,

evaluated personality ctranges a year of more after unilateral temporal

lobectony for intract¿rble psychonotor seizures. They found selected scal-e

scores (particularly schizophrenia) to have dropped significantly, but con-

cluclecl that pre to post operative dj-f ferences \./ere not great enough to

posCulate a major personality reorganization and overall differences \'ùere

not significant betr¿een right and left hemísphere patients '

l"lany authors and researchers have simply failed to even dis-

tinguish between the hemispheres r¿hen discussing personalíty characteristics

and often refer toieach form of epilepsy in a gener:al manner-
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The most commonly cited form of lateralized personalÍty dÍfference is

the supoosed t,emporal lobe personality type, which is most often ascribed

to persons with left ternporal lobe epílepsy. The recent study of Bear and

Fedio (1977) ís probably the most widely acclaimed support for the existence

of temnoral lobe personalícy types. They assessed lB dífferent traits via

questionnaires completed both by patients themselves and by observers. From

this informaríon Lhey concluded that right temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) patients

displayed emotfonal tendencj-es and denj-al while left TLE patients dísplayed

ídeational traits and a catastrophic overemphasÍs on dissocial behavior.

Not even this study, however, has been universally accepted. Dodrilf (198f)

refutes the Bear and Fedio findings because he feels they serve only to

reinforce stereotypes. He concludes that while there are many emoLíonal

problems created by epilepsy, irrespective of the location of seizure

genesis, there is 1íttle solíd evidence to support either the claims that

psychosís and epilepsy are positively related or the claims that specifíc

personality attríbutes are related to specifí-c types of epilepsy.

Mungas (note Z) assessed the same traits as did Bear and Fedio, but failed

to replicate their fínclings. InsLeacl, he found differences between epileptics

ancl "normals" on ttre afor:ementioned variables to be due to underlying differ-

ences in degr:ee of non-specific psychopathology, r+hÍch lends snme credence

to Dodrillrs statements.

Neuropsychological evaluation combj.nes intell ectual. and personalicy

varíables and examines very specific aspects of cognitíve/perceptual pe::-

formance. Information from such evaluation supports the noËíon of specífíc

deficits occurring ín individuals whose seizures can be attributed to

foc¿rtiorrs in one hemispl'rere cr the other, rvhil.r:- lnore g,cìrtelal siezure
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generationappearsrelatedtomoregeneraldeficits.Indeed,suclrtesting

h,as become commonly employed as part of localization batteries in recent

years. Mirsky, Primacr'Ajmone llarsan' Rosvold' and Stevens (1960)

examined focal vs. nonfocal epíleptic patieirts and found that nonfocal pa-

tíents were significantly t/orse than focal patíents (either frontal or

Lemporal) on a test of actention, but not on a memory tesË' Further' for the

patients with TLE, bilateral palients received lovrer memory scores than

patients with unílateral foci, regardless of hemisphere of seizure genesis'

stevens , Milsteín, and Goldst.ein (Lgl2) found an equivalent number of

abnormal scores on the MMPI personality test bet!'leen temporal- psychomotor '

general, and focal seizrrre patients (as has generally been found the schizo-

phrenia scale tended to be the most elevated or abnormal), but found consis-

tenËly hígher psychometric scores for the temporal than the general seizure

patients' even though patients \^/ere matched for overall Full Scale TQ.

One major factor that requires recognition in evaluating neuropsycholog-

ical test results is that 
.similar 

tests and results are often interpreted quite

differently depending upon the particular n.europsychologist r¡ho carríes out

the investigation. Some i¡vestigators compare specific test scores' rvhile

otherswillcreateimpairmentirrdicesfromexactlythesamesetoftests.

A1so, partly because of the recent rapid growth of neuropsychology' oft tirnes

símílar conclusíons (or for that matter very different ones as well) are

reached via the use of quite clifferenf and possibly unrelated test protocols'

The field ís currencly fraught vrith debate over the val'ue and val-idity of the

varlous tesËs and approaglles. For present purposes, mosL results appear to be

similar and ratrr'e.r than entering into this debate, suffice it to say
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that the results discussed often are based on very different approaches.

Lantz and Sterman (Note 3) presented a bat,Eery of neuropsycho-

logicaL tests before and after EEG biofeedback trainÍng for temporal lobe

psychomotor epilepsy and found no significant baseline dj-fferences betrveen right

and Left hemisphere foci patients, whíle bilateral foci pacients did worse than

eiËher Lateralized group on the Seashore Tonal Memory Test only. They found,

however, that successfully trained left hemisphere subjects Ímproved their

perfonnance on tasks generally considered to be more effectively performed by the

right hemísphere, namely Visual Reproduction, Seashore Tonal Memory, Nondominant

Hand Finger Tip !trriting Perception and parts of the Stroop Test. Similarly'

successfully trained patients \^/ith ríght hemísphere lesions improved the most

on tasks considered to involve primarily left hemisphere processing, namely

Logical Memory and \^lord List Recall.

Evidence from epileptíc auras also supports. the REM is equivalent to right

hemisphere functioning hypothesis. As far back as the lB00s, Hughlings Jackson

concluded that the dreamy state aura occurred at the start of right hemisphere

localized epileptic seizures. More recently, Arseni and Petrovicí (1971) found

that illusions, visuai hallrrcinations and alterations Ín body image were all

valuab]e lools ín localiz1ng seízure occurrence to the r:ight hemisphere. As

cited by Bakan (1978), Penfield al-so found thaL electrical stimuLatiorr of the

rigþt temporal cortex of righf-handed subjects prodtrced dream-like responses.

Perhaps one of the most valuable aspects of using hemisphere-specifÍc

psychomotor epilepsy as a model for evaluating the sleep fLatetaLity interface

is that many of these patients, even those rviLh frequent seizures and long-

standing seizure histories, are relatively intact cognicively and perceptualJ-y

and ¿rre experiencing a phenomenon that at l€:¿tst Eor some of rhern is
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responsive to EEG biofeedback (e.g., Sterman & !Íacdonald, 1978; I^lyler,

Robbins, a Dodrill., 1979). Psychomotor eoilepsy appears to be the rnost

responsive form of eoilepsy to this treatment and thereby pr:ovides a forum

for evaluating changes in lateralization from pre to post treatment ( see

reference note 4).

Summary and Hvpotheses

In summary, a proposítíon has been put forth thaL the right cerebral

hemj,sphere requires a sufficÍent amount of REM sleep to maintain "normalt'

functioning. If a person ís deprived of REM sleep, there should be

resulcant performance decrements. Such decremei-rts should be most pronounced

on tasks requiring a right hemispherlc processing "sty1e", especía11y when

such tasks are presented to the right hemisphòre first. The preceding.

literature review has presented empirical and theoretÍcal evÍdence to

support this prooosition, as well as examining some of the speculative

writing which supports it. The present strrdy has been designe-d to evaluate

the basic proposition for specific visual and emotional processíng tasks

and for rronepileptj-c vs, hemisphere specific psychomotor epileptíc patients.

îJaka¡r does not s¡recify the effects that he feels REM deprivation should

hrlve on the organísrn. Itts possible, for instance, that REM deprivation

cT:eates a "need f or expressíon" of the right hemispìrer:e prccesses, and

thus r,'oul<l resul-t in ímproved right hemi-sphere- per:forurance (rel.ative to the

l-ef t liemisphere) on al1 tasks involving these Dt:ocesses. 0n the othi:r hand,

it ís also plausible that no changes in performance would r:esult, or chet

a debilitation of right hemisphere perfonnance r¿ith lesser or no detrí-

mental effects on left hemisphere performance rvould occur. Since Bal<.an

claírns that psycþ61çlgical pnd phys:ic¿¡-l br:nef its result 1r:onr RIìl[ r¡nd
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concurrent right hemisphere domirrance, it is unlikely that he would also claim

eíther that such benefits or no change in performance would derive from REM

deprivation. Sleep deprivation research,in general,indicates that deprivation

ofalysleepStagesisntorelikelytodebilitatethanenhanceperformance,

¡egardLess of the task involve<l (althougti some studies have failed to find

deficits from dePrivation) '

As illustrated in Figure l, performance tasks previously demonstrated to

differentiate between the cerebral hemispheres in humans r'rill be used to compare

nonepil.eptic (tlE) and epileptic subjects with knornm locus of seizure focus' The

Insert Figure I about here

NE group will then be REM deprived, both j-ntra and inter-hemíspheric performance

differences before and after deprivation will be examined, and comparisons with

the epileptic groupsr results wlll again be made'

It ís bel-ieved that Bakanrs theory would predict that pretreatment epileptíc

subjects with rÍght-sided lesions (ER) would perform more poorly than the NE

g,roup before REM clepri-vatlon on the tasks ostensibly performed more effectively

b),,;he right hemisptiere, partj-cr-rlarly when these are presented to the right hemi-

sphere fir:st, bnt r¿ould perform siniilarly to Lhe NE subjects on the "left hemi-

sphere,, tasks. The reverse wcluld probably be predicted for subjects with left

hemisphere seizure focus (EL), aLthough Bakan does not directly address issues

concerning the left hemisphere. It would also be predicted that after ttre

adaptation night, NE subjects performance would not change, while after REM

deprivation they would demonst:rate pe-rformance cie-f ícits either on the rigltt
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Figure Caption

Figure l. Experímental Chronology for Nonepileptic, Right Hemisphere (RH) ,

and Left HemÍsphere (i,tt) Focus Epileptic Subjects.
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hernisphere tasks only (again especially when presented to the right hemisphere

f.írst)' or at least to a greater extent than on the lefC hemisphere tasks.

This decreased perforrnance should approximat.e that of the ER subjects but not

rhat of the EL subjects.
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CHAPTER iI

Method

Ratíonale for Current Task Choice and Presentation Mode

One of the visual-spatial tasks most widely accepted as being processed

more successfully by the right hemisphere is recognit.ion of facíal sÈimuli.

Because of its wide acceptance as a righÈ hemisphere super:ior task it has

been chosen as one of the major dependent measures for the present study

and the lj-teraEure pertainíng to it has been discussed in detail earlier

in this paper.

Since REl"l vs. NREM superiority in processing of emotions has also been

suggested by the studies revievred earlier, for the present study Ít was

d"ecicled to employ Ley and Brydents(tgZ9)visual-spatial task which requires

facial and emotional recognitíon concomitantly. The present study was

al,so concerned with differential effects to the hemispheres as a result

of Rûf deprivation and it r¿as thus deemed necessary to employ an analogous

task for which left henisphere superiority had been demonstrated. Such a

tasl< was felt to be available in the form of a word matching problem, t^rhere

the niatching process required semantic rather than structural cotnparisons

([or: a lììore complete discussion and elucidati.on of this issue see L{hite,

7972; Day, 1977; PirozzoLo & Raynt'-r, 7917; Sackeim, llordlie, & Gur, 1979).

Klein, Moscovitch and Vigna (L976) noted a phenomenon that merits

cliscussion because of its relevance to both the visual-spatial and verbal

taslcs used in the present study. They found the exístence of a priming

effect, such that pri¡ing the left hemisphere with many consecuÈive tríals

of a verbal Ëask resulted in a lowering of right hemisphere superioríty
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for facLal recognition (measured by accuracy of response) and vice versa.

The present study is concerned with differential effects to the two hemi-

spheres of differenti-al sleep deprivation and thus subjects will be tested

wíth boch a r:ight and left hemisphere supe-rior task after awakening. In

[he Klein et al. (L976) study, the priming effect vras found when subjects

were pr€sented rsith all of the trials of either the right or left hemisphere

superior task first, followed by all of the trials of the other task. In

order to circumvent this prirning effect, as well as to balance fatigue and

o¡her potential extraneous effects, the present study employed a method

whereby trials of each task were alternated throughout the procedure.

6ther resear:chers, with experience in the area' concurred that such a

procedure should prevent the occurrence of priming effects (Bryden, Note 5;

Zaídel., Note 6).

Studies examining response patterns to these tivo tasks have employed

both reaction time and response accuracy as dependent measures, sometimes

ol-;taining conflj-cfing results. In order to clarífy this issue, the

present study used both reaction time and accuracy as dependent variables.

I¡urt-herrnore" tasks v¡hich required extended periods of concentra-tion and

¿ìtLerìtion wer:e chosen because vígilance-type tasks have been the type

of tasl.. nìost c.oûürc,nly found by sl.eep researchers to dernonstrate Lhe

crl f ects of lìiirY cieprivation'

'I'he prese:Lrt experiment has thus been designed to address both

Ltleoretica| ¿:,nd clinical issues perta j,ning to human cerebral asymmetry.

IL represents a refinement over mosL previous attempts to address the issue

of interhemispheric differences in function during sleep in at least two
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rtíays. First, the few studies which have directly compared (much of this

l-íEerature ís either indirect or overtly speculative) the hemÍspheres

duríng sleep have relied afunost exclusively on comparisons of variorrs

components of EEG activity. Whíle such an approach provides ongoing ín-

formation about physiological changes during sleep, it tells us littl-e

about behavioral differences or effects to the two hemispheres of partic-

ular sleep steges or other sleep parameteÏs. The present approach involves

Rai{ depríving nonepileptic subjects and testing for subsequent effects on

cognitive strategies directly. Second, the genetaLizability of most of

ttre research addressing this íssue is limited by having been conducted on

infrahuman subjects. The current project will both employ human subjects

and examine different groups of subjects, thus providi-ng a more thorotrgh

evaluation of interhemispheric differences during sleep'

Sub ec ts

Sincepsychomotorepilepsyappearstobetheformofepilepsyfnost

amenable to EEG biofeedback therapYr as vrell as the form most likely to

illustrate clearly Iateralízecl differences in seizure genesis, ttre epileptic

as weL] a€; the nonepilepti,c groups \,/ele chosen to be relaLively homogenous'

Ten ri¡l,irL-h¿ndecl (as cleterminc,.d by a standard t4 item questionnaire

T¡resc¡.¡t-r:d i1 Appendix A) male ¡:dults between the ages of 17 and 38 se-rl'ed

as the NE subjecfs. Two other: strbjects hrere run for this group but their

daLa were not j.ncl-ucled Ín lhe prirnary analyses. In one case the subj ect

turned out to be left-handed. In the other, the subject admicted to

nrultíple drug use before each nightts testing (i.e., alcohol, mari¡uana'

and cocaine) and also hacl ntoi:t: ttran six signif ícantly elevatecl T-scores oll

the l"lMPI (i. c. , shorvcrrl se,vero signs of psychoilathology) .
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The group of 10 subj ects examined in all analyses \¡ras comprised of

voltlnteers from vari ous walks of life who were solicited by Ehe primary

experimenter 
(excePt for two college students who heard of the proj ect from

oEhers arrd phoned the experitnenter to volunteer themselves for the study)

, to be part of a "sleep study". Most \ùere People curious and uninformed about

eíther s;1eep or lalerality research' and many volunteered to be able

their sleep records and find out r¡hat their sleep patterns were líke'

to see

In

addition, subjects were chosen who had regular sleeÞ habits concerníng

duration and behavior (i.e., consístent amount of sleep and time to bed) '

Each subj ect \^Ias required Lo certify in writing that they were physically

healthy before being allowed to participate in the study. subjects slept in Lhe

1ab for türor consecutive nights and were tested on each of three consecutj-ve nights'

The epileptic groups consisted of subjects chosen to meet the following

criteria: (a) confirmed seizure disorder involving partial-complex seizures

with psychomotor symptomatology, includi-ng compound and secondarilv general'Lzed

forms; (b) abnormal. EEG as deEermined by clinical report and po\¡/er-specEral

analysis of the sleep EEG; (c) seizure histor¡r, whÍ-ch vlas a minímum of 3

years j-n lengtir and patients who ¡+ere between the ages of 17 and 50; (d)

f ail.u::e,, to ¿lcr.hieve control- of tire seizures with anticonvulsant medicati'ons;

(e) 1ìo hi.fjl-ory ,tf rtrogress jve dise¿lse or of drr-rg abuse, either legarl or

illegal;(f)IQscoresobt'ainedbyl/onderlicPersonnelTest(seeApperrdixB)

score cortversi-on to \^JAIS equivalent of 85 or above; (g) no evidence of

sÍgníficant deviation from Ehe norms of the Mini-mult form of the MI4PI

(see Appendix C).

Many of the subj ects chosen f or these: grouì)s r'¡ere al'so being selecrtc'-d

as potentiaf candicl¿rtes for EliG l¡iofeedback t,raining and the above lisred
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críteria \"/er:e chosen so as to maxímize, the effectiveness of this training.

All subjects to be Ínvolved ín training had to undergo complete rnedical/

bíglogícal testing (including hematological, renal and hepatic screening)

!o rr-rle out treatable causes of the seizures prior to inclusion in the treat-

ment training. All subjects in the epíleptic groups remained on their regular

medícatíon r:egimens throughout the training period (which remains ongoing

until at least the fa1l of 1.982 for some subjects) and anticortvulsant serum

levels were monitored at 6 week intervals.

All thr:ee groups of subjects r¡rere prescreened to insure that there \^/ere

no overt or MMPI indicators of psychopathology or major sleep disturbance

(see Appendix D). Familial sinistrality was noted but not used as an exclu-

sionary criterion, and all subjects had to indicate that English was either

their first language'or if not, that they could speak and read it fluently

(see Appendix E). All subjects included in the study had normal or correct-

able vision.

Preference r^/as given to selecting right-handed male epi-lepti-c subject,s

with clearly lateraLízed lesions of either right-sided(ER) or left-síded(EL)

focus. Lateralization was determined by examination of clínical EEG reports,

neurologistsr chart notes or personal- statements, and occasionally other

rreurolo¡;, j-ca.f. cr neLrropsychological tes I inf ormar ion obtai.ned f rom independent

riources. At l.east two of the nost recent clinical EEG reports hacl tr:r be in

concurrencre L;efore a subject was considered to be clearly lateralized.

Per:sona1 sitûtelnents from the patients or their families v/ere rÌot considered

to be appropriate in and of themselves for the determination of seizure

locatíon or type sínce many patients and their familles had dither been

misinf orrned, or simply not inf or:med, about these aspects of their con¡j it.ion.
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An attempt \"Ias made to obtain l0 such subjects for each group and to

h the NE and epileptic groups as closely as possible in terms of int-ellec=

capabilities and integration of personality as well. Thus, the

erl-íc Personnel Test. v/as administered to control for resrilt differences

due to intellectual incapacÍty of one group or another and age r¡las matched as

closely as possible between groups. Obtaining the desired number of subjects

for t¡¡e epileptic groups proved problematic because of the stringent selection

criteria. Alth<¡ugh it is estirnated that uprvards of 2l< million North Americans

have some form of epilepsy (?incus & Tucker, l97B), the aforementioned selection

criteria for the current study provided a potential population of only several

hundred at the most in all of gouthern CalÍfornia (Los Angeles County Epílepsy

Society, I9B2). hlhile the number of patients in the epileptic population r^¡ho

have left-sided focus is larger than the number with right-sided focus to

start with, obtaining a sufficient number of right-sided foctrs Patients v/as

further compl.:icated by the fact that many such patients \^tere found to be

considerably more debilitated than the left hemisphere focus patients (I was

unable to confirm whether or not this difference is representative of the

psychomotor epilepsy populaLion as a whole) and were deemed unable to either

grâsp the instructions or respond rapidly enough to fall within "normal"

limits o¡ the tesits usecl in the study. The result of these difficulties in

obta.ining apPropriate sub-i ects rvas Lhat-, r.sh,i.le Ll subj ects \,^iere run in each of

the t\^ro epileptíc groups, for purpcses of analyses, daLa were used for only

9 of the left hemisphere focus group and 5 of the right hemisphere focus

group. Of the two subjects whose data were discarded from the EL group,

one subject \,/as not visually íntact and one subject vTas unable to comprehend

t.he purpose of the study. Of the six subj ects tu,ttosc cla ta r,re.re discarciecl f r:<xn
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rhe ER group, one was unable to concentrate for any extended period of

time; one had several petÍt mal seizures during the course of his ínvolvement

and was unable to remain responsive for a sufficient period of time to complete

the str-rdy; one vras ambidextrous; one had an insufficient grasp of the English

language; one had severe vj-sual dÍ-fficulties; and one vras motorically impaired.

llunrerous other potentÍal subjects v/ere screened via telephone interviews and

deemed inappr:opriate for a variety of reasons.

Stimulí and Apparatus

A. Pretest Measures- All sub jects were administered a standard 14 item

hanciedness questionnaire (see Appendix A) and Índicated clear right-

handed preference on at least l0 items in order to be included in the study.

In aclditj-on, each subj ect responded to a questi-on about f arnilial sinistral-

ity, but- this was not employed as an exclusionary criterion. All sub-

jects wer:e adninistered ttre Mini-mult form of the MI{PI (see Appendíx C)

and no subject was included Ín ttre study if T scores on 5 or more of the

9 clinical scales v/ere over 70 (i.ê., â normally accepted boun<lary lj.mit

for psychopathology). A sleep habits questíonnaire (see AppendÍx D) wa.s

als<l cornpleite<l by each subj ect prior to participation. Indication of

se\¡ere sleep dísorders \^/as t:o harre been an exclusionary criteriorl, Horv-

ever, no sr-rbri ect had tcl be replaceC i¡ecause of sleep problerns. Epilepti.c

pati.ents cornpletecl a pertÍnent dar:¿r questionnai;:e (see Appendix F) whictr

r'las irse<i for post hoc evaluation of the data.

B. LeÍt Hernisphere Task- To nri-ninize the ef f ects of possible right hemí-

splrere language capabilitíes (see Moscovitch, I976; Searleman, L977), only
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absjract nouns, nol easily translatable into visual imagest I¡7ere used' Tht:se

nouns werr: chosen from Thorndike and Lorge (Lg44) and Paivio, Yuille' and

Madígat (1968), controlling for frequencv of usage in the English language'

word length (4-B letters), type (abstract nouns), and imagery value' The

B0wordschosen(as]-istedinAppendixG)hreretypedwiEhanlBMGotlric

element onto blank 5" x 7" cards, thus oroducing block letters' Each word

was tlped ín black and placed on three cards' one ín lower case letters'

on which the v¡ord began 4.0 cm to the right of center, and one (also in

lowercase),onwhichthev'ordended4.0cmtotheleftofcenter.This

procedure províded unilateral presentation of the \'/ords when tachisto-

scopically "flashed" to the subject' On the third card' each word was

centered and Lyoecl in capital lette-rs. All cards were then photo-reduced

ro 35 mm slicìes, rvhich were photographed in color-negative form to elirninate

glar:e ancl ref ererrce borders f or sub j ects during testing' ' Most of il-re slides

requíred some Dost-production touch-up r'vork to eliminaLe the varíous light

spots an<l streaks which resulted from Ëhe color-negative shooting/developing

rlrocess.

The slides wer-e

(ltociel- B-?-) , useci as

ihe nr:o-i cìctors lurerc)

presented via Kodak Ektagraphic Carousel projectors

pal:t of a Ge-rbrands three-cl-rannel open tachistoscope

situatcd 120 cn behí.nd the víewinEl scleen. Figur:e 2

IrLsert Fí-gure 2 about here

illustrates the equipment arrang'ement'

direr:tly i.n f ront of it, resulting in

Subjects viewed the screen from 100 cnt

the longest woi:ds stretchj'ng from 15'0 -
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îi.gute 2. Schema of

Figure CaPti-on

the equipment layout and ope'racíllg sequencet

box, microcomputer, and tachístoscopic system'
íncl-udíng subj ect viewing
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cerrter (or 8.5o - 7.4" visual angle) when presented in
L2,5 cm from the

rhe left vísual

she right vísual

fíe1d and 12.5 -

fíeld. Figure

15.0 cm from the center when presented to

3 illustrates how the screen appeared to the

Insert Figure 3 about here

subjects, before the room lights were shut off (apparent slant of chin-rest

wire is due to camera angle).

C. Risht Hemísphere Task - The stimulí were the 25 cartoon drawings of adult

faces used by Ley and Bryden (lg7g) and contained in Appendix H' They íncluded

five emotions(extremely posÍtive, mildly positive, neutral, mildly negative,

extremely negatíve). As v¡ith the words, each face was placed on eíther the

left or right side of blank 5" x 7" (I2.7 x 17.8 cm) cardsr an appropríate

distance from the center so as to insure initial presentation to only one hemi-

sphere. Each face was also placecl at the center of a card to form the comparison

stÍmulus. Qverall. size of the faces l{as aÞproximately 2.6 x 4'5 cm' Photo-

reduct-íon to 35 rnrn slide format was a¡¡ain undertaken, with the resultant faces

covering slightly less of the sub.jects'visual fields than the longest

v.,ord.s (L4.'2 - 12.5 cm ot: B. i.o - 7.1+o of vj.stra], angle in the left visual

f ic. l-cl) . llotLr the pr:rj,pheral-1y 1>r:esented r¡ords ancl f aces thr'rs f el1 within

the foveal" region, or area of greatesL visual acuity'

D. TachistoscoP íc and Sleep Àpparatus- Verbal and facial- test stimuli

v¡ere presented by Ewo 35 mm Kodak Iiictagraphic carousel (l"lodel B-2)

sllde projectors, controJ-led by a Gerbrands three-channel open tachisto-'

scope. The projecÈors employed Ektanar r2.8 -. 4.0 lenses and used Gerbrallds
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Figure Captíon

Figure 3. Appearance of screen, with roorn lights on, as seen from

subjectf s seated víewíng positíon.
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Shutrer Model 1166. Kodak I¡trratten gelatin fil,ters (75 rnm x 75 mm) were

pLaced in front of two of the directional ruirrors that reflected the

projector images to the screen. Ttre one pl.aced in front- of the cent.rally

presented images r{as a neutral density of .5, while the one placed in

front of the perípherally presented images r¡tas a neutral density of

.4. The clensíty difference between the two filters counter¿rcted a prior

luminence difference and also served to elimj-nate glare and ghosting

frorn the viewing screen. The projectors were situate<l 120 cm behind

an opaque viewing screen and subjects vievred the stimuli from 100 cm

in fronl of the screen. The screen itself was designed such that iL

had tr.¡o sides ancl a "roof " (a11 painted f lat black), thereby minimizing

distractions for the subject. The resultant structure r./as approxímately

3 x 3 x 3 feet, wíth the r¡iewing distance for the subject beginning just

at the. outer edge of the structure. A r¿1re stretched across lhe fronL

of rhe "box", which subjects were j-nstructed to have their chins touching

when they responded to the stimulí, insured that subjectsr viewing dis-

tance díd not vary by any more than 3 - 4 cm from the intencled d.istance.

Intertrial- ínte:rvals (ITIs), duration of stimulus presentation, and

recor:clin¿¡s of re¿rction tímes and re,sponse choices r,Iere control.led by

an Apple II nicrocomputer, witli an ìnte-gral Data Systen Paper Tiger

Pr:inter (Model 460). This was interfaced tc the tachistoscopic system

vía a combined software/hardware package built in the Sepulveda VA

sleep laboratory.
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for the word-to-face transitÍon, ITIs were 2 sec, while the more complex

nce tt:iaLs were followed by a face-to-r¡ord ITI of 4 sec. ThÍs format

íded a 3 sec and 5 sec response time, respectively, for the word and

face trlaLs, which pilot testing had demonstrated \^ras more than sufficient

e for subjects to respond. The duration of stimulus presenÈation had

íginal-ly been intended to be deterriined for each individual by using

ternporally ascending blocks of trials such that the resultant present-ation

Eime would be based upon a 60 - 707" correct response rate during pretesting

tríals. This criterion level r¡ras chosen because Blum and Barbour (f979) had

found that such ta.sks needed to be tested at a level below 757. recognition

accuracy to insure that there was some degree of ambíguity and probable anxiety

for the subject. In a same/different task, 50% is obviously the chance level.

However, pilot testing of both epíleptic and nonepileptic subjects indicaterl

that a presenLation time of 100 msec for the r,rords and 120 msec for the faces

(i"e., only slightly faster than the time required for saccadic eye movements

to occur) vras necessary for most subjectsf responses (especially for the

epileptic subjects) to fall into this range. Therefore, these times were

adopf:r:ci as stanciard presentation times wj.th one potential exception, wlrich

will. bc crut.lineci at thj.s point.

,{li subj eci-:s received Ewo bl..oclts of 20 irractice tr j-a1s (requiring 20

sarne/dj-ffere;ir;'udgrne-nt responses to worci combinatíons and 20 sarne/different

jurJginents to each of Elre emotíon and character aspects of the face combinations).

The first block of trials ínvolved stimulus words presented at 40 msec and

stíntulus f aces at 60 msec. The second block lnvolved stimulus r¡/ords presented

at 100 msec and stimulus faces at 120 msec. The target or centrally presenterì

worcis arrd f aces were always presented f or 1 sec. The ntnnbef corl:ect on e¿lc}-,
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type of task and for each bloclc of trials was then computed. It had been

decÍded a priori that if any subject.rs responses to either block of trials

reflected more than 65% accuracy overall, Lhen the presentation Eíme for

the subsequent testing sessions r¿ould be adjusted accor<iingly. This potential

exception did not occur and all subjects were tested with presentation times

of 100 msec for r¿ord trials and 120 msec for face tríals. Both pilot testing

and practice sets involved a smaller number of tríals than did the actual

tesLing sessions, and it is thus quite possíble that practice effects would

occur duríng the testing phase, even though such effecËs have not been

commonly reported in similar studies.

Subjects responded to the tachistoscopic presentation by pressing one

of trn'o buttons (see Figure 3) with their right hand. The two buttons were

connected to mi-croswitches ttrat stopped the computer's built in clock system

to obtain RT. The buttons \,rere different colors, marked t'S" and "D" to

índicate the subjectrs response choice, and mounted on a small srvitch box

(6 x 1I x 3 cm), which tiad been constructed in the lab from sEandard Radio

Shack components.

Sleep recordíngs took place in the sarne building as pre- and post-

treatmenl testing, in a temperature.-controlled but not anachoic sleep

chamber- ¿rnd sub-jects were rnonj-torecl for continuous l-ìEG, electro-ocular

movemcrlrEs (EOG). and muscle tone (UUC) in the masseter area, via either a

ten-channel Grass Model 8-16 polygraphic recorder or an eight-channel Grass

Model 6 polygraphic recorder (depending upon which chamber Èhe subject

slept in)., Electrode placemenL followed Ëhat employed in preyious research

on EEG biofeedback for epilepsy done in the Sepulveda VA Nerrropsychology

sleep lab (".g., Sterman, 1980). PlacemenL l,/as thus crondr.rcted according to

{.i
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the international 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958), and consisted of bipolar

electrode placements medial-lateral. over the left somatosensory area at

sítes 10 and 307" LaLeral to vertex (i,e., sites C, and C' resPectÍvely)

for one electrode paír. The corresponding sites; on the ri.ght side (C, and

CU, respectively) formed another pair. A third and fourth pair consisted

of placements l0Z of the interaural distance anterior and posterior to C,

(left side - referred to as AC, and PC' respectively) and CO (ríght side -

referred to as ACO and PCO, respectively). These four placements essentíally

traversed the sensory-motor strÍp of the brain. The final two placements

were 0, to P, on the left and O, to PO on the righË, thus monj.toring both

sides of the occipital cortex. 0vera11, these placements provided informatj-on

directly comparable wíth EEG recordj-ngs being conducted on subj ects in each

of tire epileptic groups.

Ilqç'd:re
A. Screening and Pretesting- Initial screenÍng for all subjects included

adm.inistratíon and scoring of the Mini-mult form of the MI,ÍPI (see Appendix

C) and a personal ínterview durÍng which subjects were briefed regarding the

na'Lure of the study. The NE subjects were totd that they each rr'ould be

i:equired to speird t\ùo consecutj-ve nights in the s-leep lab (one adaptation,

cue IìiiII depr:ivaticln) and were asked to cornplete a paper-and-pencil battery,

cc¡nsj-stíng of an informed consent sheet (see Appendix E), a handedness

quesii-onnaire (see Appendix A), a sleep habits questionnaire (see Appendix D),

and finally, " timed test, the trlonderlic Personnel Inventory (see Appendix B).

The NE subjects were also told that their sleep mÍght be interrupted on

one night and that they would not know beforehand which, if either, night
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r¡oulcl involve interruptíon (it was the second night for all NE subjects) t

411 subjects vrere told that they should feel free to ask questions and were

Ítee to discontinue ttre experiment at any point. Epíleptic subjecEs

tecei-veð. only the pretreatnent test session, consisting of a pertinent

data questionnaire (see Appendix F), followed by the sane paper-and-pencil

battery given Eo the NE subj ects.

ß. Tachistosc ic Testing and Sleep InËerrupt.ion- All testing sessions

(rhree for NE and one for epileptic subjeccs) began between 6:00 and 10:30

p.m., to permit relaxation tíme before sleep, to avoid hitting hormonal peaks

or troughs, to provide a standard amounE of time betr¿een testing sessions for

comparison of results, and to maximj-ze the effects of REM deprivation by

provicling an interveníng period of wakeful.ness before retesting (SLerman, Note 7).

Tr.ro sets of practice trials were administered, each r+ith 20 rvord trials and 20

face trials, given in alternating fashion. The first set involved presentation

of periphei:al words at 40 ntsec and of peripheral faces at 60 msec. In the

secontl set, peripheral words lrere presented for 100 msec, perípheral faces for

120 msec, Tire nurnber of correct responses Eo each set lras computed to determíne

r¡het¡er Lc¡ alter present-atj.on times for testing. No subject's practice trial

¡ss4lts rç:flecteci mole than 65Y" accurac.y (see Hi.nes, 1976; or Ley & Br:yden,

L979; f or other me¿tns of <letermin.íng presentation tirne) ' Therefore, presentzrLi-cn

tinre of teGL sets r,¡as fixed at 100 nsec for r,¡ords and 120 tttsec for faces for

al.i subject.s. l¡ollowing the two practice sets there r¡/as a 5 niin brealc.

Each testing period ínvolved 160 trials, consísting of B0 verbal and B0

facial-emotional recognítion tríals presented alternately. These tría1s

::
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Írere presented in two sets of 40 verbal and 40 face trials wírh a 5-10

min. resÈ períod provfded :betweeñ . tl-re . sets.

Instructions hTere repeated several times on the initial night to

insure that subjects understood the task. If a subject was unable to

recall the instructions before Lesting, they r¡rere repeated and the fact

that they vrere v¡as noted. The instructiorls were as follows:

The- lest you are about to undertake r¡ill involve rnaking several
ju<lgmenLs on youl: part. On dif f erent occasions you will see eitl'rer
faces or words flashed onto either the lefË, right, or center parL
of the screen. If you see a face ínítially, it wÍ1l always be fol-
lowed by a second face. The second face will always appear in the
center of the screerr and will always be vísible for a longer period
of time than was the first face" Your task will be to tell me first
r¿hether the two faces matched in terms of emotion expressed and
second, whether they matched in terms of the characters presented.
In both cases you will indicate your judgment by one of the Èwo

marked buttons to your right. In both instances, fot emotions alìd
chatacters, if the two f¿¡ces are similar, you will Press the button
marked "S" with yor.rr right hand; if different' press the button
ma::lced "D" with your rig.ht ha.nd. So that you wontt forgei the order
of response Ít is printed on a card besíde the buttons. Hcwevet',
please try to rememl¡er Ìt so tlìat you wontt have to remove your
eyes frorn the scre-en. If you see a word ínitially, íÈ v/ill always
be followed by a second worcl. The second word will also always be
visible for a longer period of time Èhan the first word. Whereas
the first word presented will alr¿ays be in lower case- lettersr Ëlte
centrally presented word will always be ín capital letters. Your
lask when the ru'orcì,s âre presente-d will be to tell me v¡hether the
trdo are acluall-/ the same or differ:ent words. For example, if the

'.,¡orcls irtere t'snaket' and "T.AKEtt, you rvould obviously índÍcate that tl-rey
were dj-fferent, again by pressing t-he appropriately marked but-.toir as
qtriclcly as possi-ble-. Urilike when tire faces are presented, wl'rerl t:he
r¡ords a-re presenterl , only one button PreSS iS required. Each wor:ri

task r,¡i1l be followed by a f¿rce task and vice versa. ThÍs ç¡j.11- go on
for a f.ai'r:-.y large number of ttials during testíng and a much lessel
number of trials durlng the practice sets vle are about to do. Try
to corlc:entÌ:ate as r:l-osely as possible throughout the whole set of
trials. Sorne words or faces nray be flasheC so rapidly tb¿rt yotr are
unable Ëo recognize them at all. If this c'ccursr simply respond wit-h
your best guess. In beEween trials try to focus either on the 'x'
above the center of t,he screen or sírnply on the center of the screen
ifself. It ís important,both for you to be able to see to ej-ther síde
of the screen, and for us to be able to control your eye movementst

{
i\
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that you always fixate on the center of the screen untíl the next
stimulus is flashed. I will tell you when we are finished each seE

of practice and test trials.

The subject vras then given the opportuníty to ask questions before

beíng presented with the practice tríals. Reperition of the Ínstructíons

was gíven until he futly understood the procedure. As previously noted'

r¡ord-to-face ITIs wete 2 sec and face-to-word ITIg were 4 sec.

On the adaptation night, NE subjects entered the laboratory 2 - 5

hrs before their regular bedtíme, completed the pretesting and testing,

and had approximately 1 - 2 hrs to relax in whaËever manner they chose.

Just príor to retíring, each subject filled out a bedtime questionnaire

(see Appendix I) , containíng a food, mood, and drug intake log, and the

St-anford Sleepiness Scale. They were then instructed as to the manner

of electrode placemenË and fitted with the electrodes and head wrap.

Subjects \,/ent to bed between ll:00 p.m. and 1:30 a.m. Although sleep

was uninterrupted on the adaptation night, each subjectrs EEG was monitored

by the exper:irnenter, who watched for changes and anornalies in the sleep

stages and gross abnormalities in the recordings as a çrhole. It had been

decided that if exl-remely abnormal sleep patterns \,'ere noted (Rechtschaff en c

l(al.es, 1968; served as the scoring manual), or: profor.rnd sleep disorders

rver:e cli-scovered (the January, l-979 issue of Sleep rvas used as the nosological

manual), the subject's data ¡¿oul-d be excluded from the experimental analysís

and replaced. This did not occur for any subject. lJpon awakening at the

pre<letermined time, each subject completed a morning questionnaíre (see

Appendix J) which conËained ítems regarding the qualiÈy of their sleep and

the content of their dreams. Subjects \,rere then disconnecterf frorn the
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recording equípment, instructed not to nap during the day, allowed to clean

up and leave to undertake theír regular daily chores. All subjects r:eturned

the second night at the same time as on the firsË night. Before retíring,

each subject again completed f:he test phase of the tachistoscopic presentaEion

and the bedtirne questionnaire. The slides r^rere presented in a diff erent

order on Night 2 than they had been presented in on Night l.

On Night 2, sleep was interrupted every time the subject began to enter

a REM period (based upon staridard stage scoring critería). Interruptions

took the form of the experimenter walking into the sleep chamber, gently

shaking the subject by the shoulders, calling him by name, telling him to

wake rrp, and asking hím what he had heen thínking about prior to being

awakened. Thís protocol r^ras repeaterl every time the subject entered a

REMP during the night. Once the subjecL hras ar¿akened and had responded to

the experimenter, he was instructed to return to sleep and the experimenter

left the room. At the end of the subjectrs sleep periocl, he completed another

morni-ng questionnaire, was again told not to nap during the day, was insErucËed

to engage in a normal dayrs acËivítÍes, and r^'as asked to return that night

at lhe sa-me time as on the preceding two nights. Subjects returned that

rright- fcr t-Lie final test perj-od, conpleted a final bedtÍme questionrtaire,

and tircn ç'ere- fully debríef ed.
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CHAPTER III

Results

Overview: Analyses and Rationale

A variety of unj-varj.ate analyses of varÍance, includíng repeated

measures analyses an<l regression analyses were conducted on the data'

The Biomedical Computer Programs (BÌ'{DP) statistícal oackage (f9Bl version)

of the UCLA Hospital Computing l¡acility served as the primary means for

these analyses, while the Statístícal Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS - Lg75 version) was used for the planned and post hoc comparisons'

To facilitate understanding, thís chapter will begin with a bríef rationale

for the format of the analyses, followed by a section on the reliability

and validity checks emnloyed, Results pertinent to the accuracy data will

then be presented. Final.ly, a brief section on anecdot-al findings will

close out the chaptet'. Reactiorr time findings wili receive a lesser emphasis

for reasons to be explainecl l-ater, and will be nresented in a separate

appendix (see Apuendix K), as wi1.l the relatíonships betvreen accuracy and

lì,T scores.

Ttte major íocr.rs of the daia analysis was on the accuracy dat¿t an<l

particui;rr11'u1;cn acculr¿Ìc)r as the percentage of Ehe total nuniber of eacl-t

StirnuluS responcied tO, Raw ect'.ur:ac-V Scores \"/erLÌ not uSed because i t l¿aS f elt

t-Tr¿ri a priorÍ rnei..hoclological decisions renrlered t.hem misleading. Specif ically,

nilol- ùeiiting inrìit:ated Ehat a 2 sec RT for r\tords and 3 - 4 sec for: the emofional/

facial responses provided sufficient time for subjects to respond without

rushing theír decisions. For the sake of being conservative and of not

putting undue time pressure on subiects, 3 sec were allowed for \''ord respo¡ìse-e

ancl 5 sec \"/ere allowed for eulot.ionat/facial responses during testin¡;.
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llsvtelet r if and \"rhen a subject faíled to respon<l during the allotted períod,

a fliss r'/as scored and no response recorded. Thus, a subject could miss

s everaT iterns clue to delayed or late responding. It was f el-t that, if a

subjecL attained a score o'E 20 correct resPonses out of 40 ítems, but had

ín fac-t only responded to 30 of them, it would be inappropriate and incorrect

to sta¡e that he had responded at a chance leve}. In fact, he would have

responded considerably above chance on the items to which he reacted in time,

while the accuracy of his late or míssed resPonses would be unknown'

gbservatj.on suggested that the missed responses \¡/ere vigilance lapses and

that they occurred infrec¡uently. Out of a possible 240 responses per subject,

the range in mean number of misses r,ras from less than 4 times per Person

for NE subject.s on Night 2 to L5 times per Person for ER subjects. For

Ehese reascns, percentage accul:acy of the total ntrmber of items responded

to, rather than simple percenËage or ra\Á/ number of items correct' \¡/aS

chosen as the prímary dependent variable.

Reaction tÍmes \4lere obtained for only two (words and emotions). of

tire three (worcls, enoti-ons, and faces) stimuli presented to subjects'

because Lhe -l.a.tter two stimuli \tere Dlesented simultaneously. This

procedtrre lnakes direct c\)nllaríSong of the RTs across stimuli tenuous

at best, since one wouftl exr)cct that the latter judgments (to emotion

,snd fa.ce) r¿ould requíre nlore Droc(rssi.ng and theref ore woufd require

mor:e time- to reach the trvo decj.sicns (which in fact was the case) '

Furthermore, interpretatíon of the RT data in general is maCe dÍfficult

by the form of the study. sínce the emphasis f¡Ias on accuracy of responses'
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Rfs can be expected to be widely ranging both within and between subjects

(whích also was found), due to everything frorn indÍvidual differences to

dístractíons in the room. The factor of lndividual differences appears

even more prominent r,¡hen one Lakes inbo account that the epileptic subjects

used in the study, as much as they were chosen to represent homogeneous

groups, lrere all taking powerful ant.iconvulsant medications. These medica-

Eions of course have r¿idely varyíng effects on different individuals and

at different times and could quite conceivably have greater effects on RTs

than on accuracy, since a major effect of many of the anticonvulsants is to

slow down (both rnotorically and psychologically) the individual.

Tlie argument could be made that RTs are best used as dependent measures

when accuracy is rìot an issue (i.e., when accuracy is at or near 100%).

Accuracy and RT have been examined together in the past when accuracy

judgments k'ere noL expected to approach 100%, and a study by Pitblado

(L979) clearly illustrates some of t,he interpretive difficulties which

result. Probably the most ímportant issue is simply the explanation of

the meaning of RT scores untler such circumstances. As Pitblado points

out, the r.esearcher is left having to account for discrepancies betr¡een

the accr:r'acy and RT scorers" For: exampl.e, is there a trade-off (as one

rniglic nr,rttrrall-v expec:t) bet-weeir speed and accuracy? Are vísual field

clj.ffer:encq:s in accuracy and RT related, and if so, how? In this particular:

sLudy, furt-trr:r questions could be asked regarding RT and accuracy dif ferences

ets they pr:rtai-n to t-he specific stimuli employed (although, as already noted,

comparing differences betvreen the stimulí themsel.ves would be lnappr:opriate).

Thus it would seem - thatr whíle ít has added more valuable ínformation to the

study, t-here is also a trade-off in Eerrns of the interpretabilit-y of tire

1
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complex interactions createcl by the use of the RT data. For these reasonst

RT r^rill receive less emphasis than accuracy ín the f ollowíng analyses '

Most of the analyses to be presented are í.ndependent of each oEher

and Lherefore do not inflate Lhe experíment-wise error raEe' In some

¿nalyses, however, it has been necessary to take the possibility of an'

ínfLateð, error rate into account. Greenhouse Geisser F statisti-cs and

probabilities (Keppel, 1973) have been calculaÈed to provide conservative

estimates of statistícal signifícance for these particular analyses'

Reliabilíty and Valídit Checks

One potential confound in studíes of this nature is Ehat order effects

at:e virtuall.y guaranteed if the visual field of presentation of the test

sLj-mulus is predictable to the subject or if the test stimuli occur in a

repetiti,ve and thus aiso predictable fashion (e'g', if the word 'HORSE'

occurred on the first trial of each testing session). \^thile the type of

stímulus tD appear on each trÍal was predictable, both the visual fíe1d

of presentation and the specific stimuli were arranged randomly to control

f or this possr'-bilitY.

Ttie re-lj.abili' ty of the measu]:es \gas coirf irmed by comparÍrrg NE sub,j ects'

i:esul-Ls l;ef ore ancl af ter t,lie ;rdaptalion night . This is an unclr thodox and

sr;mewfrat questionat¡le man¡ler of determl'-ning' reliabilitv sj'nce an intervening'

ni.ght of sleep i,.r the laboratory had occurred. Had signif icant performance

<1if-ferences apDeareti they could wel,l be attrj-buted to the laboratory

environment in which subjects had spent the precedíng night, rather Chan to a

lack of reliabíIíty of the measures. On the other hand, ít is unlikely that

such an environment would provide conditions to maintain stabitíty of the

responses if tìre measures \7ere actually unreliable.
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Since the aforernentioned approach is in fact a pseudo-retiability

check, rather than calculate rel.Íabilitv coefficients, univariate analyses

were conduct-ed tc¡ determi.ne rohet.her or not signifÍcant dífferences existed

bet\,reen Níghts I and 2 f or both the accuiacy and RT measures. For the

accuracv measures, as Tras expected, the overal-l 2(Night) x 2(Visual Field) x

3(Stímulus Type) repeated rneasures anal-ysis of variance (enOVA) revealed no

sígniflcant ntain effect for night (I<1.0, P>.3), nor any signífícant inÈer-

actions between night and eiLher of the other two índependent variables (both

Fs<1.0, both gs >.7). The three-way interaction of these factors was like-

wise not statistically signif icant (¡< f .0, ¿>.6). Similar results were

obtained for the Night 1 vs. Night 2 analyses when the RT data were examined

(most Fs(1.0; all ps>.15). Therefore, for the remainder of both wÍthín and

between group comparisons, data from Night 2 only will be used. Night 2

represents the post adaptation condition and whíle lack of statistically

si-gnificant dífferences betr¿een Nights 1 and 2 does not províde support for

the nu11 hypothesis, the foregoing analyses also do no support the notions

that the adaptation nighl either adversely or benefjciallv affected the

NE subj ects.

A v¿.li.i,cli t.\, r:heck was conclucteci to deterrnine wheEher practice or f atigue

harì s1¡inif í.c::ntly inf luenced ttre results. This check consisted of dividing

the cia.ta inro two tr:ial blocks and comrraring the overall scores on each block.

0n1.y a.ccrrracy data r./ere examined, becatrse RT scores fluctuated ovr:r such a

wíde range that they were not felt l.o ì¡e as sensÍtive to such effects.

Percentag,e accurate of the total number: of items responded to is tire nrajor

dependent variable of the study. Horvever, Þercentage accuracy scorc'-s could
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erroîeottsly Índicate that practíce or fatígue effects did not exist when

Lrt fact they dicl. For example, íf someone became very fatigued and missed

(í.e., error of omission vs. comrnisslón). the last 20 items presented in the

seconcl of two 40 trial blocks (a situation whj-ch rùas not actually approx-

imated in the study) and got 15 of the 20 items he had responded to correct'

a percentage score míght actually make it appear as though his performance

had improved, when in fact it had drastically deteriorated.

Thi.s potential óonfound made it necessary to do another prelimínary

analysis Ín order to determine wheÈher or not the use of rpercentage

accura¡e of total number of iLems responded to'for the trial blocks analyses

was justifiable. The necessary preliminary analysis involved looking at the

number of errors of omíssion over trial blocks (note that the errors of com-

mission are fmplÍ.citly examined via the percentage scores), to determine

whether ther:e \,,/ere any signifÍcant changes. Such changes would definitely

leflect víp;ilance changes, whích ín turn would suggest changes in terms of

fatigue (or practice effects Íf vigilance was found to improve), and further

would argue against ttre appropriateness of the percentage measure to evaluate

pract-ice or fatigue effects. The absence of statisticallv si-gníficant changes

i.i'i Lht¡ irumber- oJ,- crrclrs of onlission across trial bloclcs could be taicen to

iridj.c¿rte t-h¿lL thc afore-nenticned scenario regarding fatigue did not occur

(whicir is ntrt to say that tlìe null hypothesis has be-en supported or that fatigue

pcr se did not occur). Such a fÍnding would be used, for presjent Purposes'

to justify the use of the oercentage scores for the trial bloclcs cornuar j-rlolìs.

A 3(Group) x 3(Srimulus Type) x 2(Visual Field) x 2(Trial Blocks)

repeated measures ANOVA (on Night 2 data for the NE group) was con{ucted,

witl-r numt¡er of errors of olnission in each trial bl-ock ¿rs t-1',e dependent
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,JatiabLe. No signiflcant main or interaction. effects (lower or higher

order) involving the trial blocks factor were found (most !s ( 1.0, all

os ) .60). In fact, statístical comparison of the means across trial

blocks indicated that there \ùas vírtual-ly an identÍcal number of errors

of omission in each trial block for each group (for BL, Block 1 = 6.01,

Block 2 = 6.L0 for ER, Block L = 7.70, Block 2 = 7.30; for NE, Block I =

1.55,81ock2=L.65).

A 3(Group) x 3(Stirnulus Type) x 2(Visual !'ield) x 2(Trial Blocks)

repeated measures ANOVA on the Níght 3 data for the NE group further supported

the finding of no trial btock changes in terms of number of errors.of.omission.

Again, no significant main or interaction effects v/ere found and again

tlre trial block means r^/ere nearly identícal (glock I = 3.23, Block 2 =

2.79). \+rhile these fíndings do no assure that no differences in the mean

number of errors of omission exist between trial blocks, for present purposes'

the use of rhe percentage score for trial blocks analyses was considered

j us tifiable .

Using the percentage scores as the dependent measure, a 3(Group) x

3(Srimulus Type) x 2(Visual- Fi.eld) x 2(Trial lllock) repeated measures

ANOVA rvas conducte,l on Nigirt 2- f.or the NE groul). This analysis indicated

rio statist-icall.¡ significant maÍn or interaction effects (lower or higher

orcler) involving the trial blocks factor (most !s ( f .0, all p_s ) .16).

Arrot-her trîa1 blocks analysis \^ras carried out for the Night 3 data of

tire NE group, because Night 3 represents the point at whích fatigue effects

..vould be most likely to occur (af ter the NE group 'had been REM deprived) .

In rhis case, the 3(Croup) x 3(Stj.mtr1-trs Tyne) x 2(t¡1st"l Fíe1d) x 2(Trial

Blocks;) repeated measures ANOVA yielded one nt-atj-sfically significarrt
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fect involving the trial btrocks factor, this being the four-way interaction

Hígher orde-r j-nteractions are always difficult

fíndíng was taken as an índication that factors
gG,42) 2.9I, p = .033).

¿e ínter:Pret. The Present

other than practice or fatigue were primarily responsible for within night

changes ín Performance'

This conte-ntíon is fu.rther supported by the findÍngs that accrue

from a third trial blocks analysÍs, this one conducted across nights on

the NE group data only, r+hich is the most Iíkely place to expect fatigue

effects to materi alíze. This final trial blocks analysis indícated no

significanr main effect for the trial block factor (F(lr18) = 0.23, p =

.638), nor âny signifícant effects for the interactíons (single or higher

order) of trial bloclc with any of the other tl-rree factors (most Fs ( 1.0,

a11 ps > . f6) . It would appear from these analyses that practíce and/or

fatigue r'-f fects are unlilcely candidates in explaining any performance

differences fotrnd in the Present study.

Accurac Data

Bet\n/een Group Comp arísons Before REM Deprivation- It was hypothesized that on

Night 2 äR subjects woul-<i perform less effectí,ve1y on righl hemispirere taslcs

presented ¡-o tlir: riglrt hemíspher:e f j-rst than ivorrld NE sub-i ec-t-s ' and EL

subjects would perfonr le.ss eEfectively on left hemisphere tasks presented to

the 1.ef t hemis¡;ire-re f ir:st anotl 1¡o,lld NE subj ects. Table 4 provides a sulnnary

gf rhe perrineììr f.inclings of ¿r 3(Group) x 3(Stimulus Type) x 2(Visual Field)

r:epca[ecl measures ANOVA (the latter t\^/o of these are within factors)

Insert Table 4 about here
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Table 4

3(Group) x 3(Stirnulus Type) x 2(Visual Field)
Repeated Measures AnalysÍs of Variance for

Accuracy of Sarne/Different Judgments

TCe df MS F
-P.

G

E¡tot
2 r83.49

LLz.22
r.64 2188

2t

ST 2 1.240.L8
103. 61

LL.97 .0001

Etror 42.

VF

Errot
1 8.65

100.31
.09 .7tL9

2L

GxST
Etror

4 89.35
103. 61

.86 . t+943

42

GxVF
Error

2

2L
54.67

I 00.31
.55 5878

STXVF
Error

13. tr
37.80

35 .7090
42

GxSTxr'/F
Error

4 189. 75
37 .80

5.02 .0375
4L

Note: G = Gr:oup; ST = Stimulus Type; VF = Visual Field.
Above table j-s for Night 2 of the NE group.
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rvhích the aforementíoned planned comparísons r^/ere drav¡n (for Night

the NE group). As can be seen ín Table 4 the only maÍn effect

overed was for stimulus type* The three-way interaction also was signí-

antr. Both were thus exarnined further via post hoc analyses '

, post hoc least significant dífference (LSD) comparisons indicated

at the stimul-us type main effect was produced by accuracy scores on the

àce srimuli (overall X = 60.9) beÍng significantly hígher than for

tíons (overall Ï = 51.7) or \,Iords (overall X = 53.1); ts(2L) = I5.2L,

.63; gs = .0008, .0078 respectívely. The hypoEhesized dífferences \¡/ere

evaluated by planne<l comparisons, ¡¿hich failed to confirm the hypothesís

that ER subjects would perforrn less accurately than NE subjects on "right

hemisphere" tasks when presented to the right hemisphere first. Interest-

ingly, the only signíficant LSD post hoc comparison involving ER subjects

was that they performed less accurately on the "1eft hemispheret'task

(word recognJ-tion) when right hemisphere first presentatíon was involved

(1" = 56.8 for NE and 47.2 f.or ER, g<.01). Planned comparisons liker¿ise

failed to confirrn the prediction that EL subjects would perform less

accrrrately than NE subjec.ts on a t'left hemispheret'task when left hemi-

sphere first presentati-on w¿rs involved. Post hoc LSD comparisons again

pr:ovided ¿ su;:prise finding in that the only signj,ficant effect involving

HL subjects r,ras a t-endency Lowards face recognition (a right hemispirere

task) being performed less effectively when presented to the left hemi-

sphere t=irst (Ïs = 64.1 for NE and 56.5 for EL, g(.06). Overall, betrreen

group comparisons before REM deprivatíon failed to confirm either of the

hypotheses concerning hemisphere-specific performance differences between

hemisphere-specif ic epi-leptíc pati-ents and nonepilept j-cs.
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arisons After REM De ivation- Although not directly

:a Part of any of the hypotheses, the between groups comparisons after

RfM deprivation r¡rere expected to reflect a change in NE group perfornance

such that it would approximate that of the ER group on right hemisphere

tasks presented to the right hemisphere first. This expectation

lr¡as predicated on the prediction of significant differences between these

groups existing prior to REM deprivation. Such differences, hovleyer' v/ere

not found, thereby rendering Night 3 between group comparisons academic.

Nevertheless, a 3(Group) x 3(Stirnulus Type) x 2(VÍsual Field) repeated

neasr¡res ANOVA for night 3 was conducted. The results will not be

repr:esented here in the manner t.hat Table 4 depicts the Night 2 results,

but the overall effects are essentfally the same. Once again. Stirnulus Type

vras the only significant nain ef feet (I(2, 42) = Lg.62, .P- ( .0OOO9). The

three-r+ay interaction in thÍ.s instance failed to reach sígnificance.

Insert Table 5 about here

Tabl.r: -5 contains the neans employed for the entire set of post hoc

Sc.heffé contr:asLs (r.rhíc)r were calculated across the row means in the table

only since these \,rere the between. group compari-sons that were conceptually

apprc;irri-ate ¿o make). As can be seen in this table, the means for lef t

visual f ie1,l (r..ight hemisphere) f irst presentation of the 'rr:ight hem.i-sphere"

tasks (í.e., emotion and f ace recr,rgnition) , when compared betrue.en tire l'{ll

ancl ER groups, are amongst the cl-osesL in the table. llor,neve-r, it is also

apparenL that the same comparisr:ns.between NE arrd EL are not statisticall.y

signif icant, nor is there a signj-f icant clif f ererìce i-¡etrueen NE aucl EL on the

word Easks whe¡n prese-nted to the ri.ght visual fíeld (1ef c hemisphere) first.
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Table 5

Mean Percent Accuracy for Each Group and Stimulus Situation for Night 3

Group

VF - Stinulus TYPe
ER ELNE

Lef t - l{ord

Left - Emotion

Left - Face

Ríght - l.Iord

Right - Emotion

Right - Face.

55. 639

s2.7 50

61. B 60

5r. 530

52.360

68. 060

47 .259 s2.7 66

s3.422

s8.244

s0.844

51. 5s5

56. 533

s2. 000

60.200

s2.659

46.260

65.000

Note: VF = Visual Field; NE = Nonepileptic; EL = Epileptic Left Focus;
ER = EPílePtic Right Focus.
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This is nor surprisíng in light of the Níght 2 finding that there \^ras not

¿ signíficant dífference ínitíally.

Scheffl contrasts r¿hich are sÍgnificant at the .05 leve1 are the

comparison of NE and ER on words presented to the left visual field (right

lrem1sphere) f irst (Ïs = 55.64 and 47 .26, resepectively) , and the comparison

<¡f NE and EL on faces presenEed to the right visual field (left herní-sphere)

fírst (fs = 68.06 and 56.53, respectively). Interpretation of these findings

is p::esented ín the díscussíon section.

I^¡ithin NE Groun ComDarisons Pre to Post RElf vatíon- It was hypothesized

that from pre to post REM deprivation NE subjectsr performance v¡ou1d deter-

ioraLe on right hemisphere tasks presented to the right hemisphere first'

Tlre overall analysis to compare Níghts 2 and 3 tested for the presence of

global differences. A 3(Sti¡nulus Type) x 2(Night) x 2(visual Fielcl) repeated

measuïes ANOVA again yielded a main effect for Stimulus Type only (F(2,36) =

15.83, p ( .00009) and an ínteraction between Stimulus Type and Visual Field

(F(2,36) = 2.g0, p = .0443). These results supported the position that facial

recognition vras the easiest task for subjects to perform and emotional recog-

nirior-r was the most difficrrlt.. The interaction effecl- itsetf wíll be broken

ciol,rn ¡lird described Later (see Figure 4).

Tlie three-vray interaction (which is rvhere the hypothesízed effect roould

appe¿rr) was not si.gnificanl (I'-(2r-?6) = 0.99, p- = .319), but- since the

f:ìÌ-,ecif :i.c. three-rvay contrasts stated in the hypothesis were planned ortho--

gonal c6rrrparisons, they were examined separately. These tv/o corltrasts involved

Night 2 to Night 3 comparisons for the ríght hemisphere first prese'ntation

of the two "ríght hemisphere" tasks (í.e., emotional and facia'L recogrrition)'

Neither of t:hese c.ontrasts approached signif Ícance (i. = 49. 38 f'crr N Lqh[ 2 an<l
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2,75 f.or NíghL 3 for emotions; 62,38 for Night 2 and 6f.86 for Night 3

for faces; !s(18) = ,646 and -.119, gs = .526 and .907. respectívely).

:1¡¡ f.act, performance on the emotÍonal recognition task was higher (although

.not significantly hígher) after REl"f deprivation, which is ín the direction

opposite of predictíon. A look at the emotional recognitíon data suggests

that ít rùas noE a valuable dependenÈ measure. Results ínvolving this measure

were less clear cut than for the other two stimuli and considerably more

ertatic (i.e., larger standard deviations and a higher proportion of error

variance). In addition, there \¡ras a consensus among subjecËs that emoÈional

recognition r.ras the most difficult of the three tasks they performed. It

r¿as the only task for ruhich most subjects claimed Ehat they felt their

responses \Ä/ere generally guesses.

To j.nvestigate rvhat the results would look like without this measure,

a three-way analysj.s was undertaken vrith the emotional recognition data

ornitted (i.u., a 2(Stirnulus Typ") x 2(Visual Field) x 2(tlight) repeated

measures ANOVA), This analysis once again produced a signficant Stimulus

Type main e-ffect (F(1,I8) = 15.4L, y = .001) and a sj-gnificant Stimulus

Type x Visual Field inte-ractj-on (I(lrlB) = 6.64, y = .019). The three-r.day

interaction approached statisticai significance (F(f,18) = 2.48, p = .109).

Figule 4 presenl:s the three-ç'ay inLeraction.

Inser:t Figure 4 about here

It has al.ready been noted that the predÍ-cted changes for Nights 2 tcr

3 wer:e not found. Flgure 4 does, however, illustrate that facial recognition

results are in the predicted direction and th;rL the di-rections of cbanges
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Fígure Caption

Fígure 4. Accuracy Data for the Face and llord Recognition Tasks,

Showíng Ehe InËeraction of NíghE x Visual Fíeld x Stirnulus Type.
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= Left Hemisphere Presentation

= Right Hemisphere Presentation

F = Face

\.J = Word

-¡'
68. 06

5

62.38
61. B6

6. 81
5 .64

5

\,I:t .86

5r. 53- -ür
50

45

t 3

EXPERIMENTAI, NIGHT
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across nighËs support prediction. Planned comparísons, though, indícaÈe

that only one of the four Night 2 to Night 3 changes attained sÈatistical

sígnificance, thau being the Night 2 ta 3 conparison of lefL hemísphere first

presentation of the facíal stimuli, t(18) = 2.36, P = .04 (reflecting a sig-

níficant improvement j.n performance). The Night 2 to Night 3 comparison of

left hernisphere first presentation of the r¿ord stimuli approached significance'

t(f$) = 1.88, p = .08 (refl-ecting a near significanË deLerioration in per-

formance) .

The Ër,¡o post hoc Scheffá comparisons calculated on the Night 3 data

índicate that left hernisphere first presentation of faces does result in

signíficantly higher accuracy than right hemisphere first presentation (F(1,9) =

8.84, p = .0156), but left hemisphere first presentation of v¡ords does not

result. in significantly lesser accuracy than does right hemisphere first

presentation (F(1,9) = L.17, P = .2L6) .

Ancillary Analy ses of the Accuracy Data- Although not of direct relevance to

the current, hypotheses, in order to examine whether there were differences

t¡etrveen the NE and epij-eptic subjects as a whole, data from the EL and ER

grLrups r,rere tlombiued ancl cnnipared with the NE data. fnterestingly, the major

differerrce noted.\^/as a rrearly significant group main effecE on Night 2 (F(I ,22)

3.43, p- = .077), stlch that NE scores tended to be higher.

One important ¿,irea of i-nvestigation not directly related to the hypotheses

concerDs errof-s o1' crn j.ssion vs. commission. The tasks requÍred of strbj ects j.n

this experimr:nt <1 epende<l to some extent on visual vigilance. Sínce- rnany

epileptics have dÍfficulty with extended concentratíon because of the nature of

their disorder, it might be expected that they would produce more erl:ors of

omission than would the NE subjects. A priorj. group matching foi: intelli-gence
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and personality should have avoided such differences ín terms of errors of

commíssion. REM deprÍvation has consistently been found to affect vigilance,

so there should be a general inc.rease in the mean number of errors of omissíon

after such deprivation. As can be seen in Table 6, there are more errors of

omissíon for epileptic subjects. Using Scheffe contrasts, this difference

Insert Table 6 about here

between groups atËaíns statistical significance only when the epilepËic

groups are combi.ned co compare with Night 2 of. the nonepileptic group

(F(1,2L) = 14.63, !. = .001). Although the difference Ín number of errors

of omission between ER and EL subjects did not reach statistical signifícance,

the direcLion of differences is consistent with the observation thet ER subjects

appeared more severely debilítated than EL subjects (as the fact that more of

them had to be rejected from than were included in the study would suggest).

'Ihe increase irr number of errors of omission from Night 2 co Níght 3 for

NE subjects r¿¡as also not statistically signif icant.

Between. group differerrces in terms of errors of comrnission rvere

negligj.ble, both befor-e ancl af ter REM deprivation. The fact that there

rüas no trajor change for NIi subjects after REM deprivatíon suggests that

the effects of such deprivation in thís case vrere not sÍmply to debilitate

overall performance, but, as indicated in l'igure 4, to change th. p_glgtrg

of errors.

Use of Reaction Tíme Data

As previousl.y noted, in addition to there being a.n cnrphasis place<l on

of RT respoirses f ouncl ,accuracy to the subjects, there was a very broad range
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Table 6

Mean Number of Errors of Omíssion and Commission Across

All Groups as r,relI as Across Níghts

for t,he Nonepileptíc GrouP

Group Omíssion Commission

EL

]JR

NE

Night 2

Ní-g,ht 3

12.11

15.00

t04.67

r04.40

3.20

6.20

101 .60

r00 .40

Note: EL = Left Hemisphere Focus Epilepsy; ER = Right Hemispher-e Focus
Epilepsy; NE = Nonepileptic.
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both within and between subjects. Furthermore, many of the errors of omission

may reflect an even broader range of RT responses, sucll that RTs rnight have

been 8 or 10 sec, if that much time had been allotted. For errors of this

nature, where the omissíon was really the reflection of a late response' the

RTs could conceivably be considered as infinite using the current format.

There is also a problem with the RT data in terms of which comparisons are

valid to make. There are only two RT responses for every three accuracy

responses because of the simultaneous presentation of emoËíons and faces

(a problem created by the experi.menterts desire to use tasks which had proven

LateraLizing value). The addj-tíonal processing requíred for the emotionaL/

faci.al. recogniti-on judgments naturally resulted in longer RTs than those required

for word recognition. Comparísons within stimulus condiËions are thus more

appropriate than those between condj.tions. For these reasons, RT was deemed

less valt.rable than accuracy in the present study and the RT results are

presented independently in Appendix K.

Anecdotal Results

A number of events and issues which either have not or can not be

statisi:ically analyzed me-rit some attentíon. An example ís the fact that

ÌìEl'í de.prirration lras not a simple, straighcforward process for each subject.

The nr.rrnber of ar¿akenings required to achieve deprivation ranged from 14

to 37, r+hÍch suggests that some i.nrlividuals Ltere more easily Rlll"f deprived

lhan others. Prelirnj-nary analyses have not indicated any correlation between

the number of awakenings and either accuracy or RT, but, as woulcl be expected

(since amount of REl"f time required tends to decrease r,rith a-ge), younger subjects

tended to require a greater number of REll awakeníngs. Although a sÈatistj-cal
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analysj-s vüas not conducted, it also appeared thatlyounger subjecLs responded

faster on Èhe pel:formance tests, which agaín is a predictable result.

Dream recall and other responses to REM awakenings differed dramatically

between subjects, buE took on a rather predictable form across the night.

All subjects began to dírectly íncorporate the experj-menter into their dreams

at some point in the níght and this incorporation became more complete as the

nighÈ progressed. This is noL surprising, since subjects not only continued

to be exposed to the experimenterts unrelenting arousals, but also had these

arousals become prclgressively more frequent as the normal "pressuret' to RBI

j-ncreased throughout the night (e.g., Dement, Henry, Cohen, & Fergusen, 1967).

Lrhile subjects rarely expressed marked increases in fatigue after

Night 2 compared with the same ratings taken after Níght l, followíng an

intervening day of r¿akefulness (i.e., ratings taken on Night 3), nearly

all subj ects expressed exhaustion and irritability. They also generally

expresserl having more difficulfy with the tachÍstoscopic presentation

on Níght 3, often claiming both thaE i-t was more difficult to concentrate

and more dif f :Lcult to focus visually.

In terms of actual Eest performanc.e, it ís inieresting to note that

the- persons obtainÍng the highest score overall on facial recognition

(on both níghts prior to RFII deprivatíon) is in a profession (architecture)

that in pop psychology termi.nology would be consider:ed "right hemisphere

orientecl". This individual clearly recognized a differ:ence during testíng,

between his ovm performance on the righL vs. left hemisphere taslcs.

Accordingly, ire obtained one of the lower scores on the left hemisphere

task (word recognítion). These effects \¡rere especially pronounced when

face recognÍtr'.on vras to the right henísphere f irst anci ,¡orcl recognit.ion \ùas
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Ëo the left hemisphere first.

Finally, it should be mentioned that epileptic patients often felt

strong performance pressure, despíte reassurances that their performance

on the tachistoscopic tesËÍng would noE determine whether they rvould be

chosen for later biofeedback training. Most of these people have been

traving frequent seízures for a number of years and are desperate for any

form of treatment that might be successful. Many of them were willing to

endure almc¡st anythÍng short of surgery to see an end to their seizures.

Sínce their disorder had resulted in extensive exposure to the ¡nedical and

psychological professíons, it was difficult to dissuade them of their

performance anxiety or Ëo com¡ínce them that their performance r¡ras not a

key determinant in choosíng them for BEG biofeedback,

:..t
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CHAPTER IV

Discussion

Overview

The present study was designed to address both theoretical and clínical

íssues regarding REM sleep and human cerebral asymmetry. It is belj-eved to

represent a relatively new directíon for research in these areas j-n several

r^rays. First, as far as the author was able to ascertaÍn, it is one of only

a ferv studies which have looked at the interface of sleep and lateraliuy

research at all. Second, it is one of even a smaller number of studies

which have focused on humans as subjects. Third, it is apparently unique

ín having actually REM deprived part of the population of the study and

thus provides some- information in an area that may eventually have applied

value (e.9., if REM deprivartion prirnarily affects the right hemisphere and

the ri.ght hemisphere turns out to be more involved than the left in emo-

tional processirrg, then the contention of the Vogel group (Vogel, Traub,

Ben-Horin, & Meyers, i96B) that REM deprivation benefits the endogenously

depressed will be able to be mor:e specifically and directly scrutinized).

It also provides for an exernirration of the question as to whether specific

stage cieprivati.on has generai or hemísphere specific effects.

It has been asserted that hemisphere-specific (ancl medicaLion

resístant) psychomotor epilepsy provides an appropriate forum for the

er¡aluation of the sleep/laterality ínterface. Although most issues re-

gardíng sleep and sleep changes for the epileptic patients \"/ere not

rllrectly addressed in this study, ít has provided the groundwork to

determine whether or not treatment (Ín this case EEG biofeedback) benefits,

in terms of seizure frequency recluction, are hemisptrere-specif j.c'- and
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rvhether or not they are related to concomitant sleep changes (í.e.,

anticipated increases in overall percentage and amounfs of REM Eime'

especfally for ríght hemísphere seizure patíents).

It v¡as hypoËhesized that: (r) A ríght hemisphere seizure

focus (tne nR group) would result ín poorer performance than the non-

epileptic (NE) group when right heurisphere lasks v/ere presented to the

right heml-sphere f irst', (2) Lef t hemisphere seizure focus (the EL group)

would result in poorer performance on left hernisphere Ëasks presented to

the left hemisphere fírst; (3) NE subjectsr'performance after REl"f depri-

vation would decrease for ríght hemisphere tasks, when presented to the

right hemisphere first, such that resulÈanL performance rrrould approximate

that of the ER group but not the EL group.

Addressing the Hypotheses

Support appears to have been found for only the hypothesis concerning

the NE group alone.and this support is not direct. Accuracy results

indícate.d Ehat ER subjects did not perform ín accord with the first of the

above stated hypotheses and EL subjects did not perform in accord with the

second. Bo[tr groups, however, responded in a manner worthy of further

cgnsicleraLion. The ER group did more poorly than the NE group on the left

hemispher:e task wiren it \"/as presented to the right hemisphere (their

ostensibly damaged side) first, while the EL grouP did more poorly than

the NÌl grorrp c.n ttre right hemisphere task when presented to the Left hemi

sphere (a1so their ostensibly damaged side) first. These resul-ts present a cur:ious

consistency without an obvj-ous explanation. One would naturally assume

less effective performance from a damaged side, but why this performence

should be selectively poorer for tasks requiring the processing strategies
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of Lhe side contralaEeral to Èhe "damaged" side is unclear. Possibly the

rrlflmagedtl sides retain most of the abÍlíty to process j-nformatíon ín their

usual prima.ry processíng style or strategYr but Ehe ability to process

usíng the prímary straÈegy of the contralateral hemÍ.sphere, which is less

weLL-ingrained to start with, j.s also more susceptíble to disruption by

'ínor 
damage or ímpaírment (i.e., they become even more lateralized than

are mal-es wiEhout. brain danage of any sort). This possibility ís the

rnost logical explanat,íon and the one which fits best r^riEh existing knowledge.

In particular, it has been found that for many forms of minor brain damage

(j-.e., not ínuninently c.ritical), the l-ea-st well-learned informaËion is losË

f irst (analogously, the se.condary processing style here), while more \"/ell-

ingrained learning (or primary processing style in this case) is usually

retained u¡til the person becornes profoundly debilitated'(Gardner, L975).

Reaction t.irne results pertinent to t-he first two hypotheses show that

whíle ER. subjects are.slower than NE subjects on the rj-ght hemÍsphere task

presenÈecl to the right hemisphere first, the are also slower than NE

subjects on the right hemisphere task presented to the left hemisphere

first. In fact, I'lE suì:jects are si.mply faster overal-l than al1 others

u,.nrj cr.¿ll r:ondi.tions. It; woukl appeaï that NE subjects are able to perform

l¡otrh rnole effectj.vely.rn<l more rapidly than eithe:: group of epileptic sub-jects'

One r:c.nfound ¡vhich exists irr the RT data is that nrost epileptíc subjects were

taiií¡g antíconvulsant medÍcations. Às prevlous;ly noted, many stlch rne<lications

are di.rectly responsíble for impairment of RT

After REI-I deprivatfon, as expected, the' NE and ER groups urere close

togeËher in terms of accuracy of resPorises on right hemisphere fj-rst
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presentation of the ríght hemisphere task. However, the NE grouprs

performance on righË hemisphere first presentatj.on of the right hemisphere

task before REIvI deprivation r,ras not signíficantly different from the ER

group, thus invalídating any post deprivation comparisons. FurÈher, after

REM deprivation, the NE groupts performance as a rvhole'$tas also lncre similar

Ëo thar of rhe EL group, including the fact that NE and EL did not differ

on left hemisphere first presentation of the left hemisphere Ëask- The

effects that had been significantly different prior to REM deprivatíon

(i.e., NE vs. ER on w,crds to the right hemisphere f írst) were rnaintained

after REM deprivation. in terms of RT, the NE gror-rp responded more

quiclcly on Night 3 than on Night 2 across all stimulus conditions. It

appeared that while REM deprivation had measurable effecl-s on the NE group'

these effects \47ere noË such that they brought NE group performance more into

accord ç¡itÌr the ER group on the measLr,res of concern to the cur:rent study.

Comparison of pre to post REM deprivation changes for the NE group

suggest that, iir addiCion to faster RTs, accuracy performance defj-cits for

the facia.l recognition task only (and not. for the emotional recognition

ta¡;k,) rsc--r:e in r-he,lirection of those stated in tire third hypothesis- The

emct-iona,1 :ecognition data vrere ciropped from further analyses because of

thr: j.ncons j-sterrcy of responses .to the entotional stimuli and because o1l the

srrbjec-r-s'conteut-ion that this Was the only stimultrs condition for ivhich they

felr- ti1ey i.rere guessing most of the time. With the emotion data ornitted,

Figure 1r illustraÈes ËhaÈ, ín cont.rast to Níght 2, perfotmance dífferences

on Nighr 3 were significantly dífferent between faces (the right henisphere

task) presentecì f.o the lcf t vs. right trernisphere f irsE. Thís c1 if Ícrence,
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though, vras due to a signifÍcant improvement in performance from Night 2

to Níght 3 1n teft hemisphere first presentation, rather than to a sj-gnificant

declíne in performance ín ríght hemísphere fúrst presentatíon.

Performance dÍfferences on Night 3 betwden words (the left hemisphere

task) presented to the left vs. right hemisphere first did not, attain

statistical significance. Taken together, these findings presenL a

píctur:e of REl4 deprivation prodr-rcing sirnj-lar effects on the right hemÍ-

sphere (negligíble performance dec.lines regardless of the nature of the

task) , but clíf f erentia'l ef f ects on the lef t hernisphere (nearly sígnif icant

decline in performance on a left hemÍsphere task, combined r¿ith a signifícant

improvement in performance on a righr hemisphere task).

This picture is offsec somewhat by the post hoc nature of these comParisons'

as well as by the fact that the ant.icipated hemispheric performance differences

for Night 2 (L"e., word recognitíon being performed more effectively by the

lefË hemj-sphere than by the ríght and face recognítion being performed

more effectively by the right hemisphere than by the left) were not found.

Althotrgh bot\ IJran Z,aidel- and !1 . P. Bryden (two researchers wiLh extensive

backgroun<1s in hemíspheric asymmetry nreasures) were consulted in advance

and nej.ther fel-t that a priming effect for contralateral hemispheres would

occul-- wj.th al.ternating trj.al.s (in the past such effects have been found only

whrli:r groups c;f t-ri¿rl.s favoring one hemisphere over the other precede groups

of tri¿rls favorr'-ng the opposite hemisphere - e.g., Klein et al ., L97 6), it

appears that a priming effect did occur, negating these anticipated differences.

Considering the vigilance requÍre<l of subjects ín performing these tasks and

the nature of the sLÍmulus presentation, it j.s 1Íhely that the high level of
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arousal required resulted ín íntegrated functionir-rg (or priming of the

entire cortex) , rather t-han simply prÍming one hemisphere over the other '

!'ur:thermore, both subjectsr reports and accuracy sco[es obtained indicated

that Ehe face. l:ask rvas easier to perform tlìan the word task.

All in all, after REM deprivation, a consistent buf- slight (and

statistically nonsigníficant) drop ín right hemísphere performance occurred'

rvhile differential change.s in left hemisphere performance occurred'

presentation of a facial recognition (right hemisphere) task to the left

hemisphere first resulted irr a sígnificant improvement ín accuracy of

performance after REM deprivation. Presentation of a r^rord recognítion

(left hemisphere) task to the left hemisphere first resulted in a decrease

in accuracy of performance after REM deprivation, which approached statistícal

significance. l,eft vs. right hemisphere first presentation of the face

recognition task was significantly different on Night 3, with performance

being more accurate \dhen Lhe task v/as presented to the left hemisphere ffu"sË'

It vr¿rs suggeste<l earlier that epileptíc patients, with hemisphere specific

lesj-ons, exhibit perfo::mance decrements by the "<lamaged" hemisphere of the

Less wel-1-ilgraíned processíng "style" of the hemisphere contralateral to

dantage. For: IrìE sub.iects, REM deprivation may suppless the prinrary processing

si:y1e oi rhe Ief i hernisphe-re, whij-e simultaneouslv enl.rancing or "di.sinhibiting"

Lh€.: "r,;econdary" or right hemispher:e pïocessing style in the left hemísphere'

Iìuch an explanaiion supPorts Bakan's (1978) position díre'ctly' lle has proposed

that REM cieprÍvati-on míght prevent the "normal" expression of Lhe right herni-

sphere and there-by produce spillover effects of right hemisphere processing

occrlrring in the le.fC hemisphere, in order to meet tlte- ne¡:ds of the rí-gÌ'r t
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hemisph.ere for expressíon. He extends this pclsítion to Ëhe poirrt of

suggesting that Ehe t'waklng dreamst' or visual hallucinations of the

schizophreni.c may be a reflection of thÍs spillover effect.

The current results suggest that a minimal amount (i..e.' one night

only) c¡f RElr{ depr:ivation. may al-so produce a spill.over of the right hemispheríc

processing style inËo Ehe left hemisphere. If this is the case, then ít

Í.s also possíble Ehat. Ëhe "normalt'processing style of the left hernisphere

is not suppressed, buË sirnply masked for a period of tíme, by the greater

need for expre-ssi.on of r¿hatever materíal or processing style has "spilled

overrr Ërom the right hemísphere. The possibilities of a spíllover phen-

omenon occurring , or of. disinhibitíon of a processing style already "in

place", ere iltrr'..guíng and rleserve further empiri.cal attention. Both possi-

bil:Lties suggest that the braj-n may function in a mannel that is some-

v¡here betvrr:en the poles of specÍfic locaiized funcEions and equipotentiality

of the entire systeltl . Concr:ete support Í.ot either possibility would go a

long r+ay lorqarcls e.:<plaining many of the posttrauma recovery events which

occlrr irr the lrtrm¿in brain"

Other Relevant Findings

I.Iheü ciata froli t.Lre epileptic groups are cornbined and contpared with

the Nigtrt 2l NE ciat¡:, l-Lrern ís a group main effect for accttracy, whicl'r

r¡tru.l-cl ìrr,r ¿rriLicii;aIed. Thís etf ect supports the position that subjects

r¡-i-¡f¡ 1;¿¡r.rsr¡r sE:j,zu¡:e disorders have wídespreacl deficil-s oi many types

when compared with any neurologically unimpaired populalíorr. l-rr Lerrns of

the type of errors found, no between or within group dífferences occurred

for errors of cornìission, but, als.o as wou1d be expected, epileptic subjects:
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oducetl significantly more errors of omission (i'e" víg1-lance errors)

NB subjecrs bef ore IIEM deprivation (i.e., on Nigirt 2). CoasisLent

iwíth the observation that ER subjects as a group \tere more severely debili-

Lated tharr EL subjecLs, the ER group produced the l.argest mean number of '

e,ro,, s of omission (al.though this number was not signíficantly greater

rhan the number produced by EL subjects) The overall number of errors

for the NE group (rega::dless of type) did not increase between I'Iights 2

arrd 3, and it is clear that the main effect of REM deprivation on errors

\^/as to redístribute them, rather than markedly affect the types or overall

number of errors Produced.

The corre'la.tions of RT and accuracy for the NE group on Nights 2 and

3 supported the contention that RT is not a partícularly víable measure

when the cul:renL approach to examining laterality issues is used ' These

correl-ations rtel:e inconsistent and dif f icult to interpret ' The power of

all the correl-ational fíndings is al.so undoubtedly quite low because of the

srnall group sizes involved. All_ in all, RT data does not appear to have

been of much user ttnder pr:esent circumstances fn most studíes vhere accuracy

is not gr.rai¿l.tìCe,eci ancl l-1..r:reby a nonissue, it is J-Íkely that RT vrill l¡e of

little v.tlue, becatrsc: subjects ruj.ll be primed to respond as accurately as

pcss:il)le, and responcling too cltrici,'ly is one of the most líkely ways to

pr:oducct larqe nutnbers of errors (i,e., Pi.tbladors noÈion of a trade-off

bet.r"'een speed ancl accuracy of r:esponcij-ng). under conditíons of near 100%

accuracy, it r,rould be e-xpected thaL RTs would provide an accurate ¿lssess-

rnent of performance arrd indee<l under these circr¡mstances RTs have proven

valuable f or distinguishÍ.ng betr^¡een t-he hemispheres. In the present situatíon
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gh, accvracy \¡ras e-mphasized to rhe subjects as bein.g of pri.mar:y int-

ance and one appar:ent result of this emphasis v¡as to render the RT

confusíng at best.

It j.s worth noting that, under all condíLions, visual field rnain
daEa

eÍfects \"/ere not found, The design of the study should have, in fact,

ínsured that nc¡ visual- field main effects occurred. The task that is

.supposetlly performed more effectively by the left hemísphere (word re-

coglítion) was presentecl. an equivalent number of tímes bo each hemisphere

ftrst, as \,rere the tasks supposedly performed ntore effectively by the

ríght hemísphere (facíal and emotional recognition). The combined effect

should be to negate the occurrence of a main effect ' It is also worth

considering that most of the predíctj-ons in the current study involved

three-way interactions. This not only involves ver:y specific expectatious'

but also underscores the laclc of importance of main effects for most

aspects of the studY.

Relationshi of the Resulrs to and licaÈi-on

The most- extensive theorv to date concerning the interface of sleep

and lateral.ity research is probably l?au1 Bakan's (197B). Present

f in<liiigs par tiai-ly supPcrL. hís c.ontentiolì that lì[i]l sJ-eep benef its Che

¡ j gìrt herni,sphr-:rr.r (i. e. , ltEM deor j.vation was f o11or,'ed by slight declines

in ri¡¡ht hemisphere perfornìance) . although these findings suggest that '

r¿rther Lhan being sirnply of melg benefít to the right hemisphere, REM

sleep may dif f erentiallv benef it tlte trvo hernispheres ' This does rrot

díspute the possibíl1ty of a cyclic ascendance of tlre right henrisphere,

but rather adds another dímension cortcerrting the ief t hernisphr:r:e' It
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aÐpears that REM deprivatí.on may either "dísinhibit" the left hemi.sphere,

allowing it to be mor:e ef,fectíve than it normally is at global, nonlinear

proces,singr or, as Bakan rnight suggest, actually allowíng for a spillover

'f 
right hemisphere me-ntation into left hernisphere processing. It j-.s

unlíke1-y that this post REM deprivation improvement- in left hemisphere

processln¡-; of the normally right hemÍ-sphere task represents a practice

effect for tt+<¡ reasons. First, it is a very selective effect, and there

í.s no apparent reason why such ímprovement would not occur nlore exiensively

if it represented a practice effect. Second., left hemisphere processing

in other areas declined, and ít is even less likely to expect practice

effects in one half of the brain and for only one task, yet performance

cleficits in the other hal,t, and for the other tasks in both halves of

the brain.

These effects are not the most obvíous ones to predict, but it is

hardl.¡ surpr:ising that REM deprivation has some impact on left hemisphere

functíoning. It would seem na,ive to assume that a phenomenon with as

Dervasfve a1 Ínvolvement of the entire organism as REM deprivation woul-d

ìr.av e ;-t-.s impact on 9nJ-y l'ralf of the person, especia.lly gi-ven the present

r:cnLr:iitir-¡n tha L most l-asks urrder nost circumstances are perf ormed most

ef f ect-ively lvi'ren l:,oth herrispheres ofrerate Ín an inl.egrative f ashion.

These .f inclÍ.ng.:r ¿ri.so do not counter t.he possibility stated by Bakan

L5¿rt i he l:wo ccr.reltr¿rl hemispheres operate rel-atively indepen<ìeut1-1r (i ' e ' ,

are fr.rnctional_ly ciisconnected) during REM. They do, however, conrpÌicatc:

tlre issue of the purpose(s) of REl,l . Thís stage const-itutes 20- - 257" of

hrrman adult sleelt. L^lhy then woul<ï, or: should, it: be- assumed to have a
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soLitaty purpose (or even consistent ptlrposes for that matter)? Table

3 suggests a number of purposes for REM s1eep. Undoubtedly, thj-s table

refrt:esents only a frac.tÍon of the. functions served by REM' and iC is

eqtrally plausible that sorne of the functions change wíth the changing

needs of the organism. Actual arnounts of REM sleep, for example, have

been founcl to Íncrease afl:er nev/ learning (e.g., McGinty, 1969; Tagney,

L972; Zímmerrnan, Stovva, & Metcal-f, 1969) ' It ís reasonable to expect

that unrler conditions where litt1e new learning has preceded sleep, or

other fact.ors have become preeminent, REM might serve quite a different

set of functions, nncl the extent to rvhich each of Lhe hemíspheres is

"serviced" by R-EM may vary, not only across the night and across individuals '

but also withi.n ínciivi,lu.rls from night to níght'

small amol-lnts of sleep cleprivation and,esPecially-,REM deprivat:ion have,

in the pasi, been found to have "disínhíbiLíng'r effects on individuals

psychoi-ogical1y (e.g., Greenberg, Pearlman, Fingar, Kantrowitz'

Kawliche, 1970). OrLe explanation for the findíngs of the present study

i.s that ciisínhibitory effects may be hemispherícally related under some

c-j,r.cuinstances artd rnay af f ect cognitive task performance as well' I'Ihether

Lhe crrr:r:r-:nî- reÍ':trll-s reDl:esent eithe-r: a ttdisinhibi tory" or a ttspillovert'

r-.hc:r'rornencii is a riues l- icn o¡rcn ttr f uf-ure resear:ch, probably of a biochemíca1 '

r¿lihe'..r l-han r¡ tri-c.¡eLectrical ' natlrre..

Ln. terrns of hemisllherJ-c asPects of the study only' the results

that "normally" lateralized functions might change in terms of the

sugges t

eXtent

to wl-rích they are performed more effectively by one hemisphere'vs' the

other under changes Ín condition (possibly for both external- and ínternal
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envírorunental conditions). This is a profound possibility for the area

6f Taterality r:esearch, since it has implications for ex¡rlaining tl-re

ínconsistency of research fi-ndÍngs Ín the area. The problem then becomes

¡9ç does one know when Lo expect eíther the presence, absence' or reversal

of prerlicted laterality effects. The notion of Basic Rest Activity Cyc.le

(BRAC) may possibly corne into play here. If cerebral laterality or aspects

of ít change on an ultradian or 90 minute cycJ.e, rn'e would then have to

establish the t-ime Darameters of this cycle to know when to test' in order

to be able to accurately preclíct left vs. right hemíspheric performance

differences,

The preserrt study does not strongly support the lateralíty fíndings

of Ley a.nd Bryden (L979). I,Ihíle two of the same taslcs r,¡cre used (emotional

and f acÍal recognition - rrsing the same stj-mulí as Ley ¿rnd Brvden), they

were employed under different circurnstances and apparently r+ere subject to

priming eÍ--fecis. Tl-re ernotional recognitr'-on test especially, produced

inconsistent resul.ts, and v¡hether or nc¡t this inconsistency \^Ias a function

of crrrr:ent procedures, there is no doubt that emotional recognition \¡/as

an extrelìlely cliff icu.l-t task. When raring the dj-fficultv of the three

tasks (worcl , face, ancl emc-rtrion recogniLion), subjects unanirnously named

it as blr f e r the most rlíf f icult ancl most f el-t that the--v were simply

grressing r^rhen responding to i.t. The f act tl'rat the ernotional recognition

task roas so clíf f icult f or subiects to do urtder current corrditionsr )r€L

tl-¡e same task was useful for di-scrirninating between ttre herníspheres in

Ley and Brydenrs (1979) study (and varíous emotl'-onal rec.ognitíon tasks

trave been f ounil by olher researchers to have lateralizing r¡alue as well) ,
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irnp1ies that the gestalt of the experimental seËting and/or stimulus

conclitions for presentation contribute in a major: v¡a)r to processing

denrands and to the later aLíz1-:ng value ancl/or lack of same of a particular

task. llncl,er current conditions, a "fl-oor" eff ect appears to have occurred.

In other words, the emotional recognit.ion task \,ras so difficult in this study,

that it was performed by most sub.jects at a chance level, thereby losing

all discriminative vallte.

A practical asoect of the study, pertaining co epilepsy, v¡as that a

síng1e night of REM deprivation apparently did not create conditions that

approximated the purporLed chronic REI'Í deprív¿rtíon of epilepsy (s1eep data

vrere not availairle for all eoileptic subjects so as to ascertain whether

our epileptic subjects appeared chronically REM deprived). ComT;arisons

of the NE with the ER and EL groups demonstrated that the NE group was

more cognitiveLy "iniactt'or "alert" than either of the epilepEic groups,

both before- arr<l after REM deprivation. It is too early to rule out tire

value of using hemisphere-specific epilepsy for comparative purposes.

The r.rse ot thr,, epileptíc subjects represented a novel approach to only

ini-ni.nl¿r.1.].v ,¿xa¡rined isst¡es ¿rnd is worthy of more- extensive investigatior-r.

The rr:sults; frtuotl . rqit:h the highly selective epileptic population of the

g1¡-rerit stit<ìy, l-ra\re- some- potentially optimístic implications . For instance,

j.t rças f otrntl i-hat epíie,ptic sub-j ects' perf ormance rlas signi.f icantly

¿e6iij t.aiecl only on tirsks presentecl to the "datnaged" hemÍ,s1rhere Ii-r'sL,

and o¡1-y rvþe¡ t.hese tasks r^rere ones generally performed more effr:ctively

by the iremisphere opposite to damage. In other vrords, it could be interpreteci

that cognitive problems for these persons exí.sted prinarí.ly in areas of
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seconCary processing, ì¡rhil-e prímary processing remained relatívely intact.

Successful EEG bíofeedback alters the bj.oelectric braín \^Iave patterns seen

on polygraphíc output. I'uture research will be able to determine whether it

also alters (i.e., improve.s) primary and secon<lary processing capabilities

and general behavioral perforTnance (via the neuropsychological test measures

given to all subjects at the outset of the current study).

Possible Problems of the Current Studv

A varÍe¡y of potential interpretive problems present themselves.

It has already beerr mentioned that priming effects occurred at least in

the form of a high level of <-¡verall- arousal . Subject selection. also poses

potential interpretive dÍ.fficulty. The selection criteria for the epileptic

population used in the current studv may have been Loo stringent (it did

severely limit the generalízability); the sample sizes (especially for the

ER group) vrere too small and lj-rnited the Do\Àrer of the results accordingly;

the amount of time spent vrith patients and the nurnber of test tasks were

both limited; and epilepsy itself ís a complex disorrler that might best

be exami¡ecl throtrgh evaluation of inclividual differences raLher than group

crtl-egorization" This rest-ri-cte-<i e¡ri'l'ept'ic popu-lation may have, in fact,

r:ither m¿¡ximizc:d. or minimized the- pcrssibility of obtaining significant

resulr-s;. It is l-.cssib.lc th¿rt t.h¡¿ eff.ects found would not have occurred

r¿Ílh a iess r:estrictíve popul;rti.<rn., or that the effects would have been

much uorrr blatant.

Subject selection poses furtlier potential i-nterpr-ef-ive pr:oblems

because of rhe broad ethnic mix of rhe subjects irr a1-l groups. Subjects
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Ííete I:.anian, Mexican Hispanic, Puerto Rican l{ispanic, Amerícan B1ack,

French Canadian, and Anglo Saxon. A1l subjects whose data were lcept for

analysís spoke English either as a first language c)r very fluently, but

whether thís mix produced an atypi.cal population is unknown.

There is al.so the possibilíty that subjects who were REM deprived

experienced micro-sleeps during the subsequent day and in this manner

nade up for: some of their sleep loss. This díd not appear to be an
!

important factor, as most subjects complaineri of beíng considerably

more f¿.Ligtred on the subsequent eveníng than thev had been upon avrakening'

but it does represent a possible issue.

A very Ímportant lnferpretivè fssue cÕncerns the restricted response

range imposed by the stu<ly, Subjects l./ere able to malce same/different

judgments only on the techistoscopj-c test, which does limit the amount

of informatíon available to the experimenter. More irnportantly, though,

the tasks were designed so that subjects would respond within a range of

50 - 752 accura,cy ( a goal which r¡ras suc-cessfully achieved). This restrícted

i.ang,e enhances the possibility of occurrence of both "f1oor" and "ceilí.ng"

effects. thus minimizing the experimenterts opportuni.ty to ascertaín sÍg'nÍ-

i-icant dif f erences (i. e. , I,li.th a rest-ricted range, the l-ikelihood of

fincling the sj,ze of differences betr¿een grouDs or conditions that are

rrr:e-r1nr1 to attain statistical significance is minimized). That is, the

D¿,lrtic,-rl¿rr constraints of the experimental Drotoco'1 produced a ¡;i I-uatiOn

iuiiereby too dif ficult or too easy a taslc would not discriminate bet";eel:L

groups or conditions. A floor effect apÞarently clid occul: for the ernotional

recognition task, which faíled to be an ef fective dir-;crimirrator.
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Tl-rere were also interpretíve issues created by the decision to test

epi-leptic subjects on the tachisEoscopic tasks only once, whi-le testing

the NE subjects three times. There were ethical issues involved that lead

to this decision and anallrses conducte<l to determine that the. l'lE data v¡ere

not significantlv affected by practice or fatigue effects. Nevertheless.

the practice of comparing results from the first night of epileptic

subject testing to the third night of NE subject testing is questionable.

. The study might have benefitted from the use of a greater number of

tests with late-ralizing value, from larger sample sizes and an examínation

of the sub.jects over a more extended period of time. It would be interesting,

for example, to se-e the effects of more prolonged REI"I deprivation. It

r¡oulcl al-so ha.ve been of value to do more exLensíve pretesting of the test

materi¿-ls and have established a stable (i."., reliable) baseline perforilance

thr:ough rnul-tiple sessions. Conceríng epileptic subj ects, ther:e mi-ght have

been veiue in nore definitively establishing the specific areas of seizure -,

genesis rvithin each hemisphere.

Surnmary and Future Research Suggestions

irloneiri-le,ptic anc]. eoi-l-eplic subi ects wittr specif ic hemisphere of

r;ei.zt:re fl:ctts !ieì-'e connparcd j-¡r their performance on cognitive tasks

fer.ft tr: lr¿lve cr...rebra.l hcmi.spheric l.atera1-izing value. T,n addition'

l,ill s;rri:jects were REM deprived and their performance compared both within

¡,rnrl be[!dr:](rn groups. It was f ound that while li.ttle distinction -betrveen

epiJeptic groups was afforded. as a result of this approach, NE subjects'

task peri'ormance changed in hemísþhere-speci.fíc manners as a result of RilM

d epriva t íon .
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Future research into the interface of sleep and later:ality would

benefít from the inclusíon of on-Iíne EEG ínvest.igations of herni.sphere

<lifferences duríng si.eep, combined wÍth evaluation of these and cognitÍ.ve

task ciifferences before and af ter REI'{ deprivatÍon. It would sirnplify

Ehe research process consÍderably to establísh effects on neurologically

intact populations bef<¡re examining sub.jects with particular forms of

írnpaírment as well. To e>:plclre the tasks used in this study more thoroughly,

it would be of benefif to establish boundary issues, such as length and

nurnber of trials Eo which subjects could attend, while maintaini.ng theír

vig-Llance; the maximum and mininum size of stimuli to which subjects

could respond appropriately; the amount of REI'Í deprivatíon subjects could

tolerate and still per:form the tasks; etc. Such research will have to cover

a broad r:ange of situations, Lasks, and subject populations (e.g., the

inclusion of fernale and left-handed subjects) before any conclusions regarding

sleep and human cerebral iat-erality can be drawn.
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empt
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dr

This is a survey. to cliscover rvhich hand you use in the

ng manuaì- tasks. Circle L if you perfornr the task rvith your

nC; circle R if ],ou perform the tasl< rvith your right hand;

B if you perform the task equally rvell rvith both hands.

that your hancls are empty (except as indicated) before

ing each task. rf you have no experience rvith a given task,
mark a preference

ich hand do you: l*

aw? LRB
. rvrite?

remo\¡e the top card of a deck of cards

use a bottl,e opener?

throru a baseball to hit a target?

use a harnmer?

use a toothbrush?

use a sc.rc:ivciriver?

ris-le an eraser on paper'/

ìlsc a 1; cllnis racket?

Lrse scissors?

hold a matcll rvhen strlìiing t t"?

LRB

(i.e. dealing) L

L

L

L

t,

L

I,

L

L

L

RB

RB

RB

RB

RB

Rl
lìB

RB

RB

RB

stir a J-iquid or seni-sotid? L R B

"i 
rvhich shoulcler do you rest a bat before srvin¡3ing? L n B

To the best of your knoþJledge ìs anyone in your immediate fami'ly ìeft-handeC
or primariìy left-handed? If so, rvho?
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PER$üF{ h! EE" Tfr$T
FORM B

READ THIS PAGE CARIÌF'ULLY. DO EXAC'ILY AS YOU ARE TOI,D.

DO NOT TURN OVER 'THIS PAGE: UNTII, YOU ÀRE

is a test of problem solving ability. ft contair¡s various types of questions. Below is a sample question

ñlled in:

P is the opposite of

lobtain, 2cheer, 3continue, 4exist, 5="ï "t5]

correct answer is "sow.' (It is helpful to underline the correct word.) The correct word is nunrbered

Then writs the figure 5 in the brackets at the end of the line.

er tl-re next sanple question yourself.

ine sells îor 2's cents per gallon. What will 4 gallons cost? t-.-l
correct answer is 92/. l'here is nothing to underline so just p7ace"92(" in the brackets.

is another example:

MINOR -- Do tlrese words have

I similar meaning, 2 contradictory, 3 nre:in neither sâme nor opposite? t--]

correct arìsvrr-.r is "rne3n ¡reitlrer same nor oFpos;ite" which is number .3 so all you have to do is pìace -

fi s,,re "3" in the brac!:¡:ts.rt the er¡d ol the iir:e.

en the answer tç a question is a letter or a numbc'r. put the letter or nunrber i¡r tlte brackets.

letters shouicl be ¡rrinted.

test contains 50 querstions. It is unlikely that 1'ou will finish all of them, but do your best. After the

ner tells you o begi n, you il be e n exa c v 1 2 rlì rl CS to work AS m ny as you can. I)o no go

I st hat vou mak IT¡Istakes s nce vou mus try o f: a) s m ¿ìn v gh t âS possl b The ques ons beco ¡Tt e

easingly difficult, so do not skip about. Do not spen<1 tc¡o rnuch tíme on any one problem. The examiner

not answer alìy questions after the test begins'

,lay down your pencil and wait fàr tf,. examiner to tell you to begin!

Do_not tur¡t the pa[e until yoü are tolr] lo do so.

Cc'pyright 1942 by E. l'.Wond¿rli&

put¡/islred t, i, r. llonderlic, p. o, flox T, Nor!hficld, Itlinoi:,. atl i;gt t, ,es"n"ä, i,tt-.ludìn( lÍte rifht lo re¡trodut:e ¡I,i" ¡"-"t or

any part lhe¡eol in any lornt by ntínteo[rt¡>h, heclo(raph, or in any c,lher way,.wlte(her !|rc reprodtc:lions art: sold or are

lurnìshetl l¡ce lor use.

lRtNltD rN u.s,A.



pAIN is the opposite of
I poison, 2 lorment, 3 agony,

ene number i¡r the following series is omit100 97 94 ? 88 85 82
GENEROUS is the opposite of

4 cornfort, 5 punish
ted. What should that nu

L46

mber be?
t-1
t-l
[-'.*]

t--l
t-l
t.--l

t--l

i__-I

t-l
t--l

t-l

I noble, 2 popular, 3 moody, 4 neighborty, 5 stinev
LIJXURY is the opposire of

I plenty, 2 rapture, 3 poverty, 4 devotion, 5 failure.
In th,e fo-llowing set of words, which rvord is different from the .others?

I Methodist, 2 Easter, 3 Lutheran, 4 Catholic, 5 euLINGER is the opposite of aker
I maintain, 2 hasten, 3 require, 4

Assume the f¡rst two staternents are true. Is thetain? The violin is in tune with the piano.
harp is in tune with the viotin.

,remain, 5 tarry
final one: I t-rue, 2 f¿lse, 3 not cer_

r ne prano ¡s in tune with the harp. The
Suppose yorr arrânge the following words so that they make a complete sentence. If it is atrue staternent, nrark (T) in the brackets; if false, put an (F) in the brackets.f uel wood are Coal and for used
FURTHER IIATI THER--Do these words haveI sirnilar mea ning, 2 contradictory, 3 mean neither same n
A man's car trave led.l5 miles in 30 minutes. FIow m

or opposite?

Are the nreanings of the following sentences:
any miles an hour was it traveling?

similar ncir contradic tory?
I similar, 2 contradictory, 3 neither

A faithfr¡l friend is a strong defense. They never taste who always drink.A dealer bought some cars for 52,000- He sold them for 92,400, making g50 on each carHow many cars were involved?
How nlany of th e si:r pairs of itenr\ Iisted betow âre exact duplicates? .-..,___.3421 1243

t
t

l
l

A boy is 6 years olcl and his siste
the a¡1e of lris sister?

21212
s58956

I 0l 202 l0
6 I 2986896
3564 7 r20r

r is twice as old.

2t2t2
558956
I O¡ 202 ro
6 l 2986896
35657120r

When the boy is l0 years olr1, what u,ill be
I¡r the fo!lorving

I armada,
Suppose _\rou ârr
iast letter in tht:

is world.

set of words, which word is diffe t__l
2 band,

rent from the others?

anged rhe foll
.j brocd, 4 boy, 5 crowd
owing words so that ti.rey make a true statement- Therr prir,t theIast r,:old as the answer tt¡ this probl em.T'he round t l\/OTJATION V/OlìK-Do these words haveI sirnilar meaning, 2 contradictory, 3 neither same nor opposite?Look at the row of num l-rers belr¡w- What number shoul d come next?Br 27 I 3 1t/i?

This geornetric ñgr;re c¡¡n be clivicJed by a
1
J

certaì11 u'a¡r tcr lrake a perfeCt Squar.e. D ctlie¡' in a

wrll<: the numbers ¡s the: Answer. rs. Thr:n

5

I 9
Hor',. rn;in¡,' of tlii: ñvc, iterns listed belorv

¡¡ lo
are exact .du plicates of each other 7

ete sentence. If it is a
brackets.

tPatterson, A. J. Paterson, A- JSmith, A. O. Smith, O. A.
Bleed, O. M. Bleed, O. M.
Petersen, O, W. Peterson, O. W

Suppose you arrânge the foll
Cash, I. O. Cash, I. O.owing words so that they make a compltrue statement, mark (T) in

all are Americans
the brackets; if false, put an (F) tn thecountries of citizens l1Assume that the first 2 statements are true. Is the ñnal statement:I true, 2 f;rise, 3 not certain?

All reci-heaclecl bo¡'s are ¡rrischievous. c[¡ar]es is recr_headecr
Tv,,o of rlre follor,,'i'g ¡rroverbs håvr: sinritar rneanings. Which one

l. Â frir:¡r,l irr necd is r. friencl in <Jeed.

3: I';11',1',.ï :;:;;i'Í*î:""i; i",;",,ï*.
i,. A serting l¡e.n,nevcr getr fat.

A recrang'ì¿rr r,in t:.,r:;;rcrci¡. nii"ai iliìîl ïi,i :ïiìï:'i.ïî'äi ,,-".and l0 feet wirJe, h,riv deep is it? ........._.

. I'Ie is rnischìevous-
s are thcy?

t

t"

l

l

t_.. ,j



t4l
fi,ssume that the first

seconds did it lose per day? t--1
J not certain? Most business men are

atement: I true, 2 false,

progressive people are Republicans. .-

progressive. Most business men are Republicans. Some
.G.

7 Gasoline is l5 cents a gallon. Ffow ma ny gallons can you buy for a dollar? .-.-...--.
Are the meanings of the foll owrng sentences: I similar, 2 contradic tory, 3 neithersimilar nor contradictory? Every pumpkin is known by its stem. Like father, like son. ...._...If 2t/z tons of coal cost g20, what will 3Vz tons cost?
ffow many of the ñve pairs of items listed below are exact duplicates?

Silverstein, M. O. S ilverstien, M. O.
llarri

I' watch lost I minute and l2 seconds in 24 days. ÉIow many
2 statements are true, Is the fina! st

Seirs,
Wood, A. E. Woods, A. B.
Johnson, M. D. Johnson, M. D.

Two men caught 75 fish. A caught four times as rrrany as B. Ffow many
In the following set of word s, which word is different frorn the others?I faculty, 2 fleet, 3 floc\ 4 friend,

sberg, L. W.
J. c.

llarrisberg, L. M.
Searr, -f. C-

"""r' t'l
t-.-l
t-_-l
t-l
t-__l

t_-l
t---l
t--l
t --l
t_-l

t-l
t--l
t--l
t_l

5 force

fìsh did F catch? ..._.

i;;; ä;;;;;;Assume the first 2 statements are true, Is the ñnat one: I true, 2 laBert greeted Alice. Alice greeted l,ou. Bert did not greet Lou.
Which number in tbe fotlowing

2 I .9 .999 .88
group of numbers represents the srnallest amount?

A side of beef weighs 250 lbs. Th
lfow long will this beef last them?

e average daily beef consumption of a family is 17¡ lbs.

Are the meanings of the
similar nor contradictory?

Friends agree best at

following sentences: I similar, 2 contradictorv, 3 neither

a distance. Friends are one soul in two bodies-
. FIow many square yards are therè

One number in the folloúing series
should that number be? 8 9
Three of the following 5 parts can
3 are they?

in a floor which is 9 feet long by 2l leet wide? .._-.-......_.-.-_-
does not ñt in with the pattern set by the others. WhatL2 13 16 t7 18 ....__..._...._

be fitted together in such a way to make a triangle. Which

A soldier shooting at
to register 100 hits?

a target hit! it 4ù7o of the time. Ffow many times mirst he shoot in order

Which number r-: the fotlowing
2 I .8 .688 .99

series represeltts the srnallest amount?

ean neither sâme nor opposite?
similar, 2contradictory, 3neither
k. A beggar's son struts like a peer. .-.--.
8 P-M. on Tuesday it was 32 seconds slow.

5. Are tlle rtr eanings of the following sentences l similar,
si¡nilar nor contraciictory? He who dem ands. does ¡rot command. He that complies againsthis will is of Tlis Ðwr¡ oprìron sti ll.
For $2.40 a grccer bu ]rs a case of oranges u,hich r:ontains 12 dozen. I{e knows that two dozenwill spoil beforr-'he se lls tlrqm. At what price per dozen must he sell the good ones to gain %of the rvhole cost? ....

CENSOR CENSURE-I)o these words have
I similar meaning, 2 contrarJictory, 3 m

Are the meanings of the following sentences: 1
similar ¡ror contradictory? A chip off the old bloc
A clock was exactly on time at noon on Monday. At
At that sarÌle rate, how much did it lose in % tiour?

. Are the mearrings of the follorving sentences
similar nor contradictor.v?

t-_j
t--l
t-__l

t- l

[-.:] --

t__-_l

7 t_-l

.... I--_l

t ---l

I similar, 2 contradictory, 3 neither

Where tl'rere's a u,il[ there is a
The hours of dayligtrt and darknes

I June, 2 Seprernber, 3
This geometric figure ca¡r be divided
certain wây to make a perfect squa
'¡¡rite these nt¡mL¡ers as the answer.

way. The gods sell everything for labor
s are nearest equal in
M"y, 4 December .....--,.--.._-.
by a straigl¡t line into two parts which will fit together in ere. Draw such a line by joining 2 of the numbãrs. Then

t--_l

o

¡l14 ¡3 ¡'fhree m-en- form a partnership and agrr:e io .divicie the ¡rrofits r,,quaily. X invcsrs 5:;500, 1¿invests S3500, and Z invests S1000. If ihe profìts arc's300b, irorv rnr.rclr less dor--:; ){ re<:eive thanif the pro6ts were divicted in proportion to the amount i¡rvestecrP

2 3 4 5
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NAMT AGT STX DATE:.i :r:r,,. i¡i;

.a.. : :,.: ::....::..a
. i,

Y
PLEASE CHECK THE FOLLOIiIING ITEMS, Î'îARKE

MOiT OT THE TIME. PLEASE ANSI'{ER ALL TH

DT
EQ

RUE OR FALST, AS THEY APPLY TO

UESTIONS

F E

I
2
3
4
5

6
7

I

I have a good aPPetite.
I wake up fresh and rested most mornings'
ùV ãiifv'tife is iult of rhings that kãep me 'interested.

I work 
-under a great deaì of tension'

Onãá in a whilel i tnink rjf thinqs too bad to talk about.

i ã* uu.y seldom troubled by constipation'.
At times I have very much wanl:ed to leave home'

Âi it*. I have rìls"oi ìaugtring and crying thar I cannot

control .

i-;; iroubled by attacks of nausea and vomiting' 
:

No one seems to understand nte

At times I feel like swearing.
I have nightmares every few nights
i iin¿ it hard to keep my mind on a t'ask 6¡ a job'
I have had very pecuìiar and strange-expeni.ences'
if p.ãple had noi-f'à¿ it in for mel I wbuld have been much

more successful
or.lné ãne period when I was a youngster' I engaged in
petty thieverY.
i-ñã"t.-na¿ peiiods of days, weeks, or nìontfrs lvhen I

couldn,t take care of things becaúse I couldn't "get going"'

My sìeep is fìtful and disturbed'
flí,.n I äm with peopìe i am bothered by hea¡ing very queer

thi ngs.
I am l'iked by most peopìe who know nte'

i ñuu. ãit.n- f¡aá-io' ia'ke orders from someone who did not

know as much a-s I did
i wisn I could be as happy as others seem to be'
I thjnk a great many pebþie exaggerate their.misfortune
to gain thã sympathy and heìp of others'
I get angry sometìmes.
I ãm cer[aìnly ìacking in se]f-conficience'
I have I j ttl u or-Ãô lÉouul e w1 th my muscl es twi tchì ng or
jump'ing. , ----¡
¡4;¿h oi the t'inre I fee.l as if I ¡¿vq done somethìng wrong

or evil.
I am hapPY most of the t'ime'
Some people.re so bossy that I feei like doìng ihe

;;p;tiie'ot' what they rãquest, even though I know they are

rì ght.
I óelìeve I am beìng plotted agaìnst'
ù.;;'pãoól e wi ì I usã ionrewhat unf a'i r^ tnÊârrs t. ga i n pr'of i 1:

or an advanl,age rather than to lose ii'
I have a great deal of stornach troubìe'
ôfïãn.,1,-.ãnlt unãérsianá:why:i have beerr s. cross ¿ind

grouchY.
Attjmesmythoughtshaveracedaheetlfastertharllcotl.|ti
speak them
Ibel'ievethatmyhorneì'ifeis¿lspìeasarrtasthatofwt:st'
peopìe I krlow.

(i
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o
o
o
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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10.'il"
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i3.
t4.
15.
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o 17.
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o
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o
o
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24.
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27.
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28"
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30.
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32.
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35
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36.
37.
38.

)
)

)

o
o
o

I certainly feeì useless at times.
During the iast few years I have been well.moSt of the,time.
I havã periods in which I carried on activities without
knowing later what I had been doing.
I feel-that I have often been punished without cause'
I have never felt better'in my ìife than I do now'
What otheFS think of me does not bother me.

My memory seems to be all right.
I- find it hard to talk when I meet new poopìe.
I feel weak aìl ovbr much of the time.
I have very few headaches.
I have had no difficulty in keeping my baìance in wajkÍng.
i do not 'like everyone I know.
There are peopìe who are trying to steal my thoughts
and ideas.
I wìsh I were not so shY.
I believe my sins are unpardonable.
I frequentlt find myseìf worrying about something'
My parents 

-have oftãn objectd to the kind of peopìe I went
around with.
I gossip a ìittle at times.
At-times I feel that I can make up my mind w'ith great ease.
I hardly ever notjce my heart pounding and I am seldom
short of breath.
I get mad easiìy and then get over it soon.
i ñave periods ôf such great restlessness that I cannot
sjt long in a chair.
My pareñts and family find more fauìt with me than they
shoul d.
No one much cares what happens to me.

I do not bìame aperson for taking advantage of someone who

ìays hinrseìf open to it :' 
'

At times I am aìl full of energY.
My eyesight is as good as it has been for years.
I do not often notice my ears ringìng or buzzing.
At one or m0Ìe times ìn my ljfe I felt that someone was

makÍng me do things by hypnotizìng nte.

I have had periodi '¡n which i feel unusuaììy cheerfuì'
Even when I'anl with peopìe I feel ìoneìy much of the time.
I think nearìy everyone would teìl a ìie to keep out of
troubì e.
I am more sensìtjve than most other peopìe'
At periocls my mjnd seems to work more sìowìy than ustral.
Peopìe often disappoint me.
I have used alcohoì excessiveìY.
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o
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o
o
o
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SLEEP QUFSTIONMIRE

Date

tion

Height Weight

Marital status

DIIìECTiONS: Answer the questions in the space provided ' or c}ìeck tlre
statements which are true for You.

Do you have a sleeP Problem?
If Yes, do You?

,Aie you currentlY taking anY
Medication

No Yes
have problems fãIIEI asleeP*_--^ 
have many nighttirne.' aruakenings
wake up'i'too early" in the norning---- 
Ìrave lengthy ".wakenings

-- feel sleepy ?11 -duy-

- 

have r¡nwanted beharri.ors whe¡r you are
asleep; e>ç1ain: '

' nedication for sleep or other purposes? 
-Dose When di-d you start What does this

usi¡rg this dr.rg? dnrg relieve?

At r¡¡trat tirne do You start to feel tired in the everriag?
On the average, when do you turn out the lights to go to sleeP?
On the average, how long dose it take you to fa11 asleeP each
On the aveïage, what tine clo You vrake up each morning?.
.1o feel your best, what tirne shoul d you go to tred?. . . .
To feel lour best, what time should you arise?....
How do you awaken in the rnorning?. - - . - naturallv by aIa::m

How often do you take naps? ---freouentl v rarely
How do you usuatr- ly fe',1 after taking a nap refreshed

gro
evenìñ[?

ggy or sleePY
Fbw c''ft-en da y'ou cirink alcohol in the

frequently
sometrmes

NCVEI

Ìlow niany ti-rne-s do you usually wake uÞoduring the night?:.:.:....
At apprôxirnatel-y rnirat times so you l*&" .tp. du1i1g the- night? . . . .
rf yäi waÌ<e irp, how long doe-s it take"ygr¡ to. fa11 back ásleep?.
What is the , total. amouñt of tine you'rå-:awake during the night afte:: yolt falJ.

asleeP? ¿""'
Iio4long ão yon usually doze i¡r the norning between

of bed?. .'- . ; .
How dã you usually feel during the first 30 rninütes

arval<ening and ge'Lti:rg out

norning?
after vraki:lg i.lp in the



t is your usual sleep position? - .- on your back
t ',: i i:.- '-'- On YOUf Side

== 
on Youl. stomach

;:- no single position is usual
a'

l5t

often do yor-r remember dreaning? rarely

nearly every night
would you de.scri.be yclur dream reEãI-tl

; only a va€ß¡e feeling of having drea¡ned 
"'a sketchy story, ilnäge, or thòught

a check beside any or the ro1lor^rrr*ii"åiåT t*åtti3rîÍ,r'o*tex 
recollection

thave been told that I grind mY

an adolesent or adult, f have
an adolesenl or adult, f have
dreams are often ve4f vivid

feel that I' ilrean too rnirch
dreams ofte-n awaken me

of.ten have frightening d¡eams
an adult f have wet mY bed
have been told that I bang or

I have been told
Scrneti:nes a pers

I
I
I

teeth rvhen I sleep
been seen sleepwalking
been seen sleep talking

-2"

twist my head at nig-ht

that I snore very 1oud1Y
on cannot sleep in the iame roorn with me because they are

I4y
bothered by my snoring
beci covers are very messed tp in the norning

am a very restless sleePer
have beên told that I -k-icked or poked my bed partner while f ar¡ asleep

have hallucinations o:' dream -likt irnages when f 'and not actually'as1eep,

I

but while f arn falling asleep or waking up
I sometines awaken vrith a choking - sensation

have been told that I stop breathing when I am asleep
have fa11en out of bed
have been told that I make rolling o .^rock-i-ng movements during slee_p

sometime.s have felt parglyzed or r¡rable to nnve when waking qp or falling
asleep

I-r^¡ake irp sudderúy form sleep with a feeling of fear, anxiety, tension, or
unhappine.ss

I r^"a}:..^ up fr-om sl eep with a feeling of rmrscle tension or tigh-e ness irl ny arrns

or chest"
I .have awakened frum sleep once oï more having vonúted

I wale up in l-he night, f often have to go , to the bathroom
I s'rn' . t a lot l.'hile I arn asleep

feel tht the quality of my sleep is rursatisfactory
have been to1á that nry legs th'itch or j erk while I an sleeping
sometj-mes wake tp with a headache





I sonetirnes have pain in my heart during the night '153,,,',;; "' ' l' l

I usually have a bitter or sour taste in nry "¡nouth 
when I awaken at rright '''or ifr the morning

I have been told ttrat I shake my head wÏú1e asleep
I have been told that I have convulsions, fits, or seizures at night
I have had convulsions, fits, or seizures durj:rg the day
I have awakene¿l with blood on ny pillow

have bitten my tongue while asleep
sometirnes wake np with heartburn
sonretimes wake up with lower back pain
sonetirnes wake r¡p with feelings of aching or 'þins ancl n'eed.les" irr my Legs
am unatrle to sleep in a flat posj.tion beðause of shortness of breath
sometj-rnes cough up sputum or rmrcus during the night or in the rnorning
have gained more than 10 lbs. in the last year
have lost more th¿ur 10 1bs. in hhe last year
have been told that f have high blood pressure

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

f sorrrctines wet the bed after age 6

As a child, I tal.ked in my sleep
As a child, I sleepwalked
As a child I had frequent nightnares
As a child f screame<l i¡r ny sleep
As a'child I had convuLsions during sleep
As a chi.ld I would grind rry teeth during sleep
As- a child I bangeð or rocked my head on the bed to fa1l asleep
My current sleep problem startetl as a child or adolescent
I used to fall asleep in sclool
f always hacl to fight the urge to sleep during clasees i¡ school
As a child I used to stay r:p late i¡ the evening
I was told that I snored while sleeping as a cJli,ld or teenager. '
I wss considered a hyperactive or hyperkinetic child or teenager

These questions apply to your extended famiLy, those me¡nbers
who are related to you "by bloodrr

A relative died foom "crib-death" or sudden infant cleath '

Other mengers of ny fanú1y have insonnia
Other rnernbers of m/ farnily snore loudly at night
Othe:: members of my famili frequentl y f aIT asÍeep during tt're day or eveniig--
Otlier member:; of rrr"v family are troublecl by -sudden attacks of physical weak-

ness or paral,ysis particularl i¡ emotional situations
Ot|er nernbers of nr¡ fan¿fy have been hyperactive or hlperkenetiò as children
0ther ;ne¡rbe::s of rny' fanily have the sirme sleep problem that I cio

-4-



APPENDIX 11

Infornred Consent and Experimental Requirements Questionnaire 1s4

To the best of your knowìedge, are there any physical or mental health

reasons that you should not participate in this experiment? yels no--
If yes, describe:

if no, pìease describe any physical &/or mentaj health problems r¡rhjch you

do have, even though you do not feel that they should affect your part-

icìpation:

Please state below whether or not English is your first language &/or

whether you feel that you have a firm enough grasp of Ëngììsh -uo be

able to both speak and read it fluently:

Do you have either normal (?-O/20) vision or visìon which is correctable

w'i i.h the use of gì asses or contact I enses? Pl ease descr j be v¡hi ch and

any other visual prob'lems you have:

I uirderstand that I aln about to partake jn a clinjcal neuropsycho]ogìca1

experìment, whìch will requìre that I fill out various quest'ionnajres

(tne inforrnatjon contained in these to. be completeìy confidentia'l except

to the extent that the anonyrnous use of such informatìon is necessary in

the academic write-up r¡f said research) before, during and after this research"

I al so r-inderstantl that I wi I I have to responci to certaì n test batteri

none of whìch are capable in any manner of caus'ing phys'icaì or mental hárm-

I further understand (for seizure-free subjects only) that I r^¿ilj be

requri^ecl tcL sleep in a sleep 'laboratory for 1 to 3 njghts and that on at

leas1" oile of these nights I may be awakened a number of times durìng the

njqht. Durjnq these s'leep sessions my brain-wave activity w'iiì [:e lnonitored

durinq the night by means of a cìinical EEG hook-up, whìch also i:; incapabìe

of subjecting me to either electric shock or any other knovrn lneans of
'physical harm. The information so collected is also confiderrtÍai except

where required for profess jonal purposes. I may decide to dro¡.;-out of

this study at any tjme w'ithout expectatìon of harassment or any 1.ype of

penaìty frrom the research investjgators.

Subject Sigrra tr¡re
Da te

þir tness 5l gnatur'J

I
I

I

l

,'l
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APPENDIX F No

Particip.rnt Information Sheet

Blrthdate Àge

Sc¡cial Security #

Phr¡ne: home othe¡:

ct.person other than patient
(relationship)

tion years Do yorr work? __Ies ___no
Seizure Location

Description

occupation

of seizure rrequglg_

Primary type

Other t)æes

of se'izures (if known)
t medications:

l"liJ-ligrams # taken
IIow long have

Time of day you taken this?

logist ,l'ID Phone

qq How ol-d were you w)ren seiz:ures were fj.rst
noticed or diagnosed?

how long do your primary sejzures usually last{in mjnutes or seconds)

you been'in bíofeedback training for se'izure coÌrtrol either here or elsewhere

. evFr before If so, where, when,. and how effective vlas this
training then and hout muÒh has this'effect lasted to the pi^esen'1"

you currentìy 'in bi of eedback trai ni ng If so , horr man.y sestii otis havt:

you had to date and ho\^r effect j ve has thi s been i n sei zure reclur:t.i on



APPENDIX G r56

Alphabetical ListÍng of

ability
abstract
alle.gory
apEit-ude

attitude
betrayal
chance-

the 80 Abstract Nouns Pr:esented to Subjects

1.

4.

7.

10.

13.

16.

1.9 .

..>

25.
.)o

31.

34.

37.

40.

43.

46.

49.
\')

cr

58.

61.

64.

67.

70.

73.

7('.

79.

,
5.

B.

11.

L4.

L7.

20.

23.

26.
ta

32.

35.

38.

4r.
44.

47.

50.

53.

56.

59.

62.

65.

68.

7I.
74.

77 .

80.

ablation
abuse

amount

array
banallty
boredorn

clemency

custom

devot.Íon

ethical
event

fact
fate
foible
gist
hatrecl

honor

imply

incident
interest
majority
method

miracle
lnood

nature
perj ury
prestige

3.

6.

o

L2"

15.

lB.
,>1

24.
.,1

30.

33.

36.
'lo

42.

45.

48.

51.

54.

f:0.

63.

66.

69.
1'.)

75.
1Q

absence

advice

apology

atrocity
belief
c.apacity

concept

deceit
duÈy

essence

excuse

fallacy
faul t.

f o11.y

gravity
hint
íllusiorr
i-mpulse

i.nstance

irorry
memory

mind

misuse

r¡roral

opinÍcln

pledge

i

ì

:

ll,

'!
ti'I

l

I

L

context
oes liny
et tort
evidence

facility
tantasy

figment

freedom

gree<1

hi.story
immunity

:'-nanity

interím
malice

mercy

rnlnute

moment

r'lo t ive
origin
pos.i-tion
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APPENDIX I
i sEorrME QUTSTioNNATRE

tient Name' #

Group

Has today been an unusual day in any respect? yes ' no--
If yes, desrc'!be:

How much sìeep dicl you have last night? '

a

I ast eat? and hovl much

Night

te

Did you take a nap todaY?
If .yes, at what time

ves no
and for how 'long

). Dìd you drink any alcoholic beverages today? yes .no_
and how muchIf yes, at r^rhat time

). Harre you used atty psychoactive drugs in the past 48 hrs.? Yes.--_- no
nd how muchif yes, liow recentl

At what time dìd you

List any medicatjons you took today (inclucle vitam'ins, ôspirjns, etc.) and the amount-

Do you have any physicaì compìaints right now? yes
If yes, describe:

no

aìì; 7= Extremely), rate the extent to whjch you
llowirrg feeìings rìght now:

n0i{:

0nascaleofitcT(
ð re e)(perienc j ng each

Ten:;i c-n

Notl- at
foof the

,lncler Depre*csjon Vigor -- Fatigue-_-.--

üo n f u s'i o rli lìewì I d r:rnre nt---*-

Do ¡vou feel read.y for bed now? yes- no-
i f no , urhy not?

ci rcl e the statement I etter that best ciescribes hovr you f eeì i" i gìit

a. Feeling active and vit.rì;alert; wide awake .

b. Functíóning at a high level , but not at'peak; able to concent'ra1;r':
c. Relaxed; awake; not at fulJ alertness; responsive
d" A Iittle fogg.y, not at. peak; let dolvn

e. Fogginess; þåginning tg lose irtt.erest in rem¿ìnìng ¡ri'rai"i:'

f . .sl óep'iness i pieit-'r' to L¡e 'i)' j ng tlown; l'i glrtì ng s'let:p ' 'lJcìozJ

g.'Alrn.t' in ieierìe; sìerr.,p oilsc,t toon; lcist struggle lo remain ¡tv¿i"û

ase add arry acldit'iorral co¡runents ancJ infoi'nlatjon:

I
I
I

I

I

l,

:,
I
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(

APPENDTX J

MORNING QUTSTIONNAIR€

#ient Name Nig hr

Group

adjecti,¿es wlrich best d

uni nterruPted_---

i nterru pted

escribe your sleeP'ìast n'ight:

restful--' short- drean'l ess.-

restl ess - I ong man.Y cireams -

?

ìong clid it take you to falì asleep last njght?-- --.-----
long dicl you sìeeP last night?--

this the same, shorter or ìonger than you usual'ly sleep at home?

many t'imes do.you remember waking up last ní'ght? 
-you have any physicaì complaints right now? yes_- no-

yes, describe:

a scale of 1 to 7 (1= Not at al7;7= Extremely), rate the'extent to which you are

periencing each of the fo'llowjng feeì ings right now:

nsion Anger Depression-- Vigor- Fatigue--

fusi onlBew'i I derment__

you remember any dreams from last n'ighi? yes-- no-
!.., pìease desiribe jn as much det'ai1 as possíble:

:

I
I

I

i
I
¡'

I

)

i

I

I

:

k the

g

eep____

generaì, was your sleep ìast night worse, better, or the same as yclur usuaì

ee¡r at hone'l____

rcle the statenlent letter that best descrjbes how you feeì rìght now?

. Feei ing actìve and vital ; a'lert; wìde awalle

. Functión1ng ai. hìgh level, bLtt not. at pe;rk; able to concentrate

. n.laxed; aívake; nót at full alertness' responsive

. A little foggY; let down

. Êoggi,.,urr; Éé"ginning to lose interest ir¡ renra'ining awake

. Sl ãépi nesi; pief er io be 'lyi ng down; f ighti ng s'leep; woozy.

. Almolt in r.u*.iã; tiuup outu[ soon; ]ost struggìe to rema'in awakg

e add any adclitional comments and information:
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Appenclix K

Reaction Tíme Data

It has a1reacly been not-ed that RTs did not differ signíficarrtly

between Nights I and 2. For this reason' all within an'l between group

comparisons consider Nights 2 and 3 on1y.

Between Group Comp arisons Befor:e REM Deprivation- As indícated ín Table 7,

signífj-cant mairr effects r¡/ere found for both the Group (¡{Z'2L) = 4.60,

p.= .022) ancl Stímulus Type (g{r,2L) =. L8.27, -P. = .0003) factors in tl-re

3(Group) x 2(Srimulus Tyne) x 2(Visual Field) repeated measures ANOVA.

In accordance wíth predictíon, ER. subjects were sí-gnifíc-an.t1y (at the .05

level) slower (according to planned cornparisons) than NE subjects on the-

Insert Table 7 about here

right lremÍ.sphere task (emotional-/f act-aL recognitiorl) when presented to

the righr hemj-sphere f írst (Îs = L742.52 for NE and 23L4.66 for ER) 
"

Ilowever, a post hoc ! test indlcaLed that the d j.f f erence \^7as also sta-

tistically sÍ.gnif ícant rvhen the l;ame task t.¡as presenleC ro the lef t hernisphere

f irst (xo = LTO]\,68 for NIÌ ancl ?.3Û2.32 f or ER). Tndeed, the rnost prorìtinent

RT finding and the one nìost rL'sT)onsible for tire group main effect was that'

under each one of tlie four stirnulus conditíons, the NE group was faster than

either of tlre epÍl.eptic glotlps (over:all Xs = 1525.32 f or NE, f991 ' B0 t or: EL,

anð. 2021..26 f or lìIì.) .



Table 7

3(Group) x 2(Stimulus Type) x 2(Visual Field)

Repeated Measures Analysis of Varíance for

Reaction Time of Same/¡ifferenie Judgments

::
i:l

li.

i;,
::,.

,
il
.';

:ì.
a:.
ll

.:::

t
t,
tì.

:1.
'it.
::4,

rl.

t:
'::'

i
:j

a:

:l

:l

l
aa

Source df MS I P

G

Error
2 2,660,100. 2

578 , 550. 5

4 .60 .022
2L

ST

Error
I
2L

3,42L,885.8
l-87 ,280.2

L8.27 .0003

VF
Errc¡r

1, 7888.2
89s5.8

.88 .359
2L

GxST
Error

2 215,835. I
LBl ,280.2

1. 15 . 33s
2T

GxVF
Error

2 L3,457 .3
8955. B

1. 50 .245
27

STxVF
Error

1 L6,936.9
97 7 L.2

L.'i3 202
2L

GxSTxVF
Error

2 4863.2
977 L.2

.50 . 615

2L

Nr¡t e : G = Croup; ST: Stimulus Type; VF = Visual Field
Al.ove: Lable ís f or Night 2 of the NE Group.
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Betweerr Group Compar isons after REM DeprÍvarion- The 3(Group) x 2(Srimulus

Type) :< 2(Ví,sual Fíeld) repeated measures ANOVA for Night 3 data of the NE

grorrp again indícated signifícant main effects for Group (p(2,21) -

6.51, p- = "006) and SLimulus Type (q{f ,27) = 16.10, -P- = .0006). Once

again the group effects can be accounted for largely b.r* the speecl of

respoiìse of the NE group. The Stímulus Type rnain effect is trivial because

the between.stimulus type comparisons are virtually meaningless for the RT

daca (Í.e." the word response.requires less processing f-han is ínvolved in

resporrding to the face and emoËÍonal stímulus conditions sj-nulËaneously -

thus rendering compari.sons betr¿een the two meaningless).

l,lithin Nl] Groulr Comp ari.sons Pre to Post REM Depr:ivation- A 2(Night) x

2(Visua-l- Field) x 2(Stimulus Type) repeated measures ANOVA on the Níghr 2-

ro ¡lÍghr 3 data shows main r:ffects for both vÍsual Field (F(lr18) = 6.10,

p = .Ct2_4) and Srímulus Type (_qif ,18) = 4L.73, p ( .00009). As can be seen

in'Il¡+hlc: B, on Night 3 the NE group RTs r+ere consistently faster under all

crtldÍ.tí.ons than on Night 2, althougl-r t tests indicated that these differences

r"-ir.i:e Ì-rot sl:atis{-ical-J-i' signifj-cant in any of the four conditions. The

insert Table 8 about here

shorte¡: RTs for: the NE group on Night 3 resulterl in all post hoc t t-est

courpat:j.st¡ns rvith the other t\,ro groups being sig,nific.antl-¡ dií; fÊ't:Li:ììi- '-lt 1'he

,05 level.
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Table B

Mean Reaction Time Scores for all Three Groups and

Both Stimulus Types as v¡ell as Across

Nights for the Nonepileptíc Group

Group Lwor:d Lemo/face Rr¿ord Remo/face

ET

EÏ.

i\11

Níght 2

Night 3

L902.0 206L.0

2314.7

1866.6

r7L7 .3

2L37.7

2302.3r75O. B

1362.8 17 42 .5

r54L.2

L29L,3 Lt 04 .7

rs34.41290.4 1188.9

I'lote: Ei, : Left Hemisphere Focus Epilepsy; ER = RighL Hemisphere Focus Epilepsy;

NE = NonepiJ-eptic

L = Left Visual Field; R = Right Vísual Field.

emo/f ace = Emotj-onal/Facial llecognitíon Triai..

word = l,Jo-r--rl Recognitíon Trial.
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Correlatí-orl of RT and Accura Scores

Pitblado (f979) merìtions the need to examine tv/o specifíc questions

regardÍng RT and accuracy data relationships. One is the possibility of

trade-offs betrnteen speed and accuracy.. The other is the question of

whether r,'isual f j-eld dif ferences in RT and accuracy are related.

To test for the possíbility of speed-accuracy trade-offs, the Pearson

product-mornent correlation bett¡een RT and accuracy was calculated for

the NE group only for each visual field for each of the two stimulus

condÍtions providing infonnation on both RT and accuracy (i.e., v/ord

and emotion/face sLimuli presented to either visual fíeld). For Night 2,

two significant correlations (p < .05) were <liscoverecl. A posiEive

correlatj-on L,as found to exist betr.¡een iìT ancl accuräcy for the rÍght

hemisphere taslc when presentecl to the right hemÍsphere first. In other

words there appears to h¿rve been Pitblado's predicted trade-off. As

RT increases so does accuracy of the resoonses. 0n the other hand, a

negative correlation vras fcurid between RT and accuracy for the left hemi-

sphere task wÌren preserrted to tl-ie left hemisphere first. That is, accuracy

increases as RTs trecome f aster, rvhic.h is contrary to Pitbladors predict:lon.

T'hese f :'-n,lings rnust be Lernuered by the fact that they r+ere ¡rroduce<l from

a verv srn¿rll s.',rm1>le size 1-or ¡;uch cal-culations and thus ref lect l-s¡.r polver.

None of the Night 3 correlations attained statistical significance. In

addition, the lack of significant correl.ation for any of the Ni-ght 3

condítions or the other two Night 2 comparí-sons, combined with the c:ontrariness

of the two effects which did reach significance, l.ends support to the earlier

contention Ehat RT fÍnclings arc of lesser value in the current study,

ì:i
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sfnce their interpretation is open to considerable dísag-r:eement. Examination

of these same relatÍonshíps will not be provided for ttre EL and ER groups

because the small sample sízes ínvolved, the nattrre of these subjec.tst

iilness, and the med.ícatÍons of which they partake, all potentially

affect the data to the extent that Ínterpretatíon oi sr-rch correlations

would be extreinely speculative.
' 'Ihe relationship(s) between visual field differences ín accuracy and

RT were determÍned by takíng Right Visrral. Fiel-d - Left VÍsual Field scores

on both measures and then correlating the resultant: producËs for each of

the tvo stimulus corrdÍtíons (í.e., word and emotional/facial recognítion).

For Night 2. 'r' = .L966 for word recognition ancl 'r' - -.2908 for

emotional /facial- recognÍtion. Neither of these product-moment correlations

is statistically sÍgni-f icant. For Night 3, 'r' = -.4,539 for word recognition

and 'r' = -.3379 for emotional/facial recognítion. Borh of rhese correlations

approach, but neither atteins signíficance




